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A Nearest-Neighbor Approach to Indicative Web
Summarization
Yves Petinot
Through their role of content proxy, in particular on search engine result pages, Web summaries play an es-
sential part in the discovery of information and services on the Web. In their simplest form, Web summaries
are snippets based on a user-query and are obtained by extracting from the content of Web pages. The focus
of this work, however, is on indicative Web summarization, that is, on the generation of summaries describ-
ing the purpose, topics and functionalities of Web pages. In many scenarios — e.g. navigational queries
or content-deprived pages — such summaries represent a valuable commodity to concisely describe Web
pages while circumventing the need to produce snippets from inherently noisy, dynamic, and structurally
complex content. Previous approaches have identified linking pages as a privileged source of indicative
content from which Web summaries may be derived using traditional extractive methods. To be reliable,
these approaches require sufficient anchortext redundancy, ultimately showing the limits of extractive algo-
rithms for what is, fundamentally, an abstractive task. In contrast, we explore the viability of abstractive
approaches and propose a nearest-neighbors summarization framework leveraging summaries of concep-
tually related (neighboring) Web pages. We examine the steps that can lead to the reuse and adaptation
of existing summaries to previously unseen pages. Specifically, we evaluate two Text-to-Text transforma-
tions that cover the main types of operations applicable to neighbor summaries: (1) ranking, to identify
neighbor summaries that best fit the target; (2) target adaptation, to adjust individual neighbor summaries
to the target page based on neighborhood-specific template-slot models. For this last transformation, we
report on an initial exploration of the use of slot-driven compression to adjust adapted summaries based
on the confidence associated with token-level adaptation operations. Overall, this dissertation explores a
new research avenue for indicative Web summarization and shows the potential value, given the diversity
and complexity of the content of Web pages, of transferring, and, when necessary, of adapting, existing
summary information between conceptually similar Web pages.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The focus of this thesis is Web Summarization, which, given a Universal Resource Locator (URL) for a
target Web Page, aims to generate a short sequence of text providing a concise representation of the Web
page. Web summaries represent a key commodity on the Web due to their prominence on Search Engine
Result Pages (SERPs) where they act as proxies to a page’s full content. Specifically, they play an important
part in the discovery of information and services, allowing users to quickly decide on a page’s relevance to
their informational or transactional needs [Broder, 2002; Harper and Patel, 2005] without having to visit the
Web page itself.
1.1 Informative vs. Indicative Web Summarization
While various flavors of, and applications to, Web summarization have been proposed, the work presented
here specifically targets the static — as opposed to dynamic, or query-focused — summarization of Web
pages and aims to, in each case, generate a single sentence describing the purpose of the page. A typical
situation where this type of static summaries becomes an essential resource is when a page is retrieved in
response to a navigational query [Broder, 2002], or if there is no match for the user query in the content of the
page1. The purpose of a Web page is fundamentally specified by the topics and functionalities associated
with the page. The summaries we intend to generate are thus indicative summaries of Web pages, that is
summaries that are not surrogate for the Web page2, but instead summaries that allow a user to assess their
relevance to their needs [Com, 2014]. As an example, one of many plausible indicative summaries for the
homepage of The New York Times is:
1This may happen, for instance, as the result of a match triggered by the page’s anchortext or by any other indexed source of
content indirectly associated with the page.
2This would correspond to informative summaries.
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Online edition of the newspaper’s news and commentary.
This indicative summary originates from the URL’s entry in the Open Directory Project (ODP)3, a popular
Web directory which we will make extensive use of in this work. In spite of its substantial size — over 3.7
million URLs registered at the time of this writing — ODP is a manually curated directory and, as such,
cannot be relied on for a significant portion of the Web, in particular for the less popular portions of the
Web, where the number of pages is in the order of billions4. This raises some fundamental limitations of
Web directories when used as a source of indicative Web summaries:
• Coverage: while Search engines are arguably able to index a significant portion of the Web, editors
contributing to Web directories only cover a much smaller fraction of the Web. Hence, most URL
entries in a typical SERP will not be matched by any Web directory, leaving search-engines with no
backup alternative when their content-based snippet generators yield empty - or inappropriate - ex-
tracts. This is a frequent issue for pages that are primarily multimedia, Flash-based, or whose content
is loaded dynamically using client-side scripting: in this case little or no textual data is generally
usable towards the creation of a snippet 5.
• Staleness: Web directories such as ODP, due to the fact that they are manually maintained and rely on
manual updates will in many situations be unable to consistently ensure that Web page summaries are
a timely representation of the current content of the associated page. This may, for instance, happen
as summaries, including embedded HTML description summaries, are created or submitted but the
functionality of the page later extended without being reflected in the original summary6. Automated
indicative Web summarization allows for the frequent reanalysis and regeneration of Web summaries,
ensuring consistency with page content.
• Bias: URL summaries featured in Web directories may suffer from subjectivity and represent the
views of a single individual. Automated indicative Web summarization, on the other hand, ensures
3http://www.dmoz.org
4http://commoncrawl.org/
5 See, for instance, the discussions on empty captions in [Bing Webmaster Center Team, 2009] and https://blogs.bing.
com/search/2012/03/19/bing-search-quality-insights-reducing-junk/.
6As an extreme instance of this problem, we found many instances of ODP entries whose URLs were either no longer active or
had been subjected to domain hijacking
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for a systematic, non-biased, handling of Web content. Further the methods we propose seek to fully
leverage all available data for a given target URL, offering better guarantees as to the representative-
ness of the generated summaries.
Our goal in this thesis is to provide a practical answer to these limitations and to develop robust, scalable,
and non-biased algorithms for the automated generation of indicative Web summaries.
1.2 Indicative Web Summarization: Limitations of Extractive Approaches
As we just saw, there exists a need to be able to generate indicative Web summaries at scale. Despite the
fact that indicative Web summaries are, in essence, text conceptualizing the content of the target Web page,
the majority of indicative Web summarization techniques proposed to date have followed the conventional
extractive approaches prevalent in the automatic document summarization community [Spärck-Jones, 2007;
Nenkova and McKeown, 2011]. The key assumption behind this choice is that summary-worthy content is
expected to be found in the content of the target page itself or, when considering a Web-page’s anchortext ,
in its immediate vicinity. In this section, we argue that the content found on Web-pages is generally not the
best candidate for verbatim usage and that extractive methods are limited in how much of Web data they can
use for generation purposes.
1.2.1 Characteristics of Web Data
In order to better understand why extractive methods are not suitable for the purpose of indicative Web
summarization, one needs to consider the specific characteristics of Web data. A unique aspect of the Web
summarization task is the fact that its input content has no standard format or structure that can be assumed.
Contrary to the type of well-formed content (e.g. Newswire, literature corpora) that has traditionally been
the focus of automatic document summarization, Web data exhibits the followings characteristics:
• Diversity and heterogeneity of content sources: Web content is not limited to the content directly
associated with the target URL, but can be extended to linking content (content surrounding links to
the target, i.e. anchortext and extended anchor-text [Glover et al., 2002]), tag-based content (from
bookmarking sites), as well as Web usage/social data (e.g. search engine logs/queries, tweets, etc.).
These sources of content greatly vary in their signal-to-noise ratio and, therefore, in the amount of
confidence that can be assigned to them.
• Diversity of content: Web content follows a long-tail trend and typically contains a significant amount
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of low-frequency content (i.e. Named Entities, but also vocabulary), which has potentially never been
observed before and is therefore not covered by any dictionary or other linguistic/syntactic resource.
This may significantly affect any summarizer that attempts to use linguistic knowledge while perform-
ing extractive summarization, e.g. [Delort et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004].
• Fragmented content: a significant portion of Web content is fragmented, in that individual natu-
ral language utterances, either due to formatting or rendering limitations, will generally not be full-
fledged sentences. Here again, summarizers relying on strong linguistic assumptions may be at a loss
extracting well-formed sentences from a Web page or from data that can be associated with that page.
• Predominance of multimedia or structurally-complex content: the occurrence of multimedia or
structured content limits the amount of textual content - especially fluent textual content - that can
be extracted from a page. Barring the use of expensive conversion methods from audio/video/im-
age content to text, textual content may simply be unavailable for certain URLs, in which case it is
often necessary to resort to alternate modalities (e.g. anchortext) to obtain a representation of those
URLs. Additionally, even when conversion is possible, it is likely that the extracted content will be
significantly fragmented (c.f. previous item).
• Dynamicity of content: the vast majority of Web pages are generated dynamically [Jatowt, 2004],
usually from an underlying database. Two successive retrievals of the same URL may hence lead to
contents that are different, often due to the presence of time-sensitive information or simply because
of the inclusion of - dynamic - contextual advertisements [Anagnostopoulos et al., 2011] which may
be difficult to filter out in a consistent and accurate manner. Successful indicative summarization
techniques should provide a mechanism to ascertain the “static salience” of the selected content.
An ideal Web summarization algorithm should be able to mitigate these phenomena in order to produce
indicative summaries that leverage all available data, while also being robust to content complexity and
noise.
1.2.2 Indicative Web Summaries are not Page Snippets
The characteristics of Web pages that have been listed above have a direct impact on the design of indica-
tive Web summarizers. In particular, these characteristics generally make the use of extractive techniques
impractical and in this section we discuss more specifically why these techniques may not be successful in
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producing indicative summaries similar, for instance, to those available from ODP.
As will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, indicative Web summaries, and in particular ODP sum-
maries, follow format and content conventions that are more involved than that of extract-like summaries.
Specifically:
• Indicative Web summaries typically consist of a single well-formed sentence7. As we saw in the
previous section, many aspects of Web data are hindering the extraction of well-formed sentences
due to the fragmented nature of the content available from the page. Put differently, if well-formed
utterances are available from a Web-page, there is no guarantee as to the salience or relevance of
these utterances. It may in fact turn out to be the case that the most informative elements of content
are also the most fragmented (i.e. single words). As a supporting example, consider once more the
homepage of the New York Times and how relevant and informative navigational text — also known
as boilerplate content, see Figure 1.1 — is to describing the purpose of the page.
• The content of indicative Web summaries represents a partial abstraction of the target URL as a
means to effectively convey the purpose of the page. For instance a Web page selling DVDs might
be described using the terms “entertainment” and “e-commerce” although these terms may never
explicitly appear anywhere on the page. In general, multiple instances of a single concept will tend to
be abstracted under a common “umbrella” term and this term may not be present on the page, or if it
is, may not once again be part of a well-formed sentence.
We can see that there is dichotomy affecting extractive methods for indicative Web summarization. One the
one hand, summary well-formedness is a central requirement. On the other hand, unlike traditional summa-
rization, and since well-formedness is not the norm, extractive approaches effectively favor well-formedness
over relevance as they filter out fragmented, but potentially relevant, candidate utterances. In order to
reach a sufficient level of confidence in the generated summaries, and also to increase the pool of well-
formed input sentences, the best current extractive approaches to indicative Web summarization proceed
by searching for, and extracting, likely indicative sentences from linking pages [Amitay and Paris, 2000;
Delort et al., 2003]. Unfortunately, in order to be reliable, these approaches require sufficient anchortext
7We note however that, in many cases, indicative Web summaries are reduced to lists of topics/features that overall have the
appearance of a well-formed sentence.


































Figure 1.1: Most salient terms on www.nytimes.com using a salience score based on average length
of containing utterances. According to this definition of salience, the content of navigational/boilerplate
fragments is most prominent.
redundancy [Delort et al., 2003], ultimately showing the limits of extractive algorithms towards a funda-
mentally abstractive task.
1.3 Indicative Web Summarization: Abstractive Take
In this thesis, we propose to test the hypothesis that indicative Web summaries are the result of a genera-
tive process where the content of the summaries cannot be explained by (and therefore approximated by)
an exclusively extractive process. While we do not claim that it is possible to fully eliminate extraction
from the generation process — how could one determine that New York Times is the key entity associated
with http://www.nytimes.com without resorting to extraction ? — we nonetheless acknowledge the
mixed nature of indicative Web summaries: specific summary content that can only be extracted from the
target should be supported by indicative content that may not explicitly appear on the page itself, or for
that matter, in any element of content that can be derived from the page’s content. Additionally, abstractive
summarization also offers the opportunity to introduce well-formed content that does not originate from the
target page. By doing so, we propose to address the key shortcoming of extractive approaches, allowing
for the extractive process to be applied on all available data, including fragmented text, and not only on
well-formed content.
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The question then becomes that of identifying appropriate ways of acquiring the indicative content that
we expect will enforce the structure of the indicative summaries. Indicative Web summarization, like any
form of summarization, can be seen as a complex mapping from an input space (the Web page space) to
an output space (the indicative Web summary space). While in the case of informative summarization the
input and output spaces are the same (which is the theoretical justification for the use of extractive methods
[Leskovec et al., 2005]), in the case of abstractive summarization, the input and output exist in different
spaces. Abstractive summarization thus corresponds to establishing a mapping, whether through learning
or simpler heuristic processes, between the two spaces. Different assumptions as to how this should happen
lead to different paradigms of abstractive summarization. In the following, we highlight two families of
models and discuss their respective values. The first family is that of model-based abstractive indicative
Web Summarizers. The second family, which is the focus of this thesis, is that of instance-based abstractive
indicative Web summarizers.
1.3.1 Abstractive Indicative Web Summarization: Model-based Approach
The model-based approach to indicative Web summarization seeks to establish a global model describing
the mapping from the input Web page space to the indicative summary space.
1.3.1.1 OCELOT (Berger et al.)
This family of models has been previously experimented with through the OCELOT system [Berger and
Mittal, 2000], a supervised translation model trained over ODP page-summary pairs. No comprehensive
evaluation of their system is provided but the provided outputs suggest that the noisy nature of Web pages
negatively impacts the quality of the resulting gists. While the dependence between Web page and indicative
summary appears to be intuitively correct, it seems less realistic to model this dependence as a noisy channel
model with strong Markov assumptions. In this thesis we propose to develop generative summarization
models that make more realistic assumptions about the relationship between the summaries and the target
content.
1.3.1.2 Potential for Future Developments
The OCELOT experiment is conceptually interesting and calls for further exploration of the global model
approach. The main limitation with the OCELOT model seems to lie in the lack of strong constraints
imposed on the summary structure. A 3-gram language model trained over the entire ODP corpus treated as
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a bag of indicative summaries, while facilitating decoding, seems to result in a significant loss of knowledge
in terms of indicative Web summaries. The analysis we carry on in Chapter 3 highlights the presence of
summary templates, if not across the entire corpus, at least within individual ODP categories. A stronger
generative summary model based on the notion of latent templates should thus be able to take advantage
of this added structure to better control the indicative summarization process. The instance-based approach
which we discuss next stems from this very observation.
1.3.2 Abstractive Indicative Web Summarization: Instance-based Approach
The second approach, which is the one we explore in this thesis, is to adopt an instance-based approach to
describing Web pages. By identifying instances, or neighbors in a suitable space, most similar to the target
Web page, we propose to elicit indicative content that may be used to describe the target page.
1.3.2.1 Cluster Hypothesis for Indicative Web Summaries
Consider once again having to generate an indicative summary for the homepage of the New York Times.
At any given time, the content of this page consists of headlines of current or recent news articles, thus
providing only noisy evidence, at least from a machine point of view, towards the purpose of the page.
Knowledge of indicative summaries for similar Web pages, however, may offer a more direct guidance as
to the structure and content of an acceptable summary. The homepage of the Washington Post8 is one such
page and has the following ODP summary:
URL: http://www.washingtonpost.com
ODP Daily. Offers news, opinion, sports, arts and living and entertainment. In-
cludes archives since 1977 and subscription information.
Certain parts — e.g. since 1977 — of this summary, which we shall refer to as a neighbor summary, are
inexact or inappropriate in the context of the NYT, but its overall structure and content certainly provide a
sound basis from which the expected output could be generated. As is shown in Figure 1.2, a simple analysis
of this neighbor summary in light of the content extractable from the NYT homepage — in particular the
primarily navigational content shown in Figure 1.1 — allows to derive a template structure that can later
be specialized for a new page. The work presented here explores the steps that can lead to such reuse and
adaptation of neighbor summaries to previously unseen pages. The idea of reusing, from the onset, both the
content and structure of existing summaries, places our work in the realm of Text-to-Text (T2T) algorithms.
8http://www.washingtonpost.com
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www.washingpost.com
[ODP-original]
Daily. Offers news, opinion, sports, arts and living and entertain-
ment. Includes archives since 1977 and subscription information.
www.washingpost.com
[NYT-coverage]
Daily. Offers news, opinion, sports, arts and living and entertain-
ment. Includes archives since 1977 and subscription information.
www.washingpost.com
[NYT-templated]
Daily. Offers news, opinion, sports, arts and living and
[ ]. [ ] and subscription information.
Figure 1.2: Example showing the relevance of indicative summaries across neighboring Web pages - A
significant portion of the original ODP summary for the homepage of the Washington Post (first row) is cov-
ered by navigational, and regular content from the New York Times homepage (second row). This summary
can be dynamically — i.e. conditioned specifically on the target page — turned into a template structure
by converting page-specific content into template slots (third row). Such a template can then be used as a
basis to generate an indicative summary for the NYT homepage. Note that this level of summary coverage
is only achieved when considering fragmented, non-contiguous, content on the target page and could not be
obtained through plain extraction on the same content.
Consequently, our goal is not to reach a semantic representation of the page being summarized, but instead
to condition the appearance of summary linguistic components on features of this page. We will specifically
focus on three T2T transformations that we believe cover the main types of operations that can be applied
to neighbor objects and their summaries. These are neighbor ranking, neighbor-target summary adaptation
and neighbor summary fusion. We evaluate the respective capacity of each of these transformations towards
the generation of indicative summaries.
We note that the usage of neighbor summaries is motivated by the substantial availability of training data
through both ODP and HTML meta-descriptions. The significant diversity of this training data means that
the algorithms we develop should not make any assumption as to the genre or domain of the target page and
must, by design, rely only on features derived from this latter and, from a broader perspective, on statistical
characteristics of the larger background corpus of page-summary pairs (in our case, the ODP corpus).
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1.3.2.2 Exploiting All Textual Modalities of Web Data
A central objective of this work is to integrate all available modalities of Web content, regardless of their
level of fragmentation, towards the automated generation of indicative Web summaries. As was previously
discussed, extractive approaches are generally unable to leverage the full range of available data, if only
for generation purposes, in order to guarantee the consistency of the output summary. By decoupling the
summary sentence realization from the identification of relevant summary content, we avail ourselves of the
full range of data associated with Web pages. In particular, the proposed approach allows all modalities of
textual content to contribute to the identification and extraction of page-specific content.
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis is the development of a nearest-neighbor approach for indicative Web
summarization. At the core of our approach is a component for the Text-to-Text adaptation of existing sum-
mary sentences to a new target page, a component whose applicability extends beyond Web summarization
applications. Finally the summarization framework we developed is intended to become the basis for further
explorations and experimentations in the area of indicative Web summarization.
1.4.1 Nearest-Neighbors Algorithm for Indicative Web Summarization
The main contribution of this thesis is the design and analysis of a nearest-neighbors approach for automated
indicative Web summarization. We demonstrate how to take advantage of a large corpus of page-summary
pairs to produce indicative Web summaries using a Text-to-Text approach. The reuse and adaptation of
existing neighbor summaries to previously unseen pages is decomposed into two key stages, which we eval-
uate both automatically and through human experiments. The first stage — ranking — aims to identify the
neighborhood to which the target URL belongs. Our notion of neighborhood is based on the a cluster as-
sumption for indicative Web summaries so that an appropriate neighborhood should lead to a homogeneous
set of indicative summaries. These summaries are used as input for the second stage — target adaptation
— where page-specific portions of the nearest-neighbor’s summary are adjusted to the new target. The result
is an indicative Web summarizer that, through the chosen T2T approach, makes little or no assumption as to
the semantics of the pages being summarized while at the same time leveraging all available data associated
with the page.
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1.4.2 Text-to-Text Sentence Adaptation Algorithm for Abstractive Summarization
The algorithm used to adapt neighbor summaries to a new target is fundamentally a generic T2T transfor-
mation and is not limited to indicative Web summarization. The neighborhood identified for each target
page is treated as a collection of sentences that collectively define a local template in the summary space.
Our approach specifies how to dynamically build such templates and how to refill object-specific locations
within them. We propose several refilling techniques, which, given arbitrary and potentially fragmented
sources of target-specific content, allow to extract and incorporate target-specific content into an exist-
ing template. Thus, although our focus here is the summarization of Web pages, one could envision reusing
this adaptation system as part of other natural language generation tasks where, given an input object and its
previously-identified set of neighbors (each with a known indicative description), an indicative description
is to be produced for the input object. Company descriptions, people (short) biographies, and more gen-
erally any type of object where the indicative summary cluster hypothesis is applicable, stand as candidate
applications for our T2T adaptation algorithm.
1.4.3 Open-Source Framework for Indicative Web Summarization
While several approaches to descriptive Web Summarization have been proposed previously, no attempt has
been made at comparing these approaches, which up to now has made it fundamentally difficult to ascertain
the intrinsic value of these approaches and to reach any conclusion on their relative merits. Such evaluation
is important in light of the high volatility, diversity and noisy nature of Web data. This thesis has required the
creation of a platform to build a variety of descriptive Web summarizers exploiting many resources associ-
ated with a given target URL. This includes the reimplementation of several previously published systems9.
This work thus offers a basis for comparisons of systems that were never previously directly compared and
allows for future comparison to new summarization systems. We make our framework available so that
future experimentations can be developed on top of it and our comparative analysis further extended. The
design of the framework which allows a standard access to resources whose use is recurrent in Web sum-
marization — e.g. efficient access to page content, anchortext and other modalities associated with arbitrary
URLs — makes the development of new Web summarizer variants a simple task. The details of the platform
are discussed in Chapter 4 while the latest release of the software package can be obtained at the following
URL: https://github.com/ypetinot/web-summarization .
9Despite our attempts to contact the original authors, we were unable to obtain the original code for the baseline systems
discussed in the thesis.
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1.5 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, we carry out a comprehensive review of previous work in the area of Web Summarization,
making a clear distinction between informative and indicative summarization and, in each case between
extractive and abstractive methods. Our focus on abstractive Web summarization leads us to review relevant
work in the areas of sentence modeling and sentence generation.
In Chapter 3, we present the Open Directory Project dataset and propose an analysis of its Web summaries
along several axes. First, we highlight the value of ODP categories for summary modeling purposes and
present our attempt at modeling the full corpus of ODP summaries using hierarchical models. The conclu-
sion of this initial analysis shows the predictability of summaries within certain categories and leads us to
investigate the possibility of identifying summary templates at the category level. Finally, we quantitatively
validate the possibility of exploiting these templates for generation purposes, that is to produce new indica-
tive summaries for previously unseen Web pages. In doing so, we characterize special categories of the ODP
corpus — reachable categories — that are prime candidates for the template-based approximation of ODP
summaries.
In Chapter 4, we formalize our approach to nearest-neighbors indicative Web summarization and propose a
summarization framework to support this family of systems. The framework, which we make available to
the public, also facilitates the reimplementation, and thus the comparison, of the related baseline systems
discussed in Chapter 2. Since limited effort has been made in the past to compare competing approaches to
indicative Web summarization, we hope that this platform will foster future research in this area.
In Chapter 5, we present the first component in our generation pipeline which handles the retrieval and
ranking of neighbor Web pages and their indicative summaries. We propose several retrieval and ranking
schemes based on different combinations of Web page textual modalities and categorical information, eval-
uating them using an intrinsic information-retrieval-like evaluation. By themselves, ranking-based systems
constitute valid indicative summarizers and we use their performance as baseline as we introduce the next
stages of the adaptation pipeline.
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In Chapter 6, we discuss the neighbor summary adaptation algorithm, which, given the nearest-neighbor
identified by the ranking component, adapts its summary to the target page. We provide a detailed presen-
tation of how the neighborhood — i.e the set of N nearest-neighbors — of the target is used to infer the
template structure of the selected summary. We describe several solutions to extract candidate refillers for
the template slot locations and to choose an optimal set of refillers given the target Web page. Lastly, we
also discuss our attempts to perform sentence compression on the adapted nearest-neighbor summaries for
cases where slot refilling has low confidence and need to be removed.
Chapter 7 discusses our experimental results. We present a range of experiments, both automated and
human-based, to validate the improvements obtained through the proposed ranking and adaptation methods.
We compare our system to previously proposed baselines (both extractive and abstractive), and also analyze
the relative improvements achieved at each stage of the adaptation pipeline. Our results, which target both
the reachable categories identified in Chapter 3 as well as more generic samples of the ODP corpus, allow
us to conclude as to the applicability and limitations of our nearest-neighbors-based approach.
In Chapter 8, we discuss future developments, in particular a fusion approach for adapted summary that
intends to further leverage the information contained in the target neighborhood.
Finally we conclude with a summary of the thesis contributions and a discussion of possible extensions to
the proposed model.
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Chapter 2
Problem Space & Related Work
In this chapter, we review previous work in the area of Web summarization, including our specific area of
focus, abstractive indicative Web summarization, which, as we will see, has garnered a limited amount of
attention from the research community. Additionally, we extend our review to include localized methods for
sentence generation — i.e. sentence generation in the presence of a reference neighborhood — a problem
that directly underpins our proposed approach to abstractive summarization. We review techniques for
sentential and sub-sentential generation, placing a particular emphasis on nearest-neighbors and template-
oriented methods, These provide the necessary background for the work presented in Chapter 5, Chapter 6
and Chapter 8 respectively.
2.1 Web Summarization
Most of the work in the area of Web summarization is a direct extension from work in the generic domain of
automatic document summarization, a problem that has been well studied over the past 40 years. Expanding
from the seminal works of [Luhn, 1958] and [Edmunson, 1968], numerous techniques have been proposed
to automatically generate summaries given one or multiple input documents. Several overview papers exist
on the subject [Spärck-Jones, 2007; Nenkova and McKeown, 2011] and we will not attempt to duplicate
their work here. Instead we propose a review of previous work on automated document summarization
techniques as they apply to Web summarization. The contributions we review span both extractive and
abstractive techniques, and cover the three alternate, yet related, views of the Web summarization problem:
Web page compression (informative Web summarization), snippet extraction (query-based informative Web
summarization) and finally indicative summarization, this last task being the focus of this thesis. Existing
methods for Web summarization typically vary with respect to the type of data they leverage, and also, given
that different (textual) modalities of Web data come with different levels of structure and associated noise,
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with respect to the way they can leverage such complex data. The range of previously proposed approaches
to Web summarization is summarized in Table 2.1.
System Content Context Other Fluency Type Application
[Buyukkokten et al., 2001] Y N N Medium Inf./Ext. Compression
[Sun et al., 2005] Y Y Y Medium Inf./Ext. Snippet
[Boydell and Smyth, 2007] Y Y Y Medium Inf./Ext. Snippet
[Anagnostopoulos et al., 2011] Y N N N/A Inf./Ext. Ad matching
[Amitay and Paris, 2000] N Y N High Ind./Ext. Page summary
[Berger and Mittal, 2000] Y N Y Low Ind./Abst. Page summary
[Delort et al., 2003] Y Y N Medium Ind./Ext. Page summary
[Harper and Patel, 2005] Y N N Medium Ind./Ext. Page summary
[Jatowt and Ishizuka, 2006] Y N Y Medium Inf./Ext. Site summary
[Zhang et al., 2004] Y N N Medium Ind./Ext. Site summary
Table 2.1: Comparison of previous Web summarization research: approaches vary in the type of data they
leverage (content, contextual, other), the type of summarization approach used (informative (Inf.) vs. indica-
tive (Ind.)), the type of techniques used (extractive (Ext.) vs. Abstractive (Abst.)), as well as the intended
application for the produced summaries.
We review in detail these various approaches to Web summarization in the remainder of this section, how-
ever, before doing so, we first discuss an issue central to all previous work, that of salient content identifica-
tion on Web pages.
2.1.1 Web Summarization & Salient Content Identification
All algorithms for Web summarization, whether informative or indicative, rely on content scoring techniques
in the same way general-purpose summarization algorithms do [Buyukkokten et al., 2001; Delort et al.,
2003; Jatowt, 2004; Zhang et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2005; Boydell and Smyth, 2007; Anagnostopoulos et al.,
2011]. The fundamental difference with Web documents is that, in general, it is not possible to assume that
utterances comprising the input content are well-formed. Several works have indeed focused on extracting
keywords [Glover et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2004] or Semantic Textual Units (STUs) [Buyukkokten et al.,
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2001]1 from the target document as a recognition of their complexity. Alternatively, when the output of the
summarization system is expected to be a set of user-facing, well-formed, sentences, systems go through a
stringent filtering process whereby the bulk of the input content is removed and only syntactically correct
sentences are preserved [Zhang et al., 2004; Delort et al., 2003]. Given that most content scoring methods
are based on corpus statistics, such as TF-IDF [Spärck-Jones, 1972], they potentially suffer from a lack of
supporting data regarding the occurrence of rare content on the Web. Hence, while, for a clearly defined
corpus, the overall frequency, and therefore importance, of a term can be accurately established, doing
so in the context of the Web is more involved and is typically achieved through smoothed estimates that
are themselves limited by the coverage of the underlying index used [Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, 2003].
More importantly, the heterogeneous nature of the Web seems to preclude the idea that a single set of
parameters could be used to accurately score all possible variants of content, even when these parameters are
adjusted on representative held-out data. This issue is partially acknowledged in the Web page compression
system proposed by [Buyukkokten et al., 2001], although they do eventually settle for parameter values
that are optimal across all considered Web page genres. These considerations hint to the fact that localized
approaches to content salience — similar to the context-based TF-IDF formulation of [Delort et al., 2003]
— as well as approaches taking into account the dynamic nature of the content of individual Web pages
[Jatowt, 2004; Jatowt and Ishizuka, 2006], may be more robust in identifying summary-worthy content
from arbitrary Web pages.
2.1.2 Informative Web Summarization
The first type of Web summarization task we concentrate on is that of informative Web summarization, a
task bearing the most similarity with the broader field of automatic document summarization as the proposed
systems are predominantly extraction-based. Indeed, informative Web summarization aims to produce sum-
maries that are surrogates of a target Web page [Com, 2014].
2.1.2.1 Web Page Compression
A direct application of the content scoring approaches discussed above is for the purpose of producing sum-
maries that are compressed versions of input Web-pages. The need for such summaries typically arises
when dealing with limited resources, including display real-estate or network bandwidth. [Buyukkokten
1An STU, as described in [Buyukkokten et al., 2001], is a contiguous sequence of text that is not interrupted by any structural
HTML tag.
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et al., 2001] proposes a collection of heuristic-based approaches to Web content compression 2 for mobile
devices and carries out a user-study on their relative effectiveness from a usability perspective. Contrasting
with most works, they do not seek to perform content selection at a macro level (i.e at the document level),
but at a micro level, that is selecting salient content for every STU on a page. A non-user-facing application
of the compression of Web pages is the contextual matching of online advertisement campaigns. [Anag-
nostopoulos et al., 2011] shows that, for this particular application, page summaries provide equivalent
performance to using a page’s full content. Crucially, since matching can only be done on the server side,
this method makes it possible to significantly reduce the amount of text transferred over the wire in order
to perform the campaign matching operation. We note, finally, that Web content compression is sharing the
same theoretical foundations as snippet extraction, a more aggressive form of Web page compression, which
we discuss next.
2.1.2.2 Search Engine Snippet Extraction
One of the key applications of Web summarization is to enrich the content of Search Engine Result Pages
(SERPs): given a user query and a matching URL, a snippet is generated dynamically to help the user as-
sess the relevance of each URL without the need to retrieve their entire content, an operation which can be
expensive in terms of both bandwidth and time. Since these snippets need to show why a particular URL
matched their query, extractive approaches are de-facto the norm to generate these query-dependent sum-
maries. In this context, however, Web summarization also involves very specific constraints on the amount
of real estate (i.e. number of characters) available for any single snippet and on how selected content may
be truncated to maximize query coverage.
In terms of snippet content salience, several works [Sun et al., 2005; Boydell and Smyth, 2007] have ex-
plored the opportunity of leveraging external signals, in particular evidence from Web usage and social data,
as a feedback to the snippet generation process. [Boydell and Smyth, 2007] have shown how social tagging
information, for instance found on sites like del.icio.us, can be used to improve content selection,
while [Sun et al., 2005] leveraged the ODP hierarchy to mitigate data scarcity for certain URLs. This last
work also suggested that the set of all search engine queries associated with a target URL can be used to
boost content selection for that URL. More specifically they show how two core methods for content se-
2The compression strategies explored in [Buyukkokten et al., 2001] include Incremental, All, Keywords, Summary, Keyword/-
Summary.
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lection can be readily extended to support such information. They propose an enhanced version of Lunh’s
algorithm [Luhn, 1958] where the salience of individual words takes into account not only features from
the target Web document, but also the frequency of individual words in the set of queries associated with
this document. They proceed similarly to extend an LSA-based approach proposed for general purpose au-
tomatic document summarization [Gong and Liu, 2001]. Both methods show significant improvement over
their non-enhanced counterparts.
A limited body of published work exists on the exact algorithms used in production systems by com-
mercial search engines. We can nonetheless mention the work of [Clarke et al., 2007] as a good ac-
count of the inner workings of snippet generators. This work also highlights the idea that the quality of
Web snippets may directly impact the perceived relevance of the returned results and that clickthrough
data can be leveraged, to elicit, as well as compare, the effect of snippet features on the overall quality
of SERPs. In fact, numerous modes of evaluation, both automated and human-based, have been pro-
posed to validate quality improvements in the generation of snippets [Savenkov et al., 2011]. The eval-
uation task, however, goes beyond that of measuring the intrinsic quality of the produced snippets, and
various forms of extrinsic evaluation are generally required to fully assess how helpful a particular snip-
pet generator is to supporting the search activities of users [Turpin et al., 2009; Savenkov et al., 2011;
Ageev et al., 2013].
2.1.3 Indicative Web Summarization
An alternate form of Web summarization, which is also the focus of this thesis, is indicative Web summa-
rization. Indicative Web summarization was, during the early days of the Web, the dominant form of Web
summarization due to the way information was indexed — manually by annotators [Hahn, 1996] — and
searched for — browsing through manually-curated Web directories [Yahoo, 1994] — most notably without
the ability for the user to provide a specific query — in the form of a set of keywords — to the system. Al-
though the mode of data discovery has now shifted from Web directories to search engines, indicative sum-
maries remain relevant, as they offer users a generic entry point into Web pages that helps them determine
whether accessing the page will allow them to fulfill their informational or transactional needs [Broder, 2002;
Harper and Patel, 2005]. As with most automatic document summarization problems, indicative Web sum-
marization can be approached using either extractive or abstractive techniques. Below we review contribu-
tions made to both families of approaches.
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2.1.3.1 Extractive Approaches
Extractive approaches to indicative Web summarization are based on the same technical principles as the
snippet generation techniques described in Section 2.1.2.2 and, in fact, can be seen as a degenerate case of
snippet extraction where no user query has been provided. We note however that, unlike snippet generation,
filtering of fragmented and non-well-formed sentences is here a key step as the goal is to produce a well-
formed summary that can be used in user-facing applications. Crucially, all proposed methods extend the
definition of what is considered as input content to also include either other pages from the site to which the
target page belongs3 [Zhang et al., 2004], or the target page’s “context” as defined by the set of Web pages
linking to the target.
Several works have pointed to the value of leveraging content external to the target page as a means to
produce better indicative Web summaries. The importance of anchortext and textual content found within a
certain distance of hyperlinks, in particular, has drawn the attention of the research community. The InCom-
monSense system [Amitay and Paris, 2000] showed that extended anchortext is a privileged location to find
well-formed textual content that is highly descriptive of its target link. This system uses a set of predefined
style and layout patterns to identify directory-like Web pages and extract an indicative summary from the
single best candidate. While the intuition that well-formed descriptive content can be found in the vicinity
of hyperlinks is valuable, this method can be seen as overly restrictive as it discards most of the information
coming from regular linking Web-pages. [Delort et al., 2003] elaborated on this idea, following an approach
closer to extractive multi-document summarization [Radev et al., 2004], and proposed to produce indicative
summaries by combining sentences from multiple linking sources. Depending on the amount of content
available in the target document, summary content selection can be achieved by selecting extended anchor-
text sentences which are maximally similar to the content of the target page, or, when the target content
is scarce, by selecting extended anchortext sentences that are the most central — i.e. redundant — among
all extended anchortext sentences. This last scenario, in fact, points to a limitation for anchortext-based
extractive methods as anchortext redundancy is needed to guarantee good performance, a condition which,
in general, will not be met by low popularity Web pages. More importantly, the requirement that complete
summary sentences must be found in their entirety on linking pages appears as a constraint that prevents a
3Site summarization is a task that is not as crisply defined as the summarization of individual Web pages and it should be clear
that in this work our objective is the latter as opposed to the former.
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large amount of data — in particular fragmented data — from being used towards summary generation.
2.1.3.2 Abstractive Approaches
Compared to extractive approaches to indicative Web summarization, there only exists a limited body of
published work on abstractive approaches for the same problem. Fundamentally, abstractive approaches
acknowledge the fact that the input object and its associated indicative summary exist in different spaces
and that a mapping between these two spaces must be somehow established. In the case of Web pages
and their indicative summaries, this notion of mapping has been first exploited — although with no clearly
established performance results — in [Berger and Mittal, 2000] with the OCELOT system. In this work, a
supervised translation model trained over ODP page-summary pairs is proposed. Their system uses a noisy
channel model to express the indicative summarization process as that of recovering the most likely source




More precisely, the model, which is formulated as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and equivalent to the
IBM Model 1 [Brown et al., 1993], factors into a language modeling component (3-gram language model
of summaries, trained over the entire ODP corpus), and an emission model that determines the probability




P (d|g)P (g) (2.2)
No comprehensive evaluation of their system is provided but the noisy nature of Web pages appears to
negatively impact the quality of the resulting summaries. A central limitation of this summarization model,
as it attempts to learn a direct mapping between the Web page space and the indicative summary space,
is that the structure of the output summary is constrained by the structure of the target Web page. This
assumption is difficult to justify given the non-linear nature of modern Web pages4 and may, among several
possible issues, lead the summarization process to focus on content that is not relevant to the purpose of the
page, thereby resulting in a low quality summary.
4Web technologies have significantly evolved since the creation of the OCELOT system. Assumptions as to the monolithic,
sequence-like structure of Web pages no longer apply to the current state of the Web, where typical pages are now an agglomeration
of loosely connected content and multimedia elements.
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2.2 Localized Methods for Sentence Generation
In this thesis, we propose to create an indirect mapping between a Web page and its summary, where the Web
page is first mapped to a local neighborhood of similar pages for which indicative summaries are known.
The availability of such neighborhoods, which we confirm experimentally in Chapter 3, in turn offers several
new, more flexible, opportunities for generation: (1) knowledge of local summaries can be used as a basis for
generation through nearest-neighbors techniques; and (2) existing summaries can be adapted to a new target
page by considering template-based mappings and combinations between the summaries of neighboring
objects (a “translation” within the summary space as opposed to the translation between disconnected spaces
suggested by [Berger and Mittal, 2000]). The body of work we review in this section addresses these aspects
of Natural Language Generation.
2.2.1 Nearest-Neighbor-based Generation
The approach we develop in this thesis relies on the notion of a local neighborhood for the target Web
page. While the majority of learning-based generation models consider aggregate models trained over a cor-
pus, resorting to nearest-neighbor-based models — also known as instance-based or memory-based models
[Mitchell, 1997] — can be of value when it is important for the learning system to adapt to local irregu-
larities of the data [Varges and Mellish, 2001]. This scenario may present itself — or even be desirable
— in situations where the input/output spaces are complex and no deep representation exists — or can be
generated — for them, which is the case for arbitrary Web pages. Here we consider previous applications of
nearest-neighbors techniques to sentence generation, which, as will see, fundamentally treat generation as a
search problem.
A task that has been frequently treated as a nearest-neighbor-based problem, due to the very large availability
of training data, is image caption generation [Héde et al., 2004; Yao et al., 2010; Feng and Lapata, 2010a].
While a significant body of work has attempted to learn a single monolithic model that correlates image
features to caption features and language [Blei and Jordan, 2003; Feng and Lapata, 2010b], learning such a
mapping does not, in general, offer a solution for the generation of fluent language utterances. If many con-
tributions have proposed template-based [Li et al., 2011] or semantics-based [Yang et al., 2011; Kuznetsova
et al., 2012] solutions, several systems have instead been built atop generation components backed by large
databases of image-caption pairs [Ordonez et al., 2011; Hodosh et al., 2013; Mason and Charniak, 2014a;
Mason and Charniak, 2014b]. For all systems, the input image is mapped to a lower dimension space so
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that images with similar features can be retrieved based on proximity in this space. Approaches then vary as
to how the captions associated with the retrieved images are used. [Hodosh et al., 2013], by designing and
evaluating a series of kernel-based rankers, highlights the importance of the ranking task for image caption
generation, foregoing further language generation considerations: the caption of the top-ranked image is
used as the output of the system. Other works, however, attempt to better leverage the caption of the best
matching image and to adjust it to the target image. [Mason and Charniak, 2014a], in particular, uses a
topic model trained over image-caption pairs to predict the relevance of original terms in the image caption
and, accordingly compresses — i.e. drops — terms from the top retrieved caption that are not relevant to
the input image. Their system, however, targets a niche domain and may not readily extend to an arbitrary
corpus of images in the way exclusively retrieval-and-ranking-based approaches would.
Nearest-neighbor approaches have also been considered in domains where the availability of training data
is lower. In the context of Audio-to-Text applications, [Jin and Hauptmann, 2000]5 uses a nearest-neighbor
based approach for the generation of titles for spoken broadcast news. According to their experimental
results, the nearest-neighbor approach compares very favorably to methods based on statistical models, and
are particularly relevant when there is a significant overlap between training and test data. While they
did not do so, they also suggest that improvements could be achieved, although with a potential loss in
readability, by combining the titles of multiple neighbors, instead of relying on the single best title as they
do in their experiments. In the context of Data-to-Text applications, [Varges and Mellish, 2001] explored the
use of Instance-Based Natural Language Generation (IBNLG) to generate content for a very specific domain,
namely, the Who’s News section of the Wall Street Journal. They adopt a bottom-up approach to generation
where, using chart generation [Kay, 1996], the output sentence is built iteratively by combining input data
through a grammar automatically derived from semantically annotated training data. This approach operates
at a level that is different from previously discussed works: at each iteration, the nearest-neighbor sentence
is only used to guide the selection of the next grammar rule to be used, as opposed to a direct source of
output content.
5This work could be considered as an instance of Text-to-Text generation since the proposed process first applies automatic
speech transcription to the input document, and it is the resulting transcript that is used to retrieve neighboring audio documents
and their titles.
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2.2.2 Template-based Generation
While nearest-neighbors approaches can be used in a standalone fashion, a by-product of using them is the
identification of a local neighborhood for the input object, which in turn opens up additional opportunities
in terms of both localized modeling and generation strategies. An immediate way of exploiting such a local
neighborhood is to attempt to infer templates from the set of utterances (e.g. summaries, captions, titles, etc.)
attached to this neighborhood. These inferred templates can then be leveraged to generate new utterances for
other objects belonging to the same neighborhood. Below we review existing work in the area of template
inference as well as template filling, in other words, how templates can be used for language generation
purposes.
2.2.2.1 Automatic Template Inference
The notion of templates is pervasive in both Information Extraction (IE), e.g. [Hobbs and Israel, 1994;
Collier, 1998], and Natural Language Generation (NLG), e.g. [Reiter, 1995]. In IE, templates are of-
ten relied upon to analyze existing text and detect the presence of a specific piece of information (e.g a
person name, a company name, etc.) and the relationships between these elements of information6. In
NLG, the scenario is the exact opposite: similar to the Data-to-Text applications discussed earlier, the goal
is, given input data, to produce natural language that verbalizes the entities, attributes and relationships
present in the data. While many contributions have exploited manually-crafted templates [Reiter, 1995;
Reiter and Dale, 2000], automatically learning such templates given a reference corpus is a more challeng-
ing task. The fundamental strategy for identifying templates is to rely on corpus statistics, and in doing so,
to identify frequently recurring language constructs. These constructs, through abstraction can then be used
for extraction purposes (when treated as matchable patterns) or for generation purposes (when treated as a
set of fillable locations).
When the input corpus considered exhibits strong linear overlap across utterances, a natural solution to
the template inference task is to identify alignments between individual utterances, possibly following
a preliminary clustering stage [Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011; Schilder et al., 2013; Wang and Cardie,
2013]. Although not explicitly targeting template-learning 7, [Barzilay and Lee, 2003] proposed to use
6In the IE community, the collection of all extracted data for a given template is generally referred to as an event
7The objective in [Barzilay and Lee, 2003] is reversed as they learn to identify sentence-level paraphrases by holding slot fillers
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Multiple Sentence Alignment (MSA) to identify sub-sequences that are recurrent in a set of similar in-
put sentences, and, in doing so, produce lattice-based templates. In their work, the distinction between
a branch of the template and a slot location is fundamentally based on the level of variability observed
at any given branching location in the generated lattice: low variability locations correspond to parts
of the template, while high variability locations corresponds to slots and are thus abstracted out. Other
works have used a similar MSA-based approach to infer templates, including [Wang and Cardie, 2013;
Song et al., 2015]. In [Wang and Cardie, 2013], in particular, the learned templates are used for the genera-
tion of meeting abstracts using an overgenerate-and-rank approach [Langkilde and Knight, 1998].
When long sequential overlap is not prevalent in the reference corpus, the problem of template inference is
generally approached by focusing on the recurrence of finer-grain, sub-sentential, constructs. [Filatova et
al., 2006], for instance, generates templates by mining the training corpus for frequently occurring Part-of-
Speech sub-trees rooted at regularly occurring verb nodes. By abstracting named-entities present in these
sub-trees using an approach similar to the abstraction process of [Barzilay and Lee, 2003], they collect
patterns that are frequent in the domain of interest and that can be used to match new text. Other works
have relied in a similar fashion on sub-sentential linguistically-motivated patterns to learn templates, e.g.
[Segi et al., 2011]. We note that the abstraction stage, which is a prerequisite for template identification, is
generally further facilitated in Data-to-Text scenarios, where the locations of slots can be predicted through
an alignment procedure between the input data and the output utterance. In [Angeli et al., 2010], for instance,
the notion of abstraction, used in conjunction with statistical alignments between the input data and output
text [Liang et al., 2009], allows to extract templates — seen as text connecting slot locations — without
resorting to any form of linguistically-motivated patterns.
2.2.2.2 Template Slot Filling
Once templates have been inferred from the reference corpus, how their slots should be filled given a new
input fundamentally depends on the type of scenario considered. When the template space corresponds
to the input space, templates can be used as extraction patterns as in a typical IE scenario. For instance,
the templates learned in [Filatova et al., 2006; Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011] are subsequently treated as
syntactico-semantic patterns that are matched against new input data. Such templates are generally under-
constant. The method they propose for learning templates is nonetheless relevant to traditional IE/NLG scenarios.
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specified, however, and this method of extracting slot fillers is likely to generate several candidates for each
slot, many of which should be filtered out. While [Filatova et al., 2006] prioritizes slot matches primarily
based on match length, [Chambers and Jurafsky, 2011] restricts template matches by imposing a threshold
on the conditional probability of the matching template given the presence of trigger words in the input.
When the template space does not correspond to the input space, however, the task reduces to the traditional
Data-to-Text NLG scenario and it is thus necessary to resort to an application-specific procedure to identify
candidate fillers. In all cases, once sets of candidate fillers have been identified, an overgenerate-and-rank
approach may be employed in the presence of a score to be optimized, or of a ranking model as in [Wang
and Cardie, 2013]. We note, finally, that, although templates are usually treated as static constructs for gen-
eration purposes, previous work has also explored the possibility, through hybrid systems [Reiter, 1995], to
not only identify the best slot fillers, but potentially to also dynamically adapt templatic content to the set of
available fillers [Galley et al., 2001].
2.2.3 Fusion-based Generation
While template-based methods aim to take advantage of linear structure(s) common to a set of similar natural
language utterances, other generation methods have been proposed to more loosely exploit the redundancies
and variations found in such data. The goal, for these methods, is to allow for greater flexibility and, thereby,
for the production of outputs that may not be obtainable through the specialization of a single template.
In the presence of a set of related input sentences, which can be seen as forming a neighborhood around
a latent consensus sentence, sentence fusion has been proposed as a way of selectively combining com-
ponents of these sentences with the aim to recover such a consensus sentence [Barzilay et al., 1999;
Barzilay and McKeown, 2005; Marsi and Krahmer, 2005]8. Methods falling in this category generally
rely on graph-based representations to combine the information contained in each individual input sen-
tence. In an effort to preserve the well-formedness of the input, all proposed methods for sentence fu-
sion crucially rely on some form of linguistic knowledge in order to constrain, either explicitly or implic-
itly, the output space. Dependency-based lattices have been explored in [Barzilay and McKeown, 2005;
Marsi and Krahmer, 2005] where the dependency trees of the input sentences are iteratively combined,
through tree alignment, into a lattice structure. A centroid dependency tree that is shared by the majority of
8We note that, departing from related work on sentence fusion, [Marsi and Krahmer, 2005] also accounts for the possibility of
performing a union operation over the input sentences which is a scenario we do not consider here.
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input sentences is used as the basis for the fusion process: the nodes of this basis are extended with alter-
nate verbalizations, and subtrees that are also shared by a majority of input sentences are appended to this
structure. The resulting lattice is then linearized using an overgenerate-and-rank approach [Langkilde and
Knight, 1998] to identify an optimal output sentence. In a related approach, the fusion structure produced
by [Filippova and Strube, 2008a] is not an extended dependency tree but a dependency graph formed by
taking the union of the dependency trees of the input sentences. The alignment algorithm here is simpler as
only tree nodes are aligned and merged while unneeded dependencies and nodes are dropped. Here again,
linearization could be achieved using the overgenerate-and-rank approach, but specificities of the language
considered in their experiments — German — calls for a custom linearization technique. [Filippova, 2010;
Boudin and Morin, 2013; Tzouridis et al., 2014], finally, rely on an even simpler fusion structure — a word-
graph — that only necessitates POS information for its creation. This last approach leverages sentence
fusion as a means to achieve compression across all input sentences, expressing the linearization phase as
a search for the shortest-path (or, alternatively, the top-K shortest paths followed by reranking) through the
word-graph equipped with an appropriate edge-weighting scheme.
Recent developments in sentence fusion have attempted to simultaneously take advantage of multiple lin-
guistic structures associated with each input sentence in order to better control the fusion process. [Thadani
and McKeown, 2013] proposes a structured learning approach to sentence fusion that jointly optimizes the
joint probability of the POS parse, dependency parse, and n-gram sequence of the generated output. Unlike
[Filippova, 2010; Boudin and Morin, 2013], but akin to [Tzouridis et al., 2014], the supervised learning
setting allows their model to learn optimal weights over the inclusion of atomic linguistic constructs (fea-
tures) given the set of input sentences. Importantly, similar to [Wan et al., 2009], the generation space is not
explicitly represented in the form of either a lattice or a graph structure, but instead considers all possible
word orderings, thereby offering greater flexibility as to the output sentences that can be generated.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed the space of previous work in the area of Web summarization. While the
majority of efforts have focused on extractive techniques for both aspects of Web summarization — infor-
mative and indicative Web summarization — we have nonetheless seen that indicative Web summarization
offered opportunities for abstractive approaches. Departing from the aggregate model proposed by [Berger
and Mittal, 2000], we propose to cast abstractive indicative Web summarization as a primarily instance-
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based problem, and, in doing so, to avail ourselves of a range of natural language generation techniques
that can take advantage of local neighborhoods in the Web page space: nearest-neighbor-based generation,
template-based generation and sentence fusion. As we show empirically in the next chapter, our target
dataset — ODP — lends itself to the use of such techniques.
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Chapter 3
Dataset Analysis
In this chapter, we present an exploratory analysis of the Open Directory Project (ODP) dataset, and, in par-
ticular, of its description data which will be used as reference — i.e. as source of neighbor page-summary
pairs — in the rest of this thesis. A central hypothesis in our work is that a sufficiently large reference cor-
pus of page-summary pairs should allow, given a previously unseen target page, the discovery of a closely
neighboring, already summarized, Web page whose summary can be transferred, fully or in part, to this
target page. We discussed in Chapter 2 how similar assumptions have been made in other fields of research,
where a natural language utterance is to be generated given a complex input object [Ordonez et al., 2011;
Jin and Hauptmann, 2000]. Having found such a page, our goal will be to apply relevant Text-To-Text trans-
formation techniques to adapt the existing neighbor summaries to the new target page. Our objective here is
thus to reveal some of the characteristics of the ODP dataset that can be leveraged towards approaching in-
dicative Web summarization as an abstractive, nearest-neighbor-based, task. We aim to show the following:
• Cluster behavior: indicative Web summaries follow a cluster hypothesis [Jardine and van Rijsbergen,
1971], whereby the summaries of similar Web pages share common content and structure.
• Summary Reachability: the theoretical possibility, at least within selected categories, to generate —
“reach” — reference summaries for new or held-out instances using linguistic structures — templates
— derived from other entries in these categories.
We carry out two sets of experiments to obtain evidence supporting these two hypotheses. The first hypoth-
esis — cluster behavior — leads us to assess the presence of similar summaries — both in terms of content
and structure — at the level of individual ODP categories. This presence is, as we find out, both significant
in magnitude and more likely to affect well defined — i.e. deeper — categories. For the second hypothesis
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— summary reachability — we build upon the results supporting the cluster behavior hypothesis and estab-
lish that, for selected categories, summary similarity for neighboring Web pages can be taken advantage of
to reproduce the original ODP summaries of these pages.
3.1 Dataset Overview
Before proceeding with our analyses of the ODP data, we first briefly review the organization and data
available from ODP, which we further extend with data that is collected separately for each individual Web
page entry.
3.1.1 ODP Data
The Open Directory Project (ODP) — also known as DMOZ — is a large, community-curated, Web direc-
tory organized as a taxonomy of Web page categories (Figure 3.1). Each category in this taxonomy may
contain an arbitrary number of child sub-categories as well as any number of Web page entries. Every Web
page entry is manually-curated by one or several editors1 responsible for the host category and contains the
following information:
• URL: Web URL of the target page. We note that a difference can typically be made between the
”logical” root of a Web site and a particular page within it2. ODP does not differentiate between the
two and neither will we. Our objective is therefore the summarization of a single page, as represented
by the data that can be attributed to it, and not of a complete Web site.
• Title: title for the target page. We note that this title is provided by ODP editors and may be different
from the title appearing on the target page itself (i.e. the title that could be extracted from the HTML
<title> header field on the target page).
• Description: summary associated with the target page; typically from one to two-sentence long and
intending to be “concise, informative, and objective, telling end-users what they will find when they
visit a web site”3.
1http://www.dmoz.org/docs/en/newperms.html
2As an example, consider the difference between the set of pages — i.e. the site — reachable from the page http://www.cs.
columbia.edu/index.html by following hyperlinks internal to the domain www.cs.columbia.edu and the single page
associated with the URL http://www.cs.columbia.edu/index.html.
3Full editor guidelines for the description field can be found at http://www.dmoz.org/guidelines/describing.
html#descriptions
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Aggregate statistics about the English language portion of the ODP corpus4, which will be the focus of our
experiments, are provided in Table 3.1. Similar to previous studies on — both extractive and abstractive
Total # of entries 2,022,440
Total # of categories 358,465
Average # of entries per category 5.64
Average # of words per summary 15.03
Total # of categories with at least 10 entries 49,640
Total # of categories with at least 50 entries 3,245
Total # of categories with at least 100 entries 689
Table 3.1: ODP Corpus Statistics (English language portion)
— indicative Web summarization [Berger and Mittal, 2000; Delort et al., 2003], the description field will
be used as a reference against which to train and evaluate summarization systems. Further, as we show
in Section 3.2, the ODP taxonomy is a valuable source of information that can, among several potential
applications, be leveraged to model the appearance of content in ODP summaries.
3.1.2 Associated Data
In addition to the URL, summary and category data available from ODP, the data of each ODP entry can
be extended with content that can be directly or indirectly associated to the entry’s URL. In this section,
we briefly review the range of data sources that we leverage both in our preliminary analysis as well as
towards the generation of indicative summaries. These sources of content include content-based sources
(Section3.1.2.1) as well as anchortext-based sources (Section 3.1.2.2). We also review potential additional
sources of information that, while they were not available to us at the time of this research, may nonetheless
prove useful in improving the quality of the proposed summarization techniques (Section 3.1.2.3). A suc-
cessful abstractive indicative summarization algorithm should be able to leverage all these as they typically
are orthogonal in the type of content they provide and, although they vary in their level of well-formedness
and reliability, can each contribute unique content towards the creation of the final summary. Details on how
the content of each data source is collected, processed and made available in our framework, are provided
in Chapter 4.
4This corresponds to the entire ODP dataset from which entries located under the Top/World category are excluded.
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Figure 3.1: Root of the Open Directory Project taxonomy. The taxonomy contains 14 top-level categories,
plus the World category which we do not consider in this work as we focus on generating summaries in the
English language. We note that the Kids and Teens category is not part of the main ODP dataset.
3.1.2.1 Web Page Content
The primary source of content associated with a Web page is the content of the page itself. As was discussed
in Chapter 2, the majority of efforts in the area of Web summarization have targeted page content as the
only modality of content available for summarization purposes, applying a wide range of summarization
techniques directly to the former [Berger and Mittal, 2000; Buyukkokten et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2004;
Anagnostopoulos et al., 2011]. Although this content may not always directly reflect the purpose of the
page — in particular from the point of view of an indicative Web summarizer [Delort et al., 2003] — it
is nonetheless the primary source of content to be considered by summarization systems. In order to take
advantage of the structured nature of Web pages, the page content can be split into several sub-fields which,
in this thesis, will be treated as distinct textual modalities of the Web page:
• Web Page Title - The title of the Web page as obtained by extracting the title portion of the page’s
HTML header section. In our framework, the title of a Web page is treated as a single-utterance
textual modality of the Web page.
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• Web Page Body - The content obtained by rendering the HTML content of the Web page from which
the title is excluded. In our framework, the body of a Web page is treated as a multi-utterance textual
modality of the Web page.
• URL String - The URL string can be used as a source of content for summarization purposes. It can
be either handled as a monolithic string, in which case information may be extracted using regular-
expression-based matching. Alternatively, it can be transformed into a sequence of tokens by seg-
menting on certain punctuation characters as well as other relevant, often page-dependent, locations5.
In our framework, the URL of a Web page is treated as a single-utterance textual modality of the Web
page6.
Due to the structural complexity and multimedia nature of Web pages, the summarization task is often
hindered by an inability to locate and extract important information from the target page content. One
recurrent difficulty in this regard, which we address in Chapter 5 without relying on a hard segmentation
of content, is to distinguish between navigational content — boilerplate content [Kohlschütter et al., 2010]
— and core content in the body of the Web page. Still, in many cases, and unlike traditional text-based
summarization tasks, the content of the target page may not be usable after rendering — e.g. for a flash-
based page — in which case the availability of additional textual modalities of content is crucial for the
summarization task to proceed.
3.1.2.2 Web Page Anchortext
A source of content that can be used as an alternate representation of a Web page’s content is the an-
chortext found in HTML links to this Web page. The main characteristic of the Web is in the ability
for Web pages to link to one-another through hyperlinks: while there are various ways to realize these
hyperlinks — including through images, client-side scripts, etc. — page creators predominantly do so
by using text that includes a short snippet about the page being linked to. As a consequence, anchort-
ext, that is the sum of all such snippets for a given URL, has attracted a lot of interest, from both the
Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing communities, as an accurate representation of
5The difficulty, in this last case, lies in being able to obtain a segmentation that is meaningful in the context of the page content
[Wang et al., 2011].
6We note that the content of a URL can be further extended to include, for instance, WHOIS data. We explore the use of such
data in Chapter 6.
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the content of the associated Web page [McBryan, 1994; Amitay and Paris, 2000; Glover et al., 2002;
Delort et al., 2003]. The question of how to use this anchortext data for summarization purposes, however,
remains an open problem.
Individual elements of anchortext, that is the text associated with a single link, can be extracted in various
ways. For instance, a Web page linking to the homepage of the Amtrak railway company might do so as
follows:
<a href=”http://www.amtrak.com”>Amtrak Schedules</a>
We refer to the string Amtrak Schedules as an element of basic anchortext for the URL http://www.
amtrak.com. In turn, we refer to the collection of all such textual fragments as the basic anchortext of a
URL. Alternatively the concept of anchortext can be extended to include the complete sentence surrounding
such links7, e.g.:
To schedule your trip, check <a href=”http://www.amtrak.com”>Amtrak Schedules</a>.
thereby contributing the complete sentence To schedule your trip check Amtrak Schedules to the extended
anchortext of http://www.amtrak.com. In spite of the potential introduction of additional noise, and
although the extended anchortext may only be referring to — as opposed to describing — the target URL,
extended anchortext is in general a richer, more valuable, source of content than basic anchortext.
3.1.2.3 Other Data
Additional sources of textual content for Web pages could be considered in this work but are not, due either
to their unavailability in the public domain or to the cost associated with their collection at the scale of the
ODP dataset. In particular, while the content and anchortext of Web pages represent raw data intrinsically
available from the Web, we consider here meta-data that is the result of an additional process by either a
human or an automated agent.
Tag and Bookmark Data: Short labels assigned by Web users to individual URLs in a way similar to
anchortext. The value of this data for summarization purposes has been previously validated in [Boydell
7Typically limited to the full-sentence including the hyperlink — as used in [Delort et al., 2003] — this can be further extended
to the full paragraph associated with the hyperlink — as used in [Amitay and Paris, 2000].
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and Smyth, 2007]. While formerly readily available from the APIs of social bookmarking services like
del.icio.us, tags and bookmark labels could now, for instance, be collected by leveraging internal resources
of bookmarking services like Google Bookmarks8 or, less reliably, from the co-occurrence of hash-tags and
URLs on social networking services like Twitter.
Search Engines Queries: Queries for which (1) the target URL is one of the results listed on a Search
Engine Result Page (SERP) and (2) the target URL was actually picked — i.e. clicked on — by some users.
The fact that a result URL U is clicked on for a given query Q typically shows a strong relationship between
U and Q. This type of relationship is obtained from query logs, and more specifically from the clickthrough
data accumulated by the search engine. An initial exploration has indicated that, although valuable, search
engine queries related to a Web page can be a significant source of noise and, similar to [Sun et al., 2005],
proper frequency-based filtering would be needed to integrate this source of content.
Static vs. Dynamic Content: While the content, anchortext, and usage data associated with a given Web
page is typically considered immutable, each of these data sources generally has both static and dynamic
components. The dynamic component of a source can help identify temporary or time-dependent charac-
teristics of the target Web page, while its static component will typically indicate permanent features of
the page. This information could therefore be leveraged for summarization purposes [Jatowt and Ishizuka,
2006] to identify content that is consistently associated with the target page, including boilerplate content.
The data collection cost associated with this view of Web data is, however, significant.
While in this thesis, given a URL, we will only rely on its content and anchortext data, we believe, however,
that the integration in our approach of the additional data sources described above represents an important
avenue for future work. The neighbor summary adaptation approach described in Chapter 6, in particular,
allows for the flexible integration of additional textual modalities of Web pages.
3.2 Modeling Web Summaries Content
Having introduced the dataset that will be our focus in this thesis, we now proceed with our initial objective,
which is to validate the notion that a form of cluster hypothesis applies to indicative Web summaries. In
order to do so, we want to validate the fact that summaries of similar Web pages share, at the category level,
common language structures. A prerequisite for this is the sharing, at least in part, of summary content.
8http://www.google.com/bookmarks
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Thus, before looking into the existence of shared summary structures in Section 3.3, we want to confirm
that the content of summaries, within ODP categories, indeed exhibits comparatively higher similarity. Es-
tablishing this fact at the category level fundamentally requires us to test whether the expected similarity
of summaries originating from the same category is greater than the expected similarity of summaries orig-
inating from randomly selected categories. Considering the hierarchical relationships between categories,
however, we extend this test to assess that the summaries of categories belonging to the same branch of the
category hierarchy — e.g. linked by a parent-child relationship — should also be more similar than the
summaries of categories belonging to different branches of the hierarchy. One way to perform this task is
to consider the problem of modeling the language of ODP summaries using an approach that takes into ac-
count the hierarchy of categories versus one — based on otherwise similar language-modeling assumptions
— that does not. If a hierarchy-based model is able to better predict — i.e. with lower perplexity — sum-
mary content than a non-hierarchy-based model, we will then be able to conclude, once again assuming that
both models are otherwise based on similar modeling assumptions, that the appearance of ODP summary
content is indeed based on category information.
3.2.1 Modeling Framework
While the primary usage of taxonomies is as a means of organizing and navigating document collections,
they can indeed help in inferring a significant amount of information about the documents attached to them,
including path-based, statistical, representations of content, with a fine-grained view on the level of speci-
ficity of the language used in these documents. For instance, the fact that terms like “buy” or “buyer” are
more likely to appear in summaries located beneath the Business/E-commerce category than in any other
part of the ODP hierarchy can be naturally captured by a model of content taking hierarchical informa-
tion into account. We propose to crystalize such hierarchical topic models against the ODP hierarchy to
validate the notion that “increasingly local” topic models can better capture the content of indicative Web
summaries9. To construct these models, one may adopt the mixed membership formalism [Hofmann, 1999;
Blei et al., 2010], where a document is represented as a mixture over a set of word multinomials. We con-
sider the ODP hierarchy H as a tree where internal nodes — category nodes — and leaf nodes — summaries
— as well as the edges connecting them, are known a priori. Each nodeNi in H is mapped to a multinomial
9We note that this approach is conceptually similar, although applied to a less constrained hierarchy of topics, to the multi-
topic approach to content modeling explored by [Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009] in the context of multi-document extractive
summarization.
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word distribution MultNi , and each path cd to a leaf node d is associated with a mixture over the multinon-
ials (MultC0 . . .MultCk) appearing along this path. The mixture components are combined using a mixing










θj = 1,∀d (3.2)
The two hierarchical topic models we introduce next fit in this formal framework and allow the derivation
of both p(wi|cd,j) and θ. As we will see, experimental results show that both models outperform a flat
unigram model in its predictive power over held-out ODP summary data, confirming the general importance
of summaries with similar content in ODP categories.
3.2.2 Information-Theoretic Approach
The assumption that topics are known a-priori allows us to extend the concept of Topic Signatures to a
hierarchical setting. [Lin and Hovy, 2000] describe a Topic Signature as a list of words highly correlated
with a target concept, and use a χ2 estimator over labeled data to decide as to the allocation of a word to a
topic. Here, the sub-categories of a node correspond to the topics. However, since the hierarchy is naturally
organized in a generic-to-specific fashion, for each node we select words that have the least discriminative
power between the node’s children. The rationale is that, if a word can discriminate well between one child
and all others, then it belongs in that child’s node.
3.2.2.1 Topic-Word Assignment
The algorithm proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, the hierarchy tree is traversed in a bottom-up fash-
ion to compile word frequency information under each node. In the second phase, the hierarchy is traversed
top-down and, at each step, words get assigned to the current node based on whether they can discriminate
between the current node’s children. Once a word has been assigned on a given path, it can no longer be
assigned to any other node on this path. Thus, within a path, and in situations where a word may be ambigu-
ous, this word will always take on the meaning of the topic to which it has been assigned.
The discriminative power of a term with respect to node N is formalized based on one of the following
measures of information:
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• Cross-Entropy between the a priori child category distribution and the a posteriori child category





• χ2 score, similar to [Lin and Hovy, 2000] but applied to classification tasks that can involve an
arbitrary number of (sub-)categories. The number of degrees of freedom of the χ2 distribution is









To identify words exhibiting an unusually low discriminative power between the child categories, we assume
a Gaussian distribution of the score used and select those whose score is at least σ = 2 standard deviations
away from the population mean10.
3.2.2.2 Topic Definition & Mixing Proportions





with nCk(wi) the total number of occurrence of wi in documents under Ck, and nCk the total number of
words in documents under Ck. Given the individual word assignments, we evaluate the mixing proportions
using corpus-level estimates, which are computed by averaging the mixing proportions of all the training
documents.
3.2.3 Hierarchical Bayesian Approach
The previous approach, while attractive in its simplicity, makes a strong assumption in the fact that a word
can be emitted by at most one node on any given path. A more interesting model might stem from allowing
soft word-topic assignments, where any topic on the document’s path may emit any word in the vocabulary
space. We consider a modified version of hierarchical LDA [Blei et al., 2010], where the underlying tree
10Although this makes the decision process less arbitrary than with a hand-selected threshold, this raises the issue of identifying
the true distribution for the estimator used.
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Algorithm 1 Generative process for hLLDA
• For each topic t ∈ H
– Draw βt = (βt,1, . . . , βt,V )T ∼ Dir(·|η)
• For each document, d ∈ {1, 2 . . .K} and its associated path cd ∈ H
– Draw a distribution over levels along cd, θd ∼ Dir(·|α)
– Draw a document length n ∼ φH
– For each word wd,i ∈ {wd,1, wd,2, . . . wd,n},
∗ Draw level zd,i ∼Mult(θd)
∗ Draw word wd,i ∼Mult(βcd [zd,i])
structure is known a priori and does not have to be inferred from data. The generative story for this model,
which we designate as hierarchical Labeled-LDA (hLLDA), is given in Algorithm 1. Just as with Fixed
Structure LDA11 [Reisinger and Paşca, 2009], the topics used for inference are, for each document, those
found on the path from the hierarchy root to the document itself. Once the target path cd ∈ H is known, the
model reduces to LDA over the set of topics comprising cd. Given that the joint distribution p(θ, z,w|cd)
is intractable [Blei et al., 2003], we use collapsed Gibbs-sampling [Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004] to obtain
individual word-level assignments. The probability of assigning wi, the ith word in document d, to the jth
topic on path cd, conditioned on all other word assignments, is given by:





V (η + 1)
(3.7)
where nd−i,j is the frequency of words from document d assigned to topic j (excluding the current topic as-
signment of wi), n
wi
−i,j is the frequency of word wi in topic j (excluding the current topic assignment of wi),
α and η are Dirichlet concentration parameters for the path-topic and topic-word multinomials respectively,
and V is the vocabulary size. Equation 3.7 can be understood as defining the unnormalized posterior word-
level assignment distribution as the product of the current level mixing proportion θd,i and of the current
estimate of the word-topic conditional probability p(wi|zi). By repeatedly sampling from this distribution
we obtain individual word assignments which in turn allow us to estimate the topic multinomials and the
11Our implementation of hLLDA is partially based on the UTML toolkit which is available at
https://github.com/joeraii/
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per-document mixing proportions. Specifically, the topic multinomials are estimated as:










,∀j ∈ 1, . . . , cd (3.9)
Although we experimented with hyper-parameter learning (Dirichlet concentration parameter η), doing so
did not significantly impact the final model. The results we report are therefore based on standard values for
the hyper-parameters (α = 1 and η = 0.1).
3.2.4 Experiments
We compare the predictive power of our models to that of reference language models that do not have
knowledge of the ODP hierarchy H. In every case, we compute the perplexity of the model M — fitted












Our reference models consist of several n-gram — n ∈ [1, 3] — language models12, none of which makes
use of the hierarchical information available from the ODP dataset. Under these models, the probability of




p(wi|wi−1, . . . ,wi−(n−1)) (3.11)
To train these models, we used the SRILM toolkit [Stolcke, 2002], enabling Kneser-Ney smoothing with
default parameters.
3.2.4.2 Data Preprocessing
As discussed in Section 3.1, our experiments focus on the English portion of the ODP dataset. For the
purpose of building and evaluating the content models described above, the raw ODP summary data is ran-
domized and divided according to a 98% training (31M words), 1% development (320k words), 1% testing
12We include the bigram and trigram language models for validation purposes, but our primary goal is the comparison between
the two previously proposed hierarchical models and the unigram content model, all of which are based on the bag-of-words
assumption.
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(320k words) split. Summaries are then tokenized using simple tokenization rules, with no stemming, and
are case-normalized. Akin to [Berger and Mittal, 2000], we map numerical tokens to the NUM placeholder
and select the V = 65, 535 most frequent words as our vocabulary. Any token outside of this set is mapped
to the OOV token. We do not perform any stop-word filtering.
3.2.4.3 Results & Analysis
The test set perplexities obtained for the hierarchy-based and n-gram models are reported in Table 3.2. When
reg all
# documents 1153000 2083949








Table 3.2: Perplexity of the hierarchical models and the reference n-gram models over the entire ODP
dataset (all), and the non-Regional portion of the dataset (reg).
taken on the entire hierarchy (all), the performance of the Bayesian and entropy-based models significantly
exceeds that of the unigram language model (significant under paired t-test, both with p-value < 2.2·10−16).
providing evidence that the content of indicative Web summaries is better captured by topics that model in-
creasingly more specific neighborhoods of the summary space. This result confirms the concentration of
similar summaries at the level of ODP categories, which, as previously discussed, is a prerequisite for the
existence of further recurrent summary structures in these categories.
A second point of interest is to observe that top-level ODP categories vary in their level of predictability.
This phenomenon is visualized in Figure 3.2 where we measure the performance of our proposed models on
each one of the 14 top-level ODP categories, compared to a flat 1-gram model fitted on the corresponding
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Figure 3.2: Perplexity of the proposed models against the 1-gram language model baseline for each of the 14
top level ODP categories: Arts, Business, Computer, Games, Health, Home, News, Recreation, Reference,
Regional, Science, Shopping, Society, and Sports.
data. Differences in terms of content and organization between sub-categories affect the predictive power
of the various models considered. Looking at individual sub-trees, we can see, however, that the trend is
predominantly the same as with the aggregate results, with the best level of perplexity being achieved by the
more flexible hierarchical Bayesian model, closely followed by the information-theoretical model that uses
entropy as its selection criterion. Sub-trees exhibiting an overall lower perplexity for all models considered
— e.g. the News and Sports sub-categories — may be prime candidates for content modeling approaches
relying on a higher level of regularity in the summary data.
Regarding the organization of the ODP hierarchy, an interesting analysis to be made is by comparing the
performance of each model as applied to the entire hierarchy as opposed to only the non-Regional portion
of the hierarchy tree (reg). We can see — moving from the third to the second column of Table 3.2 —
that the perplexity of the proposed models decreases while that of the flat n-gram models increases. Since
the non-Regional portion of the ODP hierarchy is organized more consistently in a semantic fashion13, we
believe this further reflects the ability of the hierarchical models to take advantage of the corpus structure,
13The specificity of the Regional sub-tree has also been discussed by previous work, e.g. [Ramage et al., 2009], justifying a
special treatment for that part of the ODP dataset.
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organized from generic to specific categories, in order to describe the content of the associated summaries.
This may in fact call, with the end goal of achieving a better representation of the summary space, for a
re-clustering of the ODP data, e.g. using hLDA [Blei et al., 2010].
3.3 Existence of Summary Templates
The previous analysis has allowed us to establish the existence of content sharing at the level of ODP cat-
egories, a necessary condition for the two hypotheses we would like to validate in this chapter. This result
motivates further analysis regarding the content being shared within a category and, in particular, we would
like to determine whether this sharing is generally organized in a structured fashion, e.g. following linear
templates. If this is the case, this would provide supporting evidence for the cluster behavior hypothesis
and would allow us to proceed with testing our second hypothesis, that of summary reachability based on
the presence of such structures. To address the question of the presence of summary templates in ODP cate-
gories, we conduct an aggregate analysis over the entire ODP dataset, looking for evidence of linear overlap
among summaries of individual categories. We do so in two ways: first, by showing that such templates are
indeed present, in particular, in deeper, more specific, categories of the ODP taxonomy. Second, by showing
that a significant portion of ODP categories is subject to this clusterability assumption, indicating that the
cluster behavior is sufficiently present across ODP summaries to justify a nearest-neighbors-based approach
to indicative Web summarization.
3.3.1 Category Hierarchy & Summary Templates
As a first step towards characterizing the templatic nature of ODP summaries, we enquire about the amount
of overlap that can be found across summaries within individual categories. We posit that the existence of
templates at the category level is directly associated with the recurrence of linear sequences of text across
summaries. We thus perform a per-category analysis where, given a category C and a target URL UT in
C, we identify a category sibling for UT such that the Longest Common Sub-sequence (LCS) overlap be-
tween the ODP summary for UT and the ODP summary for the sibling is maximal. LCS overlap ratios
close to 1 indicate strong summary similarity, both content-wise and structure-wise. Conversely, low LCS
overlap ratios are indicative of limited common structure between summaries. In order to obtain an aggre-
gate view of this phenomenon, and while the core of the analysis is performed at the level of lower-level
categories — e.g. within categories such as Top/Regional/Europe/Greece/Prefectures/Attica/Athens/Recre-
ation_and_Sports/Boating — we compile results at the level of top-level categories — e.g. Top/Regional.
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group lcs_min lcs_average lcs_max
Top/Arts 0.111 0.367 0.786
Top/Business 0.161 0.377 0.875
Top/Sports 0.174 0.381 0.882
Top/Home 0.143 0.288 0.385
Top/Society 0.118 0.345 1.000
Top/Shopping 0.170 0.367 0.857
Top/Reference 0.103 0.285 0.414
Top/Health 0.115 0.312 0.600
Top/Games 0.143 0.263 0.526
Top/Science 0.133 0.348 1.000
Top/Regional 0.100 0.350 1.000
Top/News 0.190 0.280 0.400
Top/Computers 0.081 0.397 0.889
Top/Recreation 0.125 0.370 0.826
Table 3.3: Average (lcs_average), minimum (lcs_min), and maximum (lcs_max) LCS overlap ratio statistics
between true ODP summaries and the closest — based on LCS overlap — neighbor summary for each top-
level category in the ODP corpus.
The results of this analysis, shown in Table 3.3, give us the overall trends in terms of summary content
overlap in the ODP corpus. By looking at the average LCS overlap ratios — second column — we see that,
certain top level categories are more prone to having entries with summaries that share common structures,
e.g. Top/Sports, while others are more likely to contain entries where Web pages are generally described in
a more unique way, e.g. Top/Games. Generally in line with the average LCS overlap ratios, the maximum
LCS overlap ratios observed — third column — indicate, for some top-level categories, the presence of
entries with high, in some cases full, summary similarity with neighboring objects.
The statistics provided in Table 3.3 only give us an aggregate view of summary similarity under top-level
ODP categories. A more insightful perspective is to look at the evolution of these statistics as we go down the
ODP hierarchy, as deeper categories should in general indicate better defined Web page neighborhoods and,
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if our hypotheses are correct, higher summary similarities. The evolution, for each top-level ODP category,
of the LCS overlap ratio with the nearest neighboring summary, versus the depth of the host category in
the ODP hierarchy, is visualized in Figure 3.3. A general trend for ODP categories is that, as the category
depth increases, so does the summary LCS overlap ratio with the closest neighbor summary. This supports
the intuition, that, generally, deeper ODP categories define a local neighborhood where both the content
and structure of indicative summaries are increasingly similar. This trend, however, is more pronounced
for certain categories — e.g. Top/Sports — pointing to previously observed specificities in the organization
and summary content of branches of the ODP taxonomy (Section 3.2.4.3). We also notice that, beyond a
certain depth, a drop in LCS overlap ratio is generally observed — e.g. for Top/Regional: while this may
be the result of organizational inconsistencies at the lower level of the hierarchy, this behavior appears to be
due to the fact that the number of entries beyond a certain depth decreases rapidly and the statistics for the
corresponding levels are, as a result, more affected by outlier entries.
3.3.2 Importance of Phenomenon
The trends obtained for summary similarity for top-level categories, point to the fact that high linear overlap
exists, at least in localized cases, between summaries of individual ODP categories. We now would like
to know how frequent this phenomenon is in the ODP dataset. If a large portion of ODP summaries can
be explained in terms of the structure and content of a neighbor summary, this would justify the use of
nearest-neighbors approaches for our task. To answer this question, we perform hierarchical agglomerative
clustering14 of the summaries of each individual ODP category and determine the clusterability15 distribu-
tion that results from this operation. Figure 3.4 shows the result of this analysis in terms of category counts,
and we observe that, in addition to a main mode of non-clusterable categories — left-most bar with cluster-
ability ratio ≤ 0.1 — there exists a second mode, comparable in cardinality — i.e. number of categories —
to the main mode, where summaries can be more naturally clustered. The existence of these two modes is
further confirmed by the entry-based distribution shown in Figure 3.5 where we see that, in terms of entry
counts, the majority of ODP summaries belong to a category where the majority of URL-summary pairs can
be clustered with at least one other entry in the same category. These results allow us to conclude not only
as to the presence of clusters of linearly similar summaries in ODP categories, but also as to the fact that
14As a clarification, note that hierarchical here does not refer to the ODP hierarchy or to the models of content described in
Section 3.2, but to the bottom-up strategy followed by the clustering algorithm considered here.
15 Category clusterability corresponds to the proportion of a category’s entries that can be clustered.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.3: Evolution of average summary LCS overlap ratio with nearest neighbor summary versus cate-
gory depth for each of the 14 top-level ODP categories. With some exceptions and noisier behavior at the
boundaries, the LCS overlap ratio appears to increase as we reach deeper categories in the ODP hierarchy.
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Figure 3.4: ODP category counts versus category clusterability. Category Clusterability Ratio corresponds
to the proportion of a category’s entries for which summaries can be clustered with at least one other sum-
mary in the same category using a single-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering approach and a similarity
(LCS overlap ratio) threshold of at least 0.5.
such summaries represent an important portion of the ODP dataset.
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Figure 3.5: ODP entry (summary) counts versus category clusterability. Category Clusterability Ratio cor-
responds to the proportion of a category’s entries for which summaries can be clustered with at least one
other summary in the same category using a single-link hierarchical agglomerative clustering approach and
a similarity (LCS overlap ratio) threshold of at least 0.5.
3.4 Summary Reachability via Templates
The previous experiment provided supporting evidence as to a cluster behavior of ODP summaries, and, in
particular, of the frequent proximity between these summaries and at least one other neighbor summary in
their host category. Our goal is now to determine, whether, at the level of individual categories, knowledge
of such a sufficiently similar summary can allow an optimal indicative summarizer to exactly produce — or
“reach” — true ODP summaries. We refer to this concept as summary reachability and, in the following,
we carry out an experiment to identify categories where a large proportion of entry summaries are expected
to be reachable.
3.4.1 Reachability Test
In order to establish the reachability of ODP summaries, we need to assess, given a Web page entry in ODP,
the possibility of constructing its exact ODP summary by considering elements of content present either in a
selected neighbor summary, in the Web page itself, or in a larger set of neighbor summaries. For this we rely
on the same LCS-based procedure used previously to identify a nearest neighbor summary which we now
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explicitly use as a basis — a template — to produce the true ODP summary of the held-out page considered.
We carry out the reachability analysis using the following procedure:
• For a given ODP category C and a held-out page-summary pair (T, ST ) ∈ C, identify a known
— neighbor — page-summary pair (R,SR) ∈ C for which the summary components ST and SR
have the highest overlap — i.e. for which the ratio of the LCS to the length of the longest of either
summaries is maximal.
• Considering all sub-strings of the neighbor summary SR that are not covered by the LCS between ST
and SR:
– determine how many of these sub-strings can be covered — “reached” — by matching the con-
tent of an available textual modality mi of the held-out page T .
– determine how many of these sub-strings can be covered — “reached” — by matching the con-
tent of category neighboring summaries for the held-out pair. Here, we will consider an increas-
ing number of category neighbors, ranked by decreasing LCS overlap of their summaries to ST ,
with the goal of understanding how much additional neighbor data is necessary to reach the
original ODP summary ST .
• Compute the summary reachability as the proportion of the summary that is covered through either
LCS or any of the two matching operations.
For matching operations, in order to obtain a range on the reachability of ODP summaries, we consider both
strict and loose matching. In the former case, multi-word strings must appear verbatim in at least one of
the sources of content considered. In the latter case, however, the words comprising multi-word strings may
appear at arbitrary positions, and in any order, in at least one of the sources of content considered.
3.4.2 Results & Analysis
The results of the summary reachability experiments are presented in Table 3.4, for the strict matching sce-
nario, and in Table 3.5, for the loose matching scenario. We observe — second column of both tables —
that the summaries of entries located under several top-level ODP categories — especially Top/Computers
, Top/Sports and Top/Business — are, compared to other top-level categories, more prone to be described
by a template from a neighbor summary. While exhibiting shorter LCS overlap on average, i.e. shorter
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group r-t r-e r-a:1 r-a:10 r-a:20 r-a:50 r-a:100
Top/Arts 0.367 0.636 0.649 0.696 0.712 0.714 0.714
Top/Business 0.377 0.668 0.672 0.720 0.729 0.734 0.735
Top/Sports 0.381 0.639 0.646 0.682 0.698 0.698 0.698
Top/Home 0.288 0.627 0.632 0.666 0.671 0.671 0.671
Top/Society 0.345 0.664 0.670 0.701 0.706 0.712 0.716
Top/Shopping 0.367 0.658 0.661 0.699 0.708 0.717 0.717
Top/Reference 0.285 0.645 0.645 0.668 0.680 0.680 0.680
Top/Health 0.312 0.640 0.653 0.690 0.700 0.700 0.700
Top/Games 0.263 0.639 0.639 0.639 0.639 0.639 0.639
Top/Science 0.348 0.695 0.700 0.723 0.723 0.724 0.724
Top/Regional 0.350 0.648 0.653 0.684 0.690 0.693 0.693
Top/News 0.280 0.626 0.626 0.754 0.785 0.785 0.785
Top/Computers 0.397 0.679 0.695 0.747 0.748 0.756 0.758
Top/Recreation 0.370 0.653 0.658 0.713 0.716 0.719 0.719
Table 3.4: Expected summary reachability for top-level ODP categories using strict matching. r-t indi-
cates expected reachability using neighbor template only, r-e indicates expected reachability by adding page
modality matches, r-a:N indicates expected reachability by adding neighbor summaries matches (i.e. by
considering the content of the N-best neighbor summaries). Statistics obtained on a representative sample
of the ODP corpus.
templates, other top-level categories rely more significantly either on target modality matches — especially
Top/Science and Top/Society — or on neighbor summaries data — especially Top/News, Top/Recreation and
Top/Shopping — in order to reach a substantial level of summary coverage, irrespective of strict or loose
matching. While the capacity to recover target summary content through multiple additional neighbor sum-
maries — third and subsequent columns of both tables — is of interest, these results primarily suggest that,
in general, the most gain towards reaching the true ODP summary for a Web page is achieved by considering
an appropriate neighbor summary and the content available from the Web page itself.
The previous results, however, do not allow us to single out top-level categories whose summaries compar-
atively exhibit higher reachability after both types of matching operations. We therefore repeat our experi-
ment at the next level of the ODP hierarchy — i.e. at level 2 — this time looking for categories exhibiting
comparatively higher proportions of exactly reachable summaries16, that is higher proportions of entries for
16 Summaries for which the reachability score is equal to 1.
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group r-t r-e r-a:1 r-a:10 r-a:20 r-a:50 r-a:100
Top/Arts 0.367 0.669 0.681 0.724 0.738 0.739 0.739
Top/Business 0.377 0.714 0.718 0.756 0.764 0.768 0.768
Top/Sports 0.381 0.718 0.721 0.752 0.758 0.758 0.758
Top/Home 0.288 0.677 0.682 0.715 0.721 0.721 0.721
Top/Society 0.345 0.740 0.743 0.761 0.766 0.770 0.774
Top/Shopping 0.367 0.703 0.706 0.738 0.745 0.751 0.751
Top/Reference 0.285 0.684 0.684 0.707 0.719 0.719 0.719
Top/Health 0.312 0.718 0.725 0.746 0.746 0.746 0.746
Top/Games 0.263 0.687 0.687 0.687 0.687 0.687 0.687
Top/Science 0.348 0.754 0.759 0.777 0.777 0.779 0.779
Top/Regional 0.350 0.701 0.705 0.729 0.733 0.734 0.734
Top/News 0.280 0.717 0.717 0.754 0.785 0.785 0.785
Top/Computers 0.397 0.758 0.767 0.804 0.806 0.812 0.814
Top/Recreation 0.370 0.706 0.711 0.761 0.764 0.768 0.768
Table 3.5: Expected summary reachability for top-level ODP categories using loose matching. r-t indi-
cates expected reachability using neighbor template only, r-e indicates expected reachability by adding page
modality matches, r-a:N indicates expected reachability by adding neighbor summaries matches (i.e. by
considering the content of the N-best neighbor summaries). Statistics obtained on a representative sample
of the ODP corpus.
which ODP summaries can be completely produced by the procedure described in Section 3.4.1. The result
of this analysis is shown in Table 3.6. Categories located in the middle and bottom parts of this ranking
appear to be poor candidates towards a nearest-neighbors-based approach to indicative Web summarization.
On the other hand, in the top part of this ranking, branches of the ODP taxonomy with relatively high reach-
ability ratios are expected to be prime candidates for nearest-neighbors-based modeling. This last range of
categories forms the basis for the reachable set that we introduce in Chapter 7 and which will be used to
validate our approach using both automated and human-based evaluations.



































Table 3.6: Top binary reachability ratios — i.e. proportion of the category entries whose summaries are
exactly reachable — for ODP sub-categories at level 2. Only 30 sub-categories shown (out of 355). Reach-
ability computed using a 0.5 LCS ratio threshold and loose matching. Statistics obtained on a representative
sample of the ODP corpus.
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3.5 Conclusion
Previous work on automatic summarization, in both extractive and abstractive settings, has acknowledged
the importance of considering in-domain content as a source of information to support the summary genera-
tion process [Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009; Cheung and Penn, 2014]. In this chapter, and in the context
of abstractive indicative Web summarization, we have obtained evidence to support the idea that indicative
Web summaries could be generated by leveraging data associated not only with the target Web page con-
sidered, but also with the summaries of similar Web pages. We have articulated our argument around two
hypotheses, cluster behavior and summary reachability, for which we have provided supporting evidence
through a series of experiments applied to the ODP corpus and its categories. The first hypothesis, cluster
behavior, posits that indicative summaries of similar Web pages are expected to be similar both content-wise
and structure-wise. After having confirmed, using topic and language modeling techniques, that the content
of indicative Web summaries belonging to the same ODP category are generally more similar than that of
summaries belonging to different categories, we have obtained results showing that, in a significant portion
of the ODP dataset, summaries within a given ODP category are further similar in their linear structure and
can be clustered with the summary of a sibling Web page. The second hypothesis, summary reachability,
builds up on the previous result and posits that it is theoretically possible, in some categories, to reproduce
— “reach” — original ODP summaries by combining templates derived from a neighbor summary with the
content associated with the target Web page as well as the summaries of additional neighbors in the host
category. We have proposed an experiment that allowed us to identify in the ODP hierarchy, categories
for which this last hypothesis is verified and which are thus prime candidates for our proposed approach.
These results provide the initial motivation for the nearest-neighbors-based framework for indicative Web
summarization which we describe in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Nearest-Neighbors-based Indicative Web Summarization
In the previous chapter we have provided supporting evidence for the existence, at the level of individ-
ual ODP categories, of recurrent content and structure in indicative Web page summaries. We now de-
scribe a nearest-neighbors-based approach to indicative Web summarization that takes advantage of this
phenomenon in order to produce summaries for previously unseen Web pages. After defining the nearest-
neighbors-based indicative Web summarization task, we introduce two application scenarios in which this
approach is relevant (Section 4.1). We then present an implementation that follows a pipelined architecture,
discussing technical choices relevant to the entire summarization framework (Section 4.2). The development
of individual stages of the summarization pipeline is addressed in detail in the following chapters.
4.1 Proposed Approach
Based on the analysis presented in the previous chapter, summaries of similar Web pages are expected to be
similar both content-wise and structure-wise. In this sense, we can consider that, given a target Web page
T , similar Web pages and their summaries define a neighborhood around T . The approach we develop in
this thesis proposes to exploit such neighborhoods as a means to producing an indicative summary for the
Web page they are associated with. In this section, we formalize this task as well as the context — i.e. the
scenarios — within which it is meant to be carried out.
4.1.1 Task Definition
The approach we develop in this thesis is based on several core concepts connected to the notion of a target
Web page and its neighborhood in the reference corpus considered:
• Target URL: URL pointing to the Web page for which an indicative summary — the Target Sum-
mary — is to be generated.
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• Neighbor URL: URL of a Web page which, in an appropriate category-oriented representation of
the Web page spaceW , is located in the close vicinity of the Target URL’s representation and can,
thus, be assumed to be sharing category attributes with it. The model used to represent W and the
corresponding distance function in this (metric) space are parameters of our system which are more
precisely defined in Chapter 5.
• Target Object: Target URL extended with textual modalities that can be directly, or indirectly,
associated with it. As motivated in Section 3.1.2, the modalities considered in this work are the page
title, the rendered page (HTML) content, the URL string, and the URL anchortext (basic & extended).
Similarly, we define a Neighbor Object for each Neighbor URL.
• Neighbor Summary: Indicative summary associated with a Neighbor Object and linguistic com-
ponents of which may be leveraged for the generation of new summaries. Generally only partially
relevant to the Target Object.
• Target Neighborhood: collection of Neighbor URL-Summary pairs — or equivalently of Neighbor
Object-Summary pairs — forming, in an appropriate measurable space, a neighborhood around a
Target URL.
Having put in place these concepts, and given a Target URL T , we define the nearest-neighbor indicative
Web summarization task as follows:
1. Determine the Target Neighborhood N (T ) associated with T .
2. Given the Target NeighborhoodN (T ) and the Target Object associated with T , generate a Target
Summary ST for T .
As can be seen, in the paradigm adopted here, instead of considering a single statistical model that syn-
thesizes a large number of training instances available from the reference corpus — in this case ODP —
we instead seek to obtain a mapping that is adapted to each individual neighborhood N (T ) defined by this
corpus. Furthermore, similar to other applications that have explored nearest-neighbor-based strategies for
natural language generation — c.f. Section 2.2.1 — the two steps comprising the task at hand may be ap-
proached in a variety of ways, leading to solutions that exhibit an increasing level of complexity. In the
specific case of indicative Web page summarization, as we discuss next, the first step of this process — the
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identification of the Target Neighborhood N (T ) given the Target URL T — leads us to consider two
well-defined application scenarios.
4.1.2 Task Environment
The first problem to be solved as part of the nearest-neighbors-based indicative Web summarization task is
as to how the neighborhood associated with the target Web page is to be determined. Addressing this issue
leads us to consider distinct scenarios in which the summarization task may take place. Indeed, alternate
scenarios correspond to alternate ways of identifying the neighborhood of a target page. These scenarios, in
turn, result in different modes of evaluation of the summarization systems (c.f. Chapter 7).
4.1.2.1 Known Category Scenario
We saw in Chapter 3 that ODP is a large Web directory organized around a taxonomy of Web page cate-
gories, offering, for each Web page registered under one of these categories, a description — an indicative
summary — for this page1. As a moderated, community-based, effort, ODP allows users to submit new
URLs for inclusion — after manual review by editors — in its taxonomy. As can be seen in Figure 4.1, URL
submissions in ODP are made with respect to a host category. While requiring a manual submission to a
specific category limits the ability of the directory to scale to a significant portion of the Web, the moderation
process itself — the latency of which is commonly pointed to as one of the main limitations of ODP2 —
could be fully or partially automated through the integration of an automatic indicative summarizer. Given
the target URL T , a nearest-neighbors-based indicative summarizer can treat the designated target category
C(T ) as a set of neighbor URL-summary pairs forming a target neighborhood N (T ) and, based on this in-
put, attempt to produce a summary for T . This is what we will refer to as the known category scenario in the
rest of the thesis. A further variation on this scenario, which we do not investigate in this work, is, instead
of requiring that the host category be provided by contributors, to attempt to automatically classify submit-
ted URLs into an existing ODP category. This could be achieved either by considering the one-versus-all
classification task involving all categories present in the ODP hierarchy or, instead, by automatically rout-
ing the submitted URLs down the ODP category hierarchy until an appropriate category node is reached.
The large-scale hierarchical classification of arbitrary Web URLs according to a pre-existing taxonomy is a
problem that has received a fair amount of attention from the research community [Chakrabarti et al., 1998;
1Recall that, in this thesis, our objective is to automatically generate this indicative summary.
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Directory_Project#Controversy_and_criticism
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Dekel et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2010; Thadani et al., 2012] and could thus be considered as a natural
extension to the known category scenario.
Figure 4.1: Submission page for the ODP category Computers/Computer_Science/Academic_De part-
ments/North_America/United_States/New_York.
4.1.2.2 Dynamic Neighborhood Scenario
A key limitation of the previous deployment scenario is that it is constrained by — often arbitrary — category
definitions. A more generic and flexible application scenario is one that does away with the notion of host
category and seeks to identify a neighborhood for the target URL in a more opportunistic fashion. This
type of application represents a higher level of complexity, but is also more likely to adapt to arbitrary
URLs for which no well-defined category exists (either because of specificity or novelty). In this scenario,
which we refer to as the dynamic neighborhood scenario, we perform neighbor selection over the full
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collection of URLs for which indicative summaries — e.g. as obtained from either ODP or an HTML
meta-description field — are available. Compared to the known category scenario, and given the size of the
reference corpus considered, this scenario involves the combination of a retrieval operation, to quickly filter
out unlikely neighbor candidates, with a fine-grained re-ranking operation, in order to yield a relevant target
neighborhood N (T ).
4.2 System Architecture
We develop a modular framework conceptualizing our nearest-neighbors-based approach to indicative Web
summarization into a collection of basic Text-to-Text (T2T) transformations. This framework, which we
release as an open-source project, supports the two application scenarios discussed previously.
4.2.1 Pipeline Organization
The abstractive indicative summarization framework we develop is organized as a pipeline, the architec-
ture of which is shown in Figure 4.2. This pipeline is comprised of three core stages — (1) neighbor
retrieval/ranking, (2) neighbor summary adaptation, and, finally, (3) neighbor summary fusion — the out-
put of each stage intending to progressively allow for the transition from neighbor-specific summaries to
target-specific summaries. While, in this thesis, we primarily focus on the first two stages of the pipeline, in
Chapter 8 we also provide the conclusions of our initial exploration on the use of sentence fusion towards
indicative Web summarization. Below, we outline the tasks associated with each of the three stages.
4.2.1.1 Neighbor Retrieval & Ranking
Given a target URL T , the first stage of the summarization pipeline aims to search the Web-page-summary
space for a neighborhood of objects that are similar to T and, by doing so, collect neighbor summaries
containing the concepts and language patterns expected to be present in the target summary ST . For instance,
given the target URL T , http://www.harvard.edu, a possible target neighborhoodN (T ) is shown
in Table 4.1. How this search should take place depends on the scenario considered and, as a result, we treat
retrieval and ranking of neighboring Web pages as distinct operations. In the known category scenario, the
retrieval operation trivially corresponds to listing out the entries found under the ODP category associated
with the target URL. In the dynamic neighborhood scenario, however, a search on the full reference corpus,
seen as a pool of candidate neighbors, is to be performed. In either cases, once the initial set of neighbor
candidates has been identified, there is an opportunity to re-rank — similar to the strategies developed in
[Hodosh et al., 2013] — and possibly filter neighbor candidates, for instance by considering inter-neighbor



















Figure 4.2: Text-to-Text abstractive indicative Web summarization process: given a target URL T , neighbor
URL-summary pairs {(Ri, Si)} are retrieved from the ODP corpus. Given all available textual data associ-
ated with T , these neighbors are ranked, their summaries adapted, and finally fused to generate a summary
for T .
relationships, to obtain the final target neighborhoodN (T ). The development of this stage of the process is
the focus of Chapter 5.
4.2.1.2 Neighbor Summary Adaptation
The second stage of the summarization pipeline aims to transform individual neighbor summaries Si in
the target neighborhood N (T ) = {(Ri, Si)} so that neighbor-specific content not supported by the target
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URL Summary
http://www.columbia.edu Founded in 1754 as King’s College by royal charter, it is the oldest institution
of higher learning in the State of New York. Located in New York City and a
member of the Ivy League.
http://www.cornell.edu Founded in 1865, Cornell is a leading private institution of higher learning lo-
cated in Ithaca, New York. As the land grant university of New York, it includes
four statutory units affiliated with the State University of New York.
http://www.dartmouth.edu The smallest of the Ivy League colleges. Located in Hanover, NH.
http://www.yale.edu A leading private, independent research institution. Founded in 1701 in New
Haven, Connecticut.
http://www.brown.edu Official site. Contains navigation to 60 departmental sites and their resources.
Accesses academic life, life on campus, administrative offices, and the traditional
A to Z list.
http://www.princeton.edu One of the nation’s most respected universities. Located in Princeton NJ.
http://www.upenn.edu Official web site.
Table 4.1: A potential neighborhood for the target URL T , http://www.harvard.edu. The neigh-
bor URL-summary pairs listed originate from different ODP sub-categories under the Top/Reference/Edu-
cation/Colleges_and_Universities/North_America/ United_States/ category.
object is either removed or replaced by appropriate content. For example, considering the ODP summary
for Princeton University’s homepage3:
One of the nation’s most respected universities. Located in Princeton NJ.
both most respected and the entity Princeton NJ are object-specific. If this indicative summary is to be used
for a different institution’s homepage, e.g. the homepage of Harvard University4, at least the latter term
must be replaced by Cambridge, MA. This transformation is a translation within the Web page space as it
primarily relies on the equivalence relationships between attributes of the target object and attributes of a
counterpart neighbor object. By determining, given the target neighborhood N (T ), an optimal mapping
between the two objects, and combined with the template-based analysis of summaries introduced in the
previous chapter, this stage intends to transform neighbor summaries at the level of individual terms to
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4.2.1.3 Neighbor Summary Fusion
In order to better explore the indicative summary generation space associated with the target neighborhood,
the last stage of the summarization pipeline attempts to combine multiple adapted neighbor summaries
using sentence fusion techniques [Barzilay et al., 1999; Barzilay and McKeown, 2005; Marsi and Krahmer,
2005; Thadani and McKeown, 2013]. Considering once again the ODP summary for Princeton University’s
homepage, this time forming an |N (T )| , 2 neighborhood with the ODP summary for Dartmouth College’s
homepage — c.f. Table 4.1 — while several portions of these summaries align and can be treated as equally
valid alternatives — e.g. universities as a replacement option for colleges — this neighborhood also offers
the possibility of selecting Ivy League as an alternative for most respected when describing the homepage
of Harvard University. Although these two options would not be available as candidate mappings in the
object-to-object adaptation stage, here Ivy League may be preferred, for instance based on support by the
target object or neighborhood frequency, especially if no replacement was found for the neighbor-specific
term most respected during the previous stage. More generally, how the target neighborhood N (T ) can be
searched for generation purposes — i.e. decoded — can thus be conditioned on features of the target object
in order to produce a final summary that is a better fit for the target T . In Chapter 8, we provide initial
results on the effectiveness of sentence fusion techniques to perform this operation. Further development
and validation of this stage is part of our planned future work.
4.2.2 Supporting Resources
In addition to the components that have been discussed until now, the nearest-neighbors-based summariza-
tion framework presented relies on several lower-level functionalities, models, and supporting data sources.
In this section, we briefly review these resources and how they are integrated in individual pipeline stages.
Whenever possible, the implementation described leverages open-source and freely available software to
facilitate adaptation to arbitrary Web content with minimal custom development efforts.
Web Page Rendering & Parsing: The collection and processing of Web data requires several supporting
software resources, each of which contributes its own level of complexity and noise to the final summariza-
tion system. In order to adapt to a variety of content formats in a transparent way, Web pages, both targets
and neighbors, are processed using Apache Tika5, which, in addition to the ability to render each page as
a collection of plain text utterances, also allows the extraction of meta-data about those pages. Future de-
5http://tika.apache.org/
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velopment would likely benefit from the integration of more advanced, but also more resource-demanding,
rendering engines — e.g. WebKit, Blink or Gecko6 — in order to enable the execution of client-side scripts:
in numerous cases, we have observed that the core content of Web pages can be significantly extended by
considering content that is dynamically retrieved through complex page elements. Additionally, in order
to enable the efficient collection, processing and reuse of Web data, we make URL-centric records avail-
able through a common data store7, allowing information associated with each individual Web page to
be shared across multiple summarization systems and multiple experimental runs. The output of all time
and/or computationally-expensive operations, including the generation of anchortext data and the results of
the natural language data parses discussed next, are also cached in this data store.
Incoming Link & Anchortext Data: We use a custom server wrapper for the WebGraph package [Boldi
and Vigna, 2004], combined with the 2014 version of the Web Data Commons’s transposed hyperlink graph8
(1.7 billion nodes) in order to make large-scale Web incoming link data available to our system. In doing
so we depart from previous work, which has been relying on limited and proprietary search engine APIs to
obtain this information. Using this data, anchortext content — both basic and extended — is generated using
standard HTML parsing libraries. In order to keep processing time to an acceptable level, we currently limit
the number of incoming links considered from external domains to 20 per target page, with a maximum of
10 incoming links from any given domain. These limits are of the same order of magnitude as what appears
to be used by previously reported efforts [Amitay and Paris, 2000; Delort et al., 2003].
Natural Language Analyzers & Models: The summary adaptation stage we discuss in Chapter 6, as
well as the summary fusion component we introduce in Chapter 8, aim to transform existing neighbor
summaries to better match a new target Web page while also preserving the well-formed nature of the
original summaries. The components we develop thus require neighbor summaries, and, to some extent,
the content of Web pages, to be parsed so that the constituents and dependencies comprising them may be
identified. For all such parsing and linguistically-motivated operations, we rely on the Stanford CoreNLP
suite of parsers and analyzers [Manning et al., 2014]. Further, in order to allow for efficient processing, and
since performing linguistic analysis on a medium-to-large scale is computationally costly, we use stanford-
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_web_browser_engines
7We implement this data store as a MongoDB server - http://www.mongodb.org
8http://webdatacommons.org/hyperlinkgraph/
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thrift9 to efficiently interface with these resources without repeatedly loading them. More generally, all
large models and data sources used at different stages of the summarization pipeline, including the word-
embedding model leveraged in Chapter 6, are encapsulated into custom services10.
4.2.3 Open-Source Distribution
We make the source code of the summarization framework described above publicly available at the follow-
ing address:
https://github.com/ypetinot/web-summarization
This distribution provides not only the code for the nearest-neighbors-based indicative Web summarization
system that is the focus of this thesis, but also reimplementations of previously proposed indicative Web
summarization systems, in particular [Delort et al., 2003], for which the original code is not currently
available11. The distribution also includes the baselines and reference systems used in Chapter 7. We hope
releasing this code base will facilitate future research in the area of indicative Web summarization as well
as the fair comparison, using a shared dataset, of systems addressing this problem.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented our approach to abstractive, nearest-neighbors-based, indicative Web
summarization as well as the framework within which it is implemented and evaluated. The core of this
framework is a pipeline comprised of three stages, each focusing on a specific T2T transformation. The first
stage of the process, addressed in Chapter 5, identifies in the reference corpus, given the target page to be
summarized, a neighborhood of URL-summary pairs for the target page. We have discussed two application
scenarios, depending on how the target page is submitted to the system, that directly affect the mode of
identification of this neighborhood. These scenarios, as we will see in Chapter 7, in turn, lead to different
modes of evaluation for our approach. The second stage of the summarization process, addressed in Chapter
6, is then the adaptation of one or several neighbor summaries to the target page. For both of these stages,
we carry out, in Chapter 7, automated and human-based evaluations of their respective ability at producing
9https://github.com/EducationalTestingService/stanford-thrift
10All services are implemented by building an Apache Thrift wrapper — http://thrift.apache.org — around the
original resource.
11Despite our attempts, we were not able to obtain the source code of this system from its original authors.
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indicative summaries comparing favorably to the ground truth ODP summaries as well as to other baselines.
An avenue for further developments, which we describe and provide initial results for in Chapter 8, is to
exploit the target neighborhood to achieve a form of fusion over multiple, previously adapted, neighbor
summaries.
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Chapter 5
Nearest-Neighbors Retrieval & Ranking
In this chapter, we lay the foundation for our nearest-neighbors-based approach to indicative Web sum-
marization. At the core of this approach is the need to identify, given a previously unseen target URL T ,
neighbor Web page-summary pairs that can be (re)used as a basis for summary generation. We leverage the
Open Directory Project (ODP)1, with its collection of over 2 million English-language Web page-summary
pairs, as the pool of candidates from which to select a limited number K of neighbor pairs that, collectively,
will represent the neighborhood N (T ) for the target T . This neighborhood provides linguistic building
blocks to subsequent stages of the pipeline for the generation of the target summary ST . Given the scale of
the reference corpus considered, we put an emphasis on the efficient identification of relevant neighbors and,
to this end, divide our implementation of this stage of the process into retrieval (Section 5.2) and rerank-
ing (Section 5.3) aspects. We evaluate the performance of several combinations of retrievers and rerankers
through a comparative evaluation (Section 5.4), delaying the complete evaluation of this stage of the sum-
marization pipeline — i.e. its impact on the quality of the generated indicative summaries — to Chapter
7.
5.1 Task Formulation
Given the size of the reference corpus considered, but also given the possibility for the summarization system
to be applied in different application scenarios with candidate pools varying significantly in terms of their
cardinality — c.f. Section 4.1.2 — we divide the target neighborhood identification task into two distinct
1We use ODP since it readily gives us access to a large collection of Web page-summary pairs, however, upon availability of
greater computing and Web crawling resources, it would be realistic to use, as an even larger pool of neighbor candidates, the set
of Web pages for which an HTML meta-description is available. The retrieval and reranking components we discuss in this chapter
are designed with the objective of reaching such an operational scale.
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components — (1) a retrieval component and (2) a reranking component — each aiming to contribute a
different level of refinement to the neighborhood produced. Although similar views have been adopted in
previous work on nearest-neighbor-based Object-to-Text Natural Language Generation — e.g. [Ordonez et
al., 2011]2 — the proposed approaches have generally focused on only one of these two aspects, depending
on the size of the reference corpus used. The retrieval approach — i.e. based on a hashing mechanism — is
preferred when the reference corpus is large or very large [Jin and Hauptmann, 2000; Ordonez et al., 2011;
Mason and Charniak, 2014a], while applications seeking to optimize the identification of nearest neighbors
over a smaller corpus — i.e. by fully ranking candidates using a similarity function in an appropriate
space3 — have focused on costlier, fine-tuned, ranking models [Hodosh et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2014b;
Socher et al., 2014]. In this work, we seek to achieve some form of trade-off between these two approaches
to not only be able to handle a necessarily very large reference corpus efficiently, but also to avail ourselves
of local characteristics of the page-summary mapping, in order to obtain a neighborhoodN (T ) that is most
relevant given the target Web page T . As we now discuss, the retrieval and reranking components each
operate in a well-defined setting in terms of what information about candidate neighbor objects is available
to them for processing purposes.
Retrieval Component: The retrieval component aims to quickly and efficiently identify, given the target
T , a neighborhood N (T ) = {(Ri, Si)}, in the Web page spaceW , that is a sub-set of the reference corpus.
Similar to [Mason and Charniak, 2014a], we delineate the neighborhood N (T ) based on a set number of
neighbor objects to be considered4. The operation performed can be seen as being tantamount to filtering,
in particular since only the relationship between the target T and individual candidate object-summary pairs
(Ri, Si) is taken into account. In the known category scenario, the implementation of this component
trivially reduces to listing out the entries of the ODP category C(T ) that has been submitted, together with
the target URL T , as an input. In the dynamic neighborhood scenario, however, a full search over the
reference corpus shall take place. This generic retrieval scenario is the focus of Section 5.2, where two
alternate high-dimensional representations — one based on the full Web content vocabulary, the other based
exclusively on Web page category attributes — are considered in order to formalize the Web page spaceW
2Here we are specifically referring to the second image caption generation system described in [Ordonez et al., 2011]
3Such a space may be either the original object space, a non-linearly transformed object space (e.g. using a kernel function), or
a multi-modal embedding where objects and the associated natural language utterances co-exist.
4Unless otherwise noted, in this work we use N = 20 as our neighborhood size.
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and the concept of categorical similarity within it.
Reranking Component: While the retrieval component may produce a collection of neighbors that are,
when taken individually, relevant to various extents to the target Web page T — e.g. some neighbors may be
representative of different facets of the target — the reranking component seeks to reach a refined ranking
of the selected neighbors based on their estimated relevance to T given the full neighborhood N (T ). This
reranking, similar to the reranking phase described in [Ordonez et al., 2011] or, in its theoretical founda-
tion, to the neighborhood density estimation phase of [Mason and Charniak, 2014a], intends to discover
local content and structural properties of the page-summary mapping. To achieve this finer-grain analy-
sis. the reranking component has access to cross-neighbor relationships, as well as aggregate neighborhood
statistics. In comparison to the retrieval component, such a level of processing is possible as it involves a
fixed-sized pool of candidates, so that the complexity of this ranking operation5 is independent of the size
of the reference corpus. The implementation of this component is the focus of Section 5.3.
5.2 Retrieval Component
In this section, we describe the design of a retrieval component for the purpose of identifying, given a
target Web page T , a neighborhood N (T ) of page-summary pairs, that is a subset of the reference corpus
considered. The identification of such a neighborhood relies on an appropriate representation of the Web
page spaceW , which, following standard practice, we treat as a high-dimensional vector space where both
the target object T and the objects comprising the reference corpus can be mapped. More specifically,
this high-dimensional representation takes the form of a feature-based characterization of Web pages and
their associated textual modalities 6. In order to meet our indicative summary generation objectives, this
characterization should capture the notion of category — or abstract type — of Web pages such that pages
that belong to the same category — whether observed or latent — are mapped to nearby locations in the
resulting vector space. Below, we discuss two representations of Web pages that intend to achieve this goal:
the first one is a traditional, unfiltered, content-based representation of Web objects, while the second one
is based on the notion of Web page category attributes, which, as we show, can be derived from the set of
indicative Web summaries available from the reference corpus. We leave to future work — c.f. Section 5.5
5The retrieval operation can be seen as a ranking operation over the full reference corpus.
6The features used being real-valued, it follows that the resulting space is a topological vector space where the notion of
neighborhood is well defined and the proposed nearest-neighbor paradigm applicable.
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— the introduction of more advanced methods to obtain a further optimized category-infused representation
of the Web page spaceW .
5.2.1 Content-based Representation
As our initial representation of the Web page space W , we adopt a vector model derived from the full
content of Web pages and their associated modalities. In order for this model to capture categorical similarity
between Web pages, we introduce a term weighting function that seeks to emphasize content describing the
functionalities of Web pages, as opposed to simply salient content.
Term Weighting Function We associate to each dimension in the content-based vector representation of
Web pages, a weight indicating the importance of this dimension — i.e. of the corresponding term — with
respect to the associated Web page. Unlike commonly used models of relevance, which typically focus on
salient features of documents, we would like to put the emphasis on the content of Web objects that describes
common attributes of the category to which an object belongs7 For example, while a salient feature of the
homepage of Harvard University is the appearance of the named entity Cambridge, MA, common attributes
of the associated category8 are the appearances of the terms faculty and admissions, among many others.
We posit, following the conclusions of [Kohlschütter et al., 2010], that these category attributes, as they
represent information that is expected by people visiting the page, are more likely to be encoded by page
creators in short text utterances. This observation leads us to introduce a term weighting function, which we
call the functional signature SigT of a Web page T , that scores more highly words appearing frequently in
short strings. These include, but are not limited to, the strings forming the boilerplate content of the page
[Kohlschütter et al., 2010; Endrédy and Novák, 2013]. Given the content modality T [c] of T , the tendency







where u represents an individual utterance in T [c] and #uT [c](w) corresponds to the number of occurrences
of w in utterance u. We then derive the final functional signature score SigT (w) by incorporating a salience
7Once again, we note that this category may not be observed.
8In this case, the original ODP category Top/Reference/Education/Colleges_and_Universities/North_America/United_ States/-
Massachusetts/Harvard_University/ could be extended to be the full set of entries located under Top/Reference/Education/Col-
leges_and_Universities/North_America/United_States/.
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score SalT (w):
SigT (w) = FuncT (w) · SalT (w) (5.2)
SalT (w), similar to TF · IDF [Spärck-Jones, 1972], allows to downplay the impact given to information-
poor terms and is defined as a page-specific, modality-based, frequency score for w derived from modalities
directly associated with the target page — namely, its URL, title and anchortext — normalized by the










where ωm is a modality-specific weight9 and #uT [m](w) is the frequency of appearance of w in the utterance
u of the modality m of T . The SigT (w) score is generated for all terms w appearing in the content modality
of the Web page considered and the resulting vector is used as the page’s representation.
Salient Term Filtering A fundamental objective in the design of the retrieval component is to avoid
retrieving neighbors sharing salient features of the target page while, at the same time, not being functionally
similar to — i.e. not sharing category attributes with — the target. This issue is particularly marked when
dimensions that are strong, highly-discriminative, indicators of the URL of the target Web page — such
as its domain name — are activated in the Web page representation. For instance, the unresolved named
entity Columbia, due to its prominence in short strings on the homepage of Columbia University10, is a
high-scoring dimension in the raw content-based representation of the latter Web page. Used as a target, this
representation may lead to treating pages where the term Columbia is similarly prominent in short strings,
e.g. the homepage of Columbia Sportswear11, as potential neighbors. In order to deal with this issue, and
as a post-processing step in the generation of the content-based representation of Web pages, we dampen
the score of dimensions matching such unique features of the associated Web page. We note, however,
that a broader form of abstraction, or filtering, of page content is generally beneficial towards producing
representations that generalize well to category neighborhoods. The attribute-based approach, which we
describe next, offers a low-complexity solution to address this issue more comprehensively.
9In this work, all textual modalities of the target object receive an equal weight, i.e. ∀m,ωm = 1.
10http://www.columbia.edu
11http://www.columbia.com
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5.2.2 Attribute-based Representation
A limitation of the previous representation of Web pages is that, in spite of its weighting scheme focusing on
content expected to characterize Web page categories, it may nonetheless score highly elements of content
— dimensions — that are page-specific, in particular when these have a high frequency among short text
utterances in the page considered. To address this issue, we refine the previous representation of Web pages
and restrict it to a limited set of carefully selected category attributes derived from the collection of indicative
summaries available from the reference corpus.
Motivation Our content-based representation of Web pages allows scoring candidate category attributes
for individual Web pages. In order to restrict the global set of valid attributes, we observe that an orthogonal
way of collecting category attributes is to focus on characteristics of indicative summaries at the level of
known Web page categories12. We saw in Chapter 3, that indicative Web summaries exhibit both content
and structural similarity at the level of individual ODP categories. In this context, we posit that a term that is
frequent among the indicative summaries of several categories — compared to its frequency in the reference
corpus — can be viewed as a category attribute. Thus, and assuming that the vocabulary used to verbalize a
category attribute in a Web page is generally the same as the vocabulary used to verbalize the same attribute
in the associated indicative summary13. projecting the previous content-based representation on the set
of category attributes obtained by analyzing the reference corpus (the exact procedure is given next) may
lead to a representation of the Web page space that better captures the notion of Web page neighborhoods.
Importantly, since we want our representation to adapt to arbitrary categories, including categories that may
not have yet been created or that may be too marginal to be assigned a dedicated label, we must come up with
a list of attributes that is comprehensive and not unduly constrained by the current set of known categories.
In other words, a supervised selection of category attributes that are strong predictors of known categories,
e.g. as would be done in multi-class classification tasks, may not be desirable here. Instead we opt for a
simpler approach and select category attributes based on frequency considerations alone.
12Here we use ODP categories as a convenience, however, as previously mentioned, a reclustering of the reference corpus may
ultimately be necessary in order to obtain categories — i.e. Web page neighborhoods — that are more homogeneous.
13While we do not do so here, it may be valuable to investigate the impact of using paraphrasing — as well as hyponym
and hypernym — resources to better match category attribute verbalizations. Since our goal, during the retrieval phase, is the
approximate identification of nearest-neighbors, we leave this aspect of the process to future work.
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Attribute Mining We derive a set of category attributes — which will become the restricted set of dimen-
sions for our attribute-based representation of Web pages — by considering the recurrence of descriptive
terms in indicative Web page summaries. Although this is not a requirement, here we use ODP categories
as proxies for more localized Web page neighborhoods and the identification of their associated attributes.
We focus on indicative summary terms that appear frequently both within categories and across categories.
More specifically, the collection of Web page attributes is achieved by scanning ODP categories, and, within
each category, each entry’s summary, applying the following selection criteria:
• A valid category attribute should appear primarily uncapitalized: this is intended to filter out named
entities.
• A valid category attribute should be a known noun: this is intended to filter-out functional words, stop
words, as well as unknown vocabulary.
• A valid category attribute should appear at least L times within at least M different categories14.
This selection procedure, using WordNet for POS filtering, results in a restricted set of 8, 013 attributes. We
use the same dimension weighting scheme as for the content-based representation of Web pages presented
earlier noting, however, that the reduction of the target dimensions to a well-defined set could ultimately
justify a simpler weighting approach, for instance based on binary indicator variables associated with each
of the textual modalities of the Web objects considered. We leave the exploration of such a variation to
future work.
5.2.3 Implementation
In order to efficiently identify candidate neighbor pairs over the full reference corpus, it is necessary to
use some form of hashing mechanism to map a query — here a target Web page and its associated textual
modalities — to a neighborhood in the vector representation of the Web page space W . While different
implementations are possible, including based on general-purpose approximate nearest-neighbor algorithms
— c.f. Section 5.5.1 — allowing to search in arbitrary multi-dimensional metric spaces, in this thesis we
choose, similar to [Tombros and Ali, 2005; Wan et al., 2008], to take advantage of the textual nature of Web
page content and to cast the search for nearest neighbors as a text relevance problem. We emulate the vector
14In this work, we use L = 3 and M = 3.
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space representation described previously using Apache Solr15, an off-the-shelf search engine based on the
Lucene16 indexing system which allows to index the reference corpus in a scalable and extensible fashion.
In particular, we build a separate full-text index for each textual modality comprising Web objects, including
their ODP summary. Doing so allows querying the reference corpus both based on individual modalities17
— i.e. title, URL, content, category — as well as on any arbitrary combination of these modalities. At
query time, given a previously unseen target object T , neighbor objects and their summaries are retrieved by
deriving a query from T and submitting it to the index. We use the target Web page representation SigT (w)
as a query term boosting function: each query term w is assigned a weight corresponding to its SigT score.
Additionally, in order to reduce retrieval noise, and to avoid considering irrelevant neighbors, we enforce a
simple relevance threshold on neighbor objects, so that objects for which the associated summary contains
less than p% of words supported by the target page18 — c.f. discussion in section 6.2— are filtered out
from the retrieval set. The purpose of this filtering operation is to keep out strong outliers resulting from the
presence of either potential ambiguities or salient terms in the target page representation.
5.3 Re-ranking Component
The retrieval component performs an approximate search for nearest-neighbors of the target Web page T in
the adopted Web page space representation. In both application scenarios considered — the known category
scenario and the dynamic neighborhood scenario — subsequent stages of the generation pipeline rely on
an optimal knowledge of the distance between the target object T and each of the candidate neighbors Ri.
We thus introduce a re-ranking component that aims to refine the initial ranking produced by the retrieval
component19 We consider several re-ranking strategies, based on neighborhood characteristics as well as
alternate views of the target-neighbor relationship, in order to improve the selection of neighbor objects and
their associated indicative summaries. The output of this component are the top N neighbors according to
the new ranking produced.
15http://www.apache.org/solr
16http://www.apache.org/lucene
17In Section 5.4, this functionality enables us to experiment with different retrieval settings and to identify modalities that provide
the best categorical representation of Web pages.
18In this work, we use p = 20% as our target page support threshold.
19In the known category scenario, the output of the retrieval component is substituted with the unranked set of entries belonging
to the designated target ODP category.
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5.3.1 Similarity Re-ranking
The first family of re-rankers we consider relies on the similarity between each neighbor object modality and
the corresponding target object modality. For a given modalitym, we compute the fitness score of a neighbor
Ri (and, by association, of its indicative summary Si) to the target T as the cosine similarity between the




||T [m]|| · ||Ri[m]||
(5.4)
Additionally, we can obtain an object-level fitness score by combining these per-modality scores, which
we do here by summing the ranks resulting from ordering the neighbor objects by decreasing value of





Unlike for the retrieval component, where our goal was to foster the identification of similar objects based
on categorical similarity, here we seek to maximize content similarity between the neighbor objects and the
target object, with the eventual goal of limiting the amount of summary edit operations required at later
stages of the pipeline.
5.3.2 Centroid-based Reranking
Basic similarity reranking strategies can be extended to take into account the full neighborhood N (T )
returned by the retrieval component. In doing so, we may perform a more informed reranking than is possible
by considering isolated neighbor-target pairs. One solution to achieve this is to now define fitm(T,Ri) as
a function combining contributions — i.e. votes — from each reference object in the neighborhood N (T )




fitm(T,Rj) · Sim(SRi , SRj ) (5.6)
where Sim(SRi , SRj ) corresponds to the similarity between the indicative summary SRi of neighborRi and
the indicative summary SRj of neighbor Rj . Similarly to the reranking scenario described in the previous
section, we can combine per-modality scores to obtain a final ranking by computing fit(T,Ri) using this
new version of fitm(T,Ri). We note finally that this conceptualization of the target neighborhood is less
optimistic than the locally uniform topology assumed in [Mason and Charniak, 2014a], where neighborhood
sparsity was not a critical issue due to the niche nature of the reference corpus used.








oracle-reranking-max[c] 0.2572 0.2089 0.0868 0.0804 0.0566 0.0519 0.1974
oracle-reranking-max[s] 0.2355 0.1891 0.0600 0.0535 0.0317 0.0271 0.1714
oracle-reranking-max[t] 0.2193 0.1694 0.0555 0.0496 0.0321 0.0286 0.1648
reranking-centroid[c] 0.1913 0.1469 0.0476 0.0442 0.0317 0.0293 0.1313
reranking-centroid[s] 0.1685 0.1295 0.0261 0.0239 0.0111 0.0100 0.1053
reranking-centroid[t] 0.1533 0.1102 0.0229 0.0202 0.0114 0.0101 0.1007
baseline-retrieval[c] 0.1665 0.1318 0.0418 0.0394 0.0283 0.0267 0.1108
baseline-retrieval[s] 0.1579 0.1228 0.0261 0.0232 0.0109 0.0094 0.0927
baseline-retrieval[t] 0.1322 0.0947 0.0196 0.0171 0.0094 0.0081 0.0859
reranking-similarity[c] 0.1631 0.1266 0.0394 0.0364 0.0266 0.0246 0.1079
reranking-similarity[s] 0.1587 0.1221 0.0258 0.0231 0.0117 0.0101 0.0953
reranking-similarity[t] 0.1381 0.1017 0.0242 0.0221 0.0158 0.0145 0.0904
title 0.1108 0.1083 0.0298 0.0296 0.0127 0.0122 0.0406
oracle-reranking-min[s] 0.0872 0.0627 0.0064 0.0055 0.0009 0.0007 0.0384
oracle-reranking-min[c] 0.0652 0.0472 0.0056 0.0050 0.0024 0.0022 0.0309
oracle-reranking-min[t] 0.0529 0.0354 0.0026 0.0023 0.0006 0.0005 0.0258
Table 5.1: Performance of various (retriever,re-ranker) configurations when used as transfer-based summa-
rizers. Appended indices [c|s|t] indicate the object modality used as a basis for retrieval.
5.4 Comparative Evaluation
We want to assess the relative quality of our retrieval and re-ranking components so that we can choose the
best configuration for this stage of the summarization pipeline. To this end, we perform a task-based evalu-
ation where we gauge the value of several (retriever,re-ranker) configurations based on their performance as
indicative summarizers, that is, as summarization systems producing as their output the indicative summary
of the predicted nearest-neighbor for the target Web page. More precisely, we evaluate one retriever-only
configuration20, one (retriever,similarity re-ranker) configuration, and one (retriever,centroid re-ranker) con-
figuration for each indexed object modality — i.e. title, page content and, finally, (neighbor) indicative sum-
mary21 — using the vector representation presented in Section 5.2.1 as basis for the retrieval component.
In this context, and in order to put achieved performance into perspective, we introduce two families of
20This corresponds to a (retriever,no-op re-ranker) configuration.
21While indexing anchortext for every entry in the ODP corpus is possible, doing so would have exceeded available system
resources and we chose not to evaluate the corresponding retrieval option. We leave this exploration to future work.
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re-ranking oracle systems to characterize the relative re-ranking capacity of the proposed approaches:
• Re-ranking upper-bound: oracle re-ranking scheme that has access to the gold indicative summary for
the target Web page.
• Re-ranking lower-bound: oracle re-ranking scheme obtained by reversing the ranking of the upper-
bound system.
In all cases, we compare the produced output with the gold ODP indicative summary for the target Web
page using n-gram (n ∈ [1, 3]) F -measure (both weighted and unweighted based on n-gram frequency
among indicative summaries in the reference corpus) as well as using the normalized Longest Common
Sub-sequence (LCS) overlap between the two summaries. Experimental results obtained on a representative
sample of the ODP corpus are reported in Table 5.1. Our first observation is that, by itself, a summarizer
based on the retrieval component alone is able to produce summaries that compare strongly to an extractive
baseline (title), justifying our initial proposal for a nearest-neighbors-based approach to indicative Web
summarization. In several cases, in particular for all systems based on title retrieval (all metrics), similarity
re-ranking allows improving over the corresponding system that only uses the raw retrieval ranking. This
behavior, however, is not consistent across retrieval modalities: performing similarity re-ranking when using
retrieval on page content consistently yields lower performance than when using retrieval ranking only,
which, since the retrieval component also integrates a form of similarity ranking (although different in its
implementation), seems to indicate that the page content modality is, by itself, highly informative towards
the identification of neighboring Web pages. This observation is supported by the overall higher scores
obtained by systems based on page content retrieval compared to retrieval based on any other modality.
Centroid-based re-ranking, however, does promote more consistently, and for almost all settings and metrics,
neighbor summaries that are more similar to the target gold summary, confirming the value of using the
full set of neighbors to represent the target page in a categorical space. Among centroid-based re-rankers,
retrieval based on page content dominates, once again, retrieval based on the summary or title fields, pointing
to what appears to be the optimal configuration to identify neighboring pages based on categorical similarity.
5.5 Future Work*
In addition to the retrieval and re-ranking strategies we have considered above, there are several other av-
enues that could be explored in order to further improve, while addressing the same abstract task, the pre-
cision of the target neighborhood identification. As we saw, both aspects of the process crucially rely on
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an appropriate high-dimensional representation of Web pages capable of capturing, not only the functional
similarity between the pages considered, but also to correlate this similarity with that of associated indicative
summaries. Below, we briefly review techniques that could extend the work we have presented here, both in
further optimizing the approximate retrieval of neighbor objects, as well as in taking full advantage of the
multi-modal nature of Web pages, in particular by seeing indicative summaries as just one of the modalities
of Web objects.
5.5.1 Approximate Nearest-Neighbors
In order to improve the retrieval component discussed in Section 5.2, an opportunity to better identify
nearest-neighbors is to introduce algorithms specifically addressing, unlike the text-based formulation we
use here, nearest-neighbor search operations in arbitrary metric spaces. Several families of algorithms
exist for this purpose of which we can mention space-partitioning algorithms — exact search, e.g. vp-
tree, Bk-tree — Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) — approximate search — compression/clustering-based
search — exact, e.g. [Ramaswamy and Rose, 2011] — as well as graph-based searches — approximate,
e.g. [Beaumont et al., 2007]. Due to performance constraints and the need for the retrieval component to
scale to a very large reference corpus — e.g. obtained through Web crawling — we focus on approximate
nearest-neighbor retrieval techniques. In this respect, LSH [Indyk and Motwani, 1998; Gionis et al., 1999;
Haveliwala et al., 2000], Best Bin First [Beis and Lowe, 1997], and Balanced Box-decomposition Tree [Arya
et al., 1998] stand out as relevant techniques for our task. An avenue for research beyond the introduction
of these approaches, in particular LSH, is to tune the retrieval process to the task as hand. One interest-
ing option in this context is to treat summary similarity as a weak supervision signal, e.g. using weighted
hashing techniques [Wang et al., 2013]. Approximate nearest-neighbor search algorithms, however, do not
address the question of identifying an appropriate high-dimensional representation for Web pages and would
still rely on a pre-existing vector space representation of Web objects. This representation can be the one
we have introduced in Section 5.2, or, instead, a representation derived by optimizing an objective function
encoding the categorical similarity of Web pages.
5.5.2 Multi-modal Embeddings*
Multi-modal embeddings [Socher and Fei-Fei, 2010; Ngiam et al., 2011; Frome et al., 2013; Socher et
al., 2013], that is, shared high-dimensional spaces where distinct modalities of a complex object can be
mapped, each from their respective original space, have been used to support cross-modality processing,
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including, of particular interest to this work, transfer-based nearest-neighbor approaches to natural lan-
guage generation [Hodosh et al., 2013; Socher et al., 2014; Gong et al., 2014a]. The techniques that have
been proposed to obtain such embeddings range from Kernelized CCA (KCCA) [Socher and Fei-Fei, 2010;
Hodosh et al., 2013], to deep learning architectures, including Deep Botzmann Machines (DBMs) [Srivas-
tava and Salakhutdinov, 2012] and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [Socher et al., 2014]. In all cases, the
learned model defines a shared space where individual modalities, once mapped to this space, are maximally
correlated. For the purpose of identifying a neighborhood for a target Web page, multi-modal embeddings
could thus be used to represent, in the same space, Web pages — or multiple modalities thereof — and
their associated indicative summary, the latter being seen as just an additional modality of the Web object.
By performing nearest-neighbor search in this space using any of the approximate techniques discussed in
Section 5.5.1, one could thus identify neighboring Web pages or, since both pages and summaries are now
mapped to the same space, neighboring summaries, without relying on an explicit transfer mechanism. A
potential limitation of these models is, however, their ability to leverage Web-scale data at training time,
although recent work indicates that large amounts of weakly annotated data may be used to improve an
embedding trained on a smaller labeled corpus [Gong et al., 2014b]. This could represent an opportunity
to incorporate, in addition to the reference corpus of page-summary data, a larger volume of unsummarized
Web pages as part of a unified semi-supervised approach to transfer-based indicative Web summarization22.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have addressed the task that is at the heart of neighbor-based indicative Web summariza-
tion: the identification of target neighborhoods. We have discussed the practical implications of performing
this task at the scale of a large dataset such as the ODP directory and developed a two-step approach to
perform it efficiently. In a first step, we delineate, using computationally efficient retrieval techniques, the
target neighborhood N (T ) given the target URL T . In a second step, we refine, using local characteristics
of N (T ), the estimation of the relevance of each selected neighbor for the target. The concept of neighbor-
hood is fundamentally based on a vector space representation of Web objects where local neighborhoods
capture the notion of Web page categories. To dynamically characterize such categories — which, in order
for our approach to adapt to arbitrary pages, should generally be considered latent — we have introduced
22Descriptions extracted from individual Web-pages, e.g. their title or indicative-summary-like utterances obtained using meth-
ods similar to that of [Amitay and Paris, 2000; Delort et al., 2003], could in particular be treated as weak-supervision signals in this
setting.
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high-dimensional content-based representations of Web pages building on the idea of Web page category
attributes. We have provided experimental results highlighting the relative value of multiple retrieval and
re-ranking strategies. In Chapter 7, we extend this analysis and validate, against several summarization
baselines and reference systems, the performance of transfer-based indicative Web summarizers.
The T2T transformations discussed in the following chapters build up on the target neighborhoods identified
here. The processing of local spans of content not supported by the target Web page in the selected neighbor
summaries is addressed by the subsequent stages of the summarization pipeline. The target adaptation
transformation — c.f. Chapter 6 — focuses on individual neighbor summaries in the neighborhood N (T )
and adapts their object-specific content to the target T . The proposed neighbor summary fusion stage — c.f.
Chapter 8 — then extends the neighborhood analysis introduced in Section 5.3 for the purpose of reaching,
given the set of neighbor summaries comprising N (T ), a single consensus summary for T .
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Chapter 6
Nearest-Neighbor Summary Adaptation
In the previous chapter, we have demonstrated the value of ranking neighbor summaries to approximate the
indicative Web summary generation process. Unless we are dealing with a dense neighborhood of the Web
page space W , these “raw” neighbor summaries, however, frequently contain terms that are not relevant
to the target object. In this chapter, we ask the question of whether a single neighbor summary can be
transformed to become a better approximation of the ground truth summary that we are ultimately trying to
generate.
The reference corpus of page-summary pairs is very large and our hypothesis is that, for any previously
unseen URL T , we can find at least one URLR in this corpus that is — from the point of view of categorical
similarity — a sufficiently close neighbor to T . The idea of categorical similarity, which we discussed in
Chapter 5, is key here as we cannot expect that T and R will be sharing specific, and often unique, features
and/or entities (e.g. company names, locations, etc.). Of course, it is possible for the exact same summary
sentence to be applicable to multiple URLs, but in general we cannot assume that this is the case. Thus, if
we are to reuse neighbor summaries to describe categorically-similar Web pages, it is necessary to address
the problem of target adaptation, that is, of transforming content of the original neighbor summary, so as to
produce a closer summary for the target object. For example, considering the ODP summary for Princeton
University’s homepage1:
One of the nation’s most respected universities. Located in Princeton NJ.
Both most respected and the entity Princeton NJ are page-specific attributes. If this summary is to be
1http://www.princeton.edu
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used for the homepage of a different institution, e.g. Harvard University2, at least the latter phrase must
be replaced by Cambridge, MA. Additionally, the adaptation algorithm may choose to preserve, replace or
drop most respected depending on features of the target page. The methods we consider in this chapter
intend to perform these transformations in a high-precision manner as we want to produce a transformed
neighbor summary that is a close approximation to the ground truth target summary, while, at the same time,
introducing the least possible amount of noise — i.e. improper token replacements or disfluencies — in the
existing summary.
6.1 Task Formulation
We define the neighbor summary adaptation task as follows:
Input: The input to the adaptation process is a neighbor summary SR = {wR1 , . . . , wRn } for the target
URL T and a neighborhood N (T ) = {(Ri, SRi), i ∈ [1,K − 1]} for T .
Output: The output of the adaptation process is a sequence S∗T = {σT (wR1 ), . . . , σT (wRn )} where each
term wRi ∈ SR has been mapped according to the adaptation function σT : V oc(R) → V oc(T ), where
V oc(R) and V oc(T ) are vocabulary spaces associated respectively with the neighbor object R and the tar-
get object T . As such, σT may behave locally as the identity function for tokens that are supported, either
explicitly or implicitly, by both the neighbor and target objects (i.e. trivial mappings).
In this chapter, SR will, unless otherwise noted, be the indicative summary of the neighbor ranked first by
the ranking stage discussed in Chapter 5, while N (T ) will consist of the following K − 1 URL-summary
pairs output by the ranking stage.
6.2 From Neighbor Summary to Target Summary
While informative, the results of the retrieval and re-ranking experiments described in Section 5.4 can only
be used as a basis towards the development of a more elaborate system since neighbor summaries, taken
verbatim, are, in general, not appropriate for the target URL. We propose to automatically reduce these
incompatibilities. For this, we first need to formalize what makes a neighbor summary usable for the target,
and conversely, what types of errors need to be eliminated. We observe that terms in neighbor summaries
fall in either one of the following two categories:
2http://www.harvard.edu
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• Target-supported: if a term — or one of its synonyms — occurs in any one of the textual modalities
of the target object.
• Not Target-supported: complement of the previous category, i.e. terms for which the textual modal-
ities of the target object provide no direct lexical evidence.
Reminding ourselves of the example introduced in Chapter 1 where we considered the homepage of the
Washington Post as a neighbor for the homepage of the New York Times:
URL: http://www.washingtonpost.com
ODP Daily. Offers news, opinion, sports, arts and living and entertainment. In-
cludes archives since 1977 and subscription information.
the term opinion is supported by the homepage of the New York Times, while the term daily is not. We posit
that terms belonging to the first category can be considered relevant to the target object3, thereby forming, in
their relative positions, a sentence backbone for the target summary. On the other hand, terms of the second
category are potentially neighbor-specific and should be processed more carefully. These can be further
classified based on their relationship to the neighbor object:
• Extractive terms: verbalizations of concepts, topics or entities that are directly supported by the
neighbor object.
• Abstractive terms: terms describing the neighbor object but not occurring in — and thus not ex-
tractable from — its modalities. These terms generally correspond to meta-information about the
neighbor object and represent generalizations or conceptualizations of its content or purpose . In the
case of the homepage of the Washington Post, the term daily, which, at the time of this writing, does
not appear on the Web page itself, corresponds to meta-information about the page’s content — its
update frequency — and is to be seen as an abstractive term.
• Function terms: generic terms providing structure to the summary sentence. In this work, we treat
verbs, determinants, and all preposition particles as function terms. This includes terms such as Offers,
the, based, in, etc.
3We shall see next that, while supported terms are relevant to the target, we nonetheless allow for their replacement by another
target-supported term if the latter term is more salient with respect to the target. Practically speaking, we associate to every neighbor
summary term a probability of being replaced given the target T and its neighborhood N (T ).
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Function terms are, similar to target-supported terms, considered to be part of the backbone of the neighbor
summary and could be removed in situations where the content terms they connect — or are connected to
— need to be dropped to produce the final summary. The compression algorithm described in Section 6.7
is based on this observation. We then focus on the remaining two categories of terms — extractive terms
and abstractive terms — our objective being to show how to detect and transform neighbor summary terms
belonging to either of these two categories. Since they are the product of intrinsically different linguistic
processes, we process them separately. For extractive terms, we note that the correction — i.e. replacement
or removal — of offending terms can be handled by considering the relationship of the neighbor object to the
target object. This extraction-based transformation is the primary focus of the current chapter. Abstractive
terms, on the other hand, are the result of a more complex linguistic phenomenon that should be approached
by modeling correlations found between object features and summary term appearance in, at least, the
target neighborhood N (T ), and, more generally, the entire reference corpus. We propose to address the
transformation of these terms using conditional sentence fusion, an approach that we present in detail in
Chapter 8.
6.3 Template-based Approach
We approach the adaptation task on the premise that the neighbor summary sentence we need to perform
adaptation on is overall appropriate for the target object, except at a limited number of locations where
neighbor-specific terms must be replaced by target-specific terms, or, in the absence of sufficiently good
replacement candidates, dropped from the neighbor summary. The task at hand is similar to previous efforts
on sub-sentential editing [Jing and McKeown, 2000; Nenkova, 2008; Vickrey and Koller, 2008; Miwa et
al., 2010; Mason and Charniak, 2014b] and, more specifically, to the widely studied problem of sentence
compression, where a sentence is to be edited, while preserving its meaning and grammatical structure
[Witbrock and Mittal, 1999; Knight and Marcu, 2000; Knight and Marcu, 2002; Cohn and Lapata, 2008;
Filippova and Strube, 2008b; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011]. While these transformations seek to reduce
the length of the original utterance, or to improve its readability, here our goal is to maximize a different
objective function, namely relevance to a new target object. Motivated by the exploratory analysis presented
in Chapter 3, we view this task as a template-oriented transformation where a summary template is first
derived from the selected neighbor summary SR and then immediately applied to the target T . In the
following, we introduce a generative story formalizing this idea and, based on it, formulate an operational
procedure to construct a summary template given SR, the associated neighbor object R, the target object
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T and finally the neighborhood N (T ). The refilling of individual slots in this template, given the target
T , decomposes into elementary operations to identify and select optimal candidate slot refillers and are
discussed in the remainder of this chapter 4 .
6.3.1 Generative Story
Our core assumption is that both the target and its neighbor are instances of a common — possibly latent —
category of Web pages C. Following our intuition that similar objects should be described in a similar way,
we hypothesize that the summaries for Web pages belonging to C are specializations of a shared template TC ,
where the template’s slots need to be filled with object-specific values. According to our previous analysis,
extractive and abstractive terms correspond to slot locations, while function terms and terms with high sum-
mary appearance priors in N (T ) form the template structure. Given a target page T and its neighborhood
N (T ), we can view the output summary ST as being the result of the following generative process5:
• Sample a length n for the summary ST
• For i ∈ [1 . . . n]
– Determine if position i is templatic: τi ∼ Ptempl
– If τi = 1, sample wi ∼ PTC(w|i)
– If τi = 0, sample a slot type σi: σi ∼ Beta(β)
– If σi is extractive, sample wi ∼ Pext(w|T, σi)
– If σi is abstractive, sample wi ∼ Pabst(w|T, σi)
Following this, we may express the conditional probability of a summary sequence given a target T :
P (ST |T ) =
∏
wi∈ST
τi · PTC (wi|i) + (1− τi) · (δextσi · Pext(wi|T, σi) + δ
abst
σi · Pabst(wi|T, σi)) (6.1)
It would be possible, e.g. by fitting a non-parametric hierarchical Bayesian model on our reference corpus, to
sample the template of each neighbor summary from an optimal distribution of templates and associated slot
4We note that, fundamentally, the neighbor-target adaptation task is an analogy problem: given an ordered set of terms xR
occurring in the neighbor summary SR, identify an ordered set of terms xT extracted from the target data T , such that xRi and x
T
i
play the same role with respect to their associated page. If no such (xRi , x
T
i ) pairing exists, we may then assume that, with respect
to T , xRi should be dropped from SR.
5[Berger and Mittal, 2000] also previously proposed a generative model of indicative Web summaries based, however, on
translation assumptions between the Web page space and the indicative summary space.
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fillers. However, we observe that the probability of a summary location being templatic is, fundamentally,
a property of the neighborhood considered and, in line with our nearest-neighbors approach, using local
estimates of Ptempl may lead to more meaningful templates than relying on an aggregate model. Thus, in
this thesis, instead of placing a complex template distribution on neighbor summaries, we will rely on the
target neighborhood N (T ) to estimate the templatic probability Ptempl:










For the purpose of generating a new summary ST given a neighbor summary SR, we are left with sampling
slot fillers from Pext and Pabst, within the template formed by sampling from Ptempl at each summary
location in SR.
6.3.2 Summary Segmentation
We now address practical considerations in the construction of a neighbor summary template given the
neighbor object, the target T and its associated neighborhood N (T ). Given a raw neighbor summary, we
perform both Part-of-Speech tagging and statistical Named Entity Recognition (NER) on this summary in
order to obtain the sequence of tokens that will be the basis for template identification and the subsequent
refilling of the template’s extractive slots. Since a statistical NER component may lead to noisy segmenta-
tions, we only accept named entities that either appear verbatim in the reference object or can be mapped to a
Freebase entity. In the example shown in Figure 6.1, the entity Stevens Institute of Technology appears in the
title of the reference page and corresponds to a known Freebase entity (Freebase key: m.01qqv5). This pro-
cessing generally leads to reasonable segmentations of the neighbor summaries. In certain cases, however,
basic NER-based summary segmentation does not lead to optimal token sequences, typically due to lack of
knowledge about certain entities, variations in the surface realization of entities that are not known to sup-
porting resources — e.g. Bay Area as a surface realization for San Francisco Bay Area — over-segmentation
by the statistical NER component — e.g. Saint Peter, ’s and College instead of Saint Peter’s College as a
single token — or, simply, the long-tailed nature of the summary content for which no syntactico-semantic
knowledge is available. As a post-processing operation, and in order to avoid over-segmenting neighbor
summaries, we merge segments connected by function terms into a single extractive slot if they match a
known entity or are supported in this aggregate form by the associated neighbor object. This allows to treat
a sequence such as Columbia University in the City of New York as a single entity instead of two entities,
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Weekly student newspaper of Stevens Institute of Technology .
a f a f 0 0 0 0 s
Figure 6.1: Post-processed summary template for http://www.thestute.com using http://www.
dailytargum.com as target. a marks abstractive locations, f marks function terms, s marks target-
supported terms, while numerical ids indicate extractive locations.
one for Columbia University and one for City of New York. We note that this operation is also important to
properly identify concepts that are made up by combining several common terms, such as web design which
can ultimately be better handled than web and design taken as individual terms. Once a neighbor summary
has been segmented, we convert the resulting sequence of tokens to a template structure following the term-
based analysis introduced in Section 6.2. To do so, the templatic nature — or conversely the slot nature
— of each token in the neighbor summary sequence is estimated based on the generative model introduced
earlier in this section. The identification and refilling of slot locations, which we discuss next, relies on this
template structure.
6.4 Slot Model
Our first step in reducing the gap between a neighbor summary and the ground-truth target summary is to
attempt to adapt neighbor summary terms resulting from an extraction process applied to the neighbor object.
In this context, term replacements cannot be selected from the neighbor or from a generic corpora, e.g.
through paraphrasing, but must instead be obtained from the target object. Below, we present our modeling
of this process, that is, given a slot location to be refilled and a set of candidates, whose mode of collection
from various sources we discuss in Section 6.5, how to select an optimal target-specific replacement for this
slot. The joint refilling of summary template slots, based on the single slot model we develop here, will be
addressed in Section 6.6.
6.4.1 Formulation
Our approach to template induction from a neighbor summary directly follows the analysis of Section 6.2.
We assign to each location (token) in the neighbor summary a probability τi of being templatic. If a summary
token is templatic, this means it can be preserved verbatim, while, if it is not, it should be either replaced by a
more appropriate target term or dropped from the final summary. While we cannot expect to consistently find
target neighborhoods leading to crisp templates — e.g. due to the existence of strong linear overlap between
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neighbor summaries — we may, however, exploit additional information to control the (soft) induction of a
neighbor summary template based on these neighborhoods. Specifically:
• Function terms (f), especially in the case of a homogeneous neighborhood, are expected to carry
limited, if any, object-specific information while, at the same time, providing a backbone for recurrent
object attributes. Thus, we do not templatize these locations since they usually provide the basic
syntactico-semantic structure of the summaries for a given category of Web pages. They include
verbal forms (VB*|MD), determiners (DT), conjunctions (IN), prepositions6 as well as punctuation
characters. Additionally, we note that, while function terms will not be treated as slots, they may
nonetheless be dropped from the final summary (c.f. Section 6.7).
• Target-supported terms (s), in most cases, will not require adaptation, especially when frequent in the
target neighborhood N (T ). Target-support for a term may nonetheless remain marginal and salience
considerations justify that we do not directly conflate this class of terms with the rest of the summary
template. Potential replacements for a target-supported term will be expected to not only be suffi-
ciently compatible with this term, but also to be more salient to the target page than the original term
is.
• All other terms have a probability of being templatic that is estimated from the neighborhood summary
term appearance distribution. As a consequence, terms appearing in all neighborhood summaries will
be treated as templatic and will not be considered for adaptation. Conversely, terms that do not appear
in the neighborhood — excluding the current neighbor — may undergo adaptation.
The observations above lead to an expression of the probability of the current neighbor summary term wi
being replaced by a candidate replacement term rji extracted from the target T :
P (rji , wi, T ) = δ
rji
wiτi + (1− τi) · Prepl(r
j
i |wi, T ) (6.3)
where Prepl(r
j
i |wi, T ) is the conditional probability of replacing term wi with replacement r
j
i given wi and
the target T . In order to model Prepl, we introduce a fitness score that factorizes in terms of the compatibility
between wi and r
j
i as well as in terms of the salience of the candidate replacement term r
j
i given the target
6While we primarily identify function terms based on POS information, we also treat all prepositions that do not occur as nodes
in a typed dependency graph — i.e. dependency labels — as function terms.




i ) = Compatibility(wi, r
j
i ) · SalienceT (r
j
i ) (6.4)













Thus, a candidate replacement term exhibiting high compatibility with the current filler, but low salience
given the target, will not be deemed a fitting replacement. Conversely, a highly salient term must be com-
patible with the current filler in order to be considered as a potential replacement. In the rest of this section,
we discuss the modeling of the compatibility and salience factors respectively.
6.4.2 Slot Compatibility Factor
We express the slot compatibility factor as a log-linear model, which allows us to combine multiple features










Below we discuss both the types of features fi considered in this work, as well as how the feature weights
α are to be fitted given a target neighborhood.
6.4.2.1 Features
We quantify the fitness of a candidate replacement for a slot given its current filler using the following
filler-replacement features:
• Morphology: an edit-distance-based characterization of how superficially-similar the current filler
and the replacement candidate are. This feature also supports the conceptual matching of numerical
tokens.
• Semantic proximity: characterization of the semantic relatedness between the original filler and the
proposed replacement. In order to reach a mode of comparison that is as flexible as possible7 , in
particular with respect to named entities, the semantic proximity is computed as the cosine similarity
7Preliminary experiments with similarity metrics based on WordNet [Fellbaum, 1998; Pedersen et al., 2015] were not conclu-
sive.
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Category Number of types Example
Fully specified types 4,518 education.educational_institution_campus
Partial types (derived from fully specified types) 7,006 education , education.educational_institution_campus
Table 6.1: Number of types — fully specified and partial — derivable from the Freebase data.
between the representations of the current filler and the candidate replacement in a word-embedding8.
In this setting, terms that are anti-correlated — i.e. whose representations’ cosine similarity is negative
— are assigned a feature score of zero, and, further, we assume compositionality for out-of-vocabulary
compound phrases.
• Types overlap: characterization of the type compatibility between the original filler and the candi-
date replacement. Types are derived by matching both the current filler and the candidate replacement
against the surface forms of entities and concepts available from Freebase9. It is, in general, neither
possible, nor desirable, to map detected entities to exactly one type: a single surface form may be am-
biguous and match multiple distinct logical entities, but, more importantly, strict type matching may
prevent the subsequent identification of the best replacement in the presence of incomplete type data.
Thus, we adopt a distributed type representation where all matching types are used to describe both the
current slot filler and candidate replacements. For instance, the named entity New York would be as-
signed types corresponding to the different interpretations of the phrase, among which: /location/city-
town, /location/administrative_division, /location/statistical_region, /travel/travel_destination, /gov-
ernment/political_district, /film/film_location. This feature, which relies on a large number of types
— c.f. statistics given in Table 6.1 — measures the overlap between the set of matching types for the
current filler and for the proposed replacement.
We note that each one of these features encodes a different view on the compatibility between two terms.
They must be carefully combined in order to handle cases where type or semantic information about either
the current filler or its proposed replacement is missing due to the incompleteness of the reference resources
8We currently use word2vec — https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/ — together with the published pre-trained
word and phrase vectors trained on part of the Google News dataset.
9We initially investigated the use of DBpedia for the same purpose — http://dbpedia.org — however Freebase is much
richer in terms of the surface form variations available for individual entities and, thus, allows greater resilience when performing
named entity recognition using a dictionary-based approach.
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or to the long-tailed nature of the content considered.
6.4.2.2 Model Fitting
Currently, the weights of the compatibility model are manually tuned on our development set and the ex-
perimental results we report for the adaptation task are based on this setting. However, here we describe an
unsupervised approach to fit a single slot model to the neighborhood considered. This approach is not only
useful to optimize individual slots, but also as the basis for the template-level decoding strategies discussed
in Section 6.6.4. We propose to leverage all neighbor object-summary pairs in the target neighborhood in
order to fit a single slot model. The central idea is to temporarily treat additional, supporting, neighbor pages
as targets for the adaptation process. The mappings resulting from adapting the selected neighbor summary
to these new targets can in turn be used to assess the performance of the slot model and update it as needed.
For instance, considering as target the homepage of Columbia University, as its selected neighbor — i.e.
whose summary we seek to adapt — the homepage of Princeton University, and, as a pair of supporting
neighbors in the target neighborhood, the homepage of Yale University and the homepage of Dartmouth
College with, respectively, the following ODP summaries:
The smallest of the Ivy League colleges. Located in Hanover, NH.
A leading private, independent research institution. Founded in 1701 in New Haven, Connecticut.
Independently refilling, using both supporting neighbor pages as targets, the location slot in the summary
for the homepage of Princeton University should lead, for a properly fitted slot model, to the following
mappings:
Princeton, NJ⇔ Hanover, NH
Princeton, NJ⇔ New Haven, Connecticut
One way to validate the correctness of these mappings is to use them to adapt both supporting neighbor
pages’ summaries to the Princeton University homepage:
The smallest of the Ivy League colleges. Located in Princeton, NJ.
A leading private, independent research institution. Founded in 1701 in Princeton, NJ.
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Although these adapted neighbor summaries are not fully accurate for the homepage of Princeton University,
the increase in similarity that results from their adaptation to the same target can be used as a signal to update
the slot model. We formalize this idea into an energy-based model defining unary and pairwise dependencies
for the slot refilling operation. Given a selected neighbor Rj , a slot location si in the templatized summary
for Rj , and the target neighborhood N (T ), the energy associated with a neighborhood’s filler assignments
for all neighbors, based on the current slot model si, can be expressed as:








Rl∈N (T )\{Rj ,Rk}
diff(adaptsi(Sk), adaptsi(Sl))
(6.7)
In this formulation, unary potentials correspond to the replacement score described in Section 6.4, while
pairwise potentials encode preferred content mappings between neighbor pages, i.e. a form of supervision
from each pair of neighbors in the target neighborhood. This model can equivalently be seen as a factor
graph — c.f. Figure 6.2 — over which an EM-like procedure can be applied to determine optimal model
parameters for slot si. Since the slot models are now to be fitted at the level of complete neighborhoods, as
opposed to, in our discussion thus far, at the level of single neighbor-target pairs, we expect that they will be
able to better capture the logical slot concepts prevalent in a given target neighborhood by beneficiating from
the full statistical strength present in this neighborhood. We leave, however, the experimental validation of
this mode of slot learning to future work.
6.4.3 Slot Salience Factor
While the similarity score discussed previously is concerned with the semantic similarity between an existing
filler and a candidate replacement, it does not address the question of whether a candidate filler is the right
one given the target object. In many situations we may indeed find candidate fillers in the target object that
would be excellent replacements for the current filler but have no relevance to the target. For instance, the
homepage of The New York Times may contain multiple US city names at any point in time 10, but none of
them are as relevant as New York is for this page. We propose to model this aspect of filler selection using
a salience-based approach: optimal replacement candidates are expected to have features that differentiate
them from candidates that have no significant relevance to the target page.
10E.g. Chicago, Colorado Springs , Austin, San Bernardino at the time of this writing.
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Figure 6.2: Sample factor graph modeling a slot refilling operation for a single template slot — in this case
a slot expecting a university name as its filler — for a neighborhood of 8 Web pages (represented as circles).
Unary factors correspond to the compatibility of the selected fillers for each neighbor page, while binary
factors encode filler preferences based on expected similarities between ground-truth neighbor summaries.
Note that the target object and the selected neighbor are not explicitly represented in this graph.
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6.4.3.1 Features
The identification of salient terms is a key task in automatic document summarization. We adapt previously
proposed techniques for this task to the characterization of replacement terms obtained from a Web object
and conditioned on an associated neighborhood. The features we consider to express the salience of a
candidate filler are:
• Modality frequency: the frequency of the considered filler in the target object’s modalities. While we
do not do so here, a potentially valuable refinement on this feature, since each modality is represented
as a collection of utterances, is to allow individual utterances — as opposed to individual modalities
— to vote for fillers they support. Doing so would allow to give a higher weight to utterances that
represent a larger portion of their parent modality.
• Neighborhood frequency: how frequent the candidate is in the target neighborhood. In order to
model neighborhood frequency more accurately, and independently of the information included in
neighbor summaries, we use indicators over all modalities of the neighbor objects to characterize how
common a term is. Terms that are common in neighboring objects, and thus not target-specific, should
be given a lower salience score.
• Co-occurrence (not currently active): characterizes the frequency of co-occurrence, in the target ob-
ject modalities, of the candidate filler with target-supported terms appearing in the neighbor summary.
A good replacement candidate is expected to be tightly associated with the concepts appearing in the
neighbor summary considered. We note that this feature does not take into account other slot locations
and, thus, only focuses on the templatic portions of the neighbor summary.
Since salience is, generally, easier to assess than semantic compatibility, we do not learn a model for this





neighborhood_frequency(N (T ), rji )
(6.8)
6.4.3.2 Constraints
In order to control the quality of the replacement candidates, we define constraints that prevent the con-
sideration of otherwise irrelevant sequences. Specifically, we currently enforce a hard filtering rule where
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candidates must be observed at least twice anywhere in the target object to be considered as a replacement
candidate for a slot. To further reduce noise, it would be possible to also filter candidates based on appear-
ance in at least two distinct modalities, as opposed to anywhere in the target object, however this level of
filtering is in general too aggressive for targets with low content availability. Future work will investigate
the possibility of dynamically adjusting the levels of filtering, including based on a word-length-frequency
filtering paradigm, or on the amount of data available for the target object.
6.5 Identifying Candidate Slot Fillers
Given the multi-modality nature of Web objects, multiple methods can be considered in order to identify
candidate fillers for the slot models that we have introduced in the previous section. Each modality of a Web
object is generally associated with a certain type of content and may, therefore, lead to orthogonal sources
of slot filler candidates. Below we discuss the range of methods we use in this work to obtain target-specific
slot filler candidates.
6.5.1 Through NER Analysis
The first strategy we consider to obtain replacement candidates for extractive slot locations is to apply a
statistical NER component to the text utterances comprising the target object. While we have previously
mentioned the noisy nature of these utterances, in general we can nonetheless expect this method to produce
a relevant collection of replacement candidates. The types of named entities identified by this approach are
restricted to a limited set, which includes the organizations, locations, person names, numbers and dates
associated with the target. In certain cases, we note that this source of candidates contains many inaccurate
named entities, which results in a significant injection of noise in the slot model. This phenomenon is due to
the lack of context available from the individual, short, text utterances being processed, but also to the fact
that the statistical NER component used was trained on a genre that is fundamentally different from that of
Web content.
6.5.2 Through Neighbor-Target Mirrored Analysis
An alternate solution to identify potential slot fillers is to perform keyphrase extraction on the target content.
Keyphrase extraction algorithms are typically based on frequency analysis, e.g. [Zhang et al., 2004], and
therefore will extract keyphrases based on a reference background corpus. In the present case, however,
we are not interested in strict keyphrases of the target page, but rather in keyphrases of the target that are
not keyphrases of a selected neighbor object, the summary of which we intend to adapt. Thus, in order to
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www.cs.columbia.edu www.cs.cmu.edu
columbia 7 carnegie mellon 11
life 3 read 8
camera 3 stay 5
energy 2 scs 5
paper 2 machine learning 4
last 2 dean 4
led 2 world 4
privacy 2 doctoral 3
data 2 academics 3
achievements 2 masters 3
advances 2 awards 3
shree nayar 2 calendar 3
join 2 institute 3
scientist 2 two 3
changxi zheng 2 office 3
needed 2 cmu 3
resources 1 robotics 3
webmaster 1 search 3
Table 6.2: Result of the mirrored analysis for the pair http://www.columbia.edu <=> http://
www.princeton.edu. This analysis points to small differences between two pages of the same category
and can thus be used to initiate a mapping between these pages.
identify fillers of interest, we need to consider the specific relationship between the target object and the
neighbor object. We do so by performing a mirrored analysis of the target-neighbor pair that highlights
mutual/exclusive term support information between the two objects: terms appearing in both objects are
ignored, leaving only, for each modality utterance, object-specific sequences. These remaining sequences,
after suitable frequency filtering11, are prime candidates for our intended slot processing: sequences on
the neighbor object side support the identification of slot locations in the input neighbor summary — c.f.
discussion in Section 6.2 — while sequences on the target object side are used as candidate fillers for these
slot locations. Table 6.2 shows the result of the mirrored analysis for the pair http://www.columbia.
edu <=> http://www.princeton.edu.
11Given the variety of Web pages and their content, it is difficult to reliably identify significant sequences from these pages. In
this work, we rely on a simple but robust heuristic to identify important sequences: we posit that a sequence of length n should be
observed at least n+ 1 times in the Web object’s modalities in order to be treated as significant for this object.
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6.5.3 Through URL String Analysis
URL strings represent a potentially very important source of candidate slot fillers, and, in particular, of
entities that can be directly associated with the target page. In this work, we derive candidate slots fillers
from URL strings in two ways. The first is to perform a simple deterministic segmentation of the target
URL string on punctuation characters. For instance, given the URL http://www.princeton.edu/
main/, this URL would be converted to the following sequence of tokens: http , princeton , edu , main
(of which the protocol and Top Level Domain (TLD) can be easily filtered out) . Individual tokens in this
sequence can then be used as candidate fillers, but also matched for known entities, using e.g. Freebase.
While we have considered more advanced URL segmentation algorithms, e.g. similar to [Wang et al.,
2011], for the goal of candidate filler identification, we currently opt for this mode of segmentation as it
reduces the chances of generating improper candidates, e.g. by mis-segmenting the target URL. The second
mode of candidate filler collection we integrate in our system is to leverage a rich source of information
about URLs, and, in particular, about the domain names of these URLs. WHOIS is an Internet service
allowing to obtain extensive information about a Web domain name, including the institutions, addresses
(i.e. physical locations) and persons directly associated with the domain. While, if left unfiltered, this
source of information can become a significant source of noise — e.g. when information about third-parties
is returned by the WHOIS servers — it has the advantage of supplementing modalities that have been used
by previous work on indicative Web summarization. As an example of the value of WHOIS data, consider
that URLs are often built using acronyms, or other compact forms of longer named entities, that cannot
be resolved by relying exclusively on the modalities of the associated Web page. This is for example the
case with the URL http://www.math.umn.edu/~dhjiang/ where a WHOIS query on the domain
umn.edu allows to establish that the entity University of Minnesota, one of many universities listed on the
associated Web page, is in fact particularly relevant to this URL and should, in this context, be considered
more salient than any other entity of the same type for summarization purposes.
6.5.4 Additional Sources of Candidate Slot Fillers
In this thesis, due to the limited availability in the public domain of user-centric resources about Web pages,
we were unable to leverage a range of content sources that would have allowed extending, but also reinforc-
ing, the set of candidate slot fillers obtained using the methods discussed previously. These include:
• Search engine queries associated with target URLs
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• Social tags associated with target URLs
As was discussed in Chapter 3, these sources have been noted to be valuable in order to support extrac-
tive approaches to informative Web summarization [Sun et al., 2005; Boydell and Smyth, 2007] and they,
therefore, also have the potential to be strong sources of candidate fillers for our slot model. Although such
sources, in particular search engine queries, are characterized by high levels of noise [Sun et al., 2005], the
correlation of information from multiple textual modalities, even noisy ones, can help reinforce the system’s
confidence as to the salience of a particular candidate filler, in turn allowing it to more accurately filter out
spurious candidates.
6.6 Decoding
Once extractive slot locations in the neighbor summary template have been assigned a list of candidate
fillers, our task is to identify the best assignment configuration for these slots given the target T . If we
were to consider slots in isolation, we could simply select, for each one of them, the filler maximizing the
replacement score we introduced in Section 6.4.1. Doing so, however, may lead to the same filler being
selected multiple times — e.g. if several named entities of the same type appear in the original neighbor
summary — or to assignment configurations that do not meet implicit relationships or constraints existing
between the associated slot locations. In order to allow for such considerations to be taken into account as
part of the refilling process, we need to consider individual slot refilling operations as being the result of a
single decoding task. The decoding process may in turn rely on both local and global constraints that are
external to individual slot models. Here we present two such decoding strategies for this task, both of them
relying on a common lattice representation which we introduce next.
6.6.1 Lattice Representation
We adopt the confusion network formalism [Mangu et al., 2000] in order to describe term replacements in
a neighbor summary conditioned on a target object. The neighbor summary considered, segmented accord-
ing to the procedure described in Section 6.3.2, is treated as the backbone of this confusion network. This
backbone is supplemented with alternate replacement options at each extractive slot location in order to de-
scribe the space of possible transformations over the original summary. The confusion network is equipped
with two special shared nodes to mark the beginning and end of the summary sequence, allowing to view a
given slot replacement configuration as a path through this lattice. Figure 6.3 shows the confusion network
associated with the target-neighbor configuration from Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: Sample confusion network for the target-neighbor pair http://www.dailytargum.
com (target - homepage of a student newspaper associated with Rutgers University) / http://www.
thestute.com/ (neighbor - homepage of a student newspaper associated with Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology). For the sake of clarity, only up to five replacement candidates are shown at each slot location.
6.6.2 Viterbi Decoding
The first decoder we consider is based on a Viterbi-like search algorithm. This decoder makes local slot
filling decisions by searching for an optimal path through the confusion network. Specifically, the decoding
process is equivalent to a search for the least cost path in the network — a trellis — with edge costs defined
as follows:
Cost(ei−1,i) = P (r
j
i , wi, T ) · Podp(wi|wi−1) (6.9)
where P (rji , wi, T )
12 is the replacement probability defined in Section 6.4.1 and Podp(wi|wi−1) is the word
transition probability obtained from a bigram language model trained over the training set portion of ODP
summaries. Through the combination of these two probability distributions, we expect to capture the global
characteristics of ODP summaries, while allowing optimal local replacements to be picked given the target
object. We note that, by introducing additional edges to, for instance, skip slot locations, it is possible to give
12 We note that, here, j uniquely identifies a slot-refiller pair since a refiller may be considered simultaneously at multiple slot
locations in the neighbor summary template.
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a compression-like behavior to this decoder. Initial experimentation has shown the difficulty of producing
fluent outputs using this last approach and we choose to instead rely on a post-decoding, dependency-based,
compression phase — c.f. Section 6.7 — to preserve the structure of the original neighbor summary when
dropping unfillable slots.
6.6.3 Hungarian Algorithm Decoding
Viterbi decoding offers no guarantee that slots with distinct original values will not be filled with identical
refillers, often leading, in practice, to repetitive summaries. Instead, we expect that the neighbor-to-target
mapping should be essentially isomorphic. An immediate solution for this problem is to build a decoder
based on the Hungarian algorithm [Kuhn, 1955]. The Hungarian algorithm, given two sets of objects,
identifies an optimal assignment between the elements in each set, resulting in a minimum global matching
cost. In our case, the first set of objects corresponds to the collection of original slot fillers, while the second
set of objects corresponds to the union of the replacement candidates for all slots. We use the complement
of the slot replacement probability associated with each filler-refiller pair (wi, r
j
i ) — c.f. Section 6.4 —
as the cost of pairing — i.e. replacing — neighbor term wi with target term r
j
i . Importantly, in order to
make it possible for a slot to be left unfilled by the decoding process, we add to the second set of objects an
unfillable refiller token ui for each slot location si in the neighbor summary template.
6.6.4 Global Slot Decoding Model
A limitation of the Hungarian algorithm is that it does not take into account potential dependencies between
slot locations. For instance, the global optimum selected by this algorithm may not meet the expectation that
two slots in the neighbor summary template are linked by a contained-by relationship, as could be the case
between two location slots. Thus, it may be beneficial to consider more expressive global decoding models,
such as models based on Markov Random Fields (MRFs), capable of capturing arbitrary dependencies
between slot locations. The neighborhood-based slot model described in Section 6.4 can become the basis
for such a global decoding model. By combining multiple instances of this slot model according to the
associated neighbor summary template, the resulting factor graph can be exploited to perform decoding
in the presence of mutual exclusion constraints such as those imposed by the Hungarian algorithm — c.f.
Section 6.6.3) — but also constraints derived from a knowledge base13. We plan to explore this mode of
13 We note that the inclusion of such constraints would require the further integration of extensive knowledge about slot fillers
and their (semantic) relationships. The necessary data for this purpose could, for instance, be obtained from the collection of
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learning and decoding as part of our future work.
6.7 Summary Compression
Having presented a solution to adjust, in-place, existing neighbor summaries in order to make them more
relevant to a new target object, we now describe a strategy for compressing an adapted summary when parts
of this summary cannot be successfully adapted, i.e. when a slot location cannot be suitably refilled, whether
due to the absence of filler candidates or a lack of confidence in the selected filler. This strategy relies on
our ability to determine whether a slot should be preserved in the adapted summary. Once the decision
to preserve, or not, a slot has been made, this decision can be propagated to other summary constituents
through syntactic dependencies.
6.7.1 Slot Appearance
The factor driving the compression of an adapted summary is whether individual slot locations in this sum-
mary, after refilling, are deemed sufficiently relevant to the target object. We use the following rules to decide
on the eventual appearance, or non-appearance, of a refilled slot location in the compressed summary:
• A filled location for which the probability of replacement is greater than a threshold µ14 should be
preserved in the compressed summary. Setting the threshold µ is equivalent to identifying an optimal
operational point for our slot model.
• Else, if only one replacement candidate is available for a filled slot location, the filler must be sup-
ported by the target in order for the location to be preserved.
• Else, if at least two replacement candidate fillers were considered for the location, the probability of
the selected filler should be separated by at least one standard deviation from that of the next best
option. This form of margin-based constraint ensures that the selected filler is a significantly better
option than any other option in the pool of candidates.
• In any other case, the slot locations should not appear in the final compressed summary.
cross-entity relationships available from Freebase.
14In this work, we use µ = 0.5 as a constant replacement probability threshold.
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6.7.2 Dependency-based Compression
Once the status of each slot location in the adapted neighbor summary has been determined, we are left
with compressing this summary so that only content that is deemed relevant to the target page is preserved.
Unlike in traditional compression scenarios, e.g. [Clarke and Lapata, 2008], the impetus for the removal
of content is not salience or informativeness in the source document (the neighbor page), but relevance
to a separate document (the target page). One way to achieve such compression is by focusing on the
dependencies activated by the previous decisions to preserve, or not preserve, individual slot locations in
the adapted neighbor summary. These decisions shall drive the removal or preservation of the constituents
connected with a slot: if a slot is to be removed, then the descendant nodes of this slot in the dependency
parse of the neighbor summary must be removed as well. A benefit of using a dependency-based approach
for compression is the ability to handle list-like summaries, a feature that is very frequent in ODP, for
instance as a means to list out a set of functionalities or topics relevant to the associated Web page. This
representation allows us to drop specific elements from such a list, while, at the same time, keeping other
elements unaffected based on their target support or the refilling decisions made for related slot locations.
6.8 Sample Outputs
Table 6.3 shows sample outputs for the adaptation system based on the Hungarian algorithm decoder in the
context of the known category scenario described in Chapter 4.
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6.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented an approach to adapt existing indicative Web summaries to a new target
URL. Specifically, we have introduced a template-based model to, given a neighborhood associated with
the target URL, adapt the summary of a single neighbor selected from this neighborhood. The adaptation
transformation assumes that neighboring objects are to be described in a similar fashion and, thus, we
dynamically perform a template-oriented analysis of the selected neighbor’s summary in order to identify
templatic locations and slot locations in this summary. While templatic locations provide the structure that
is to be transferred from the neighbor summary to the target summary, slot locations are to be adapted to the
new object. For this purpose, we have introduced a statistical model of extractive slot locations, showing that
several modes of extraction can be leveraged in order to identify filler candidates for these locations. Since
a single neighbor summary template may contain multiple slot locations, the refilling operations should be
performed jointly: we have presented decoding strategies to select a globally optimal configuration of slot
fillers given all candidates extractable from the target. Finally, as the adaptation transformation is intended
to be a high-precision one, that is, we should not introduce unwanted noise or inaccuracies in an otherwise
well-formed sentence, we have discussed the use of dependency-based compression techniques to remove
slot locations that, after adaptation, remain unfilled or are filled with low confidence. In the next chapter, we
carry out an experimental validation of this approach using both automated and human-based experiments.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Validation
In this chapter, we evaluate the first two stages of the proposed indicative Web summarization pipeline —
the retrieval and ranking of nearest neighbors, as well as the adaptation of the summary of the top-ranked
neighbor — using both automated and human-based experiments. To this end, and before presenting our
results, we first describe our evaluation methodology, including the metrics and the reference and baseline
systems considered in these experiments.
7.1 Evaluation Sets
As was discussed in Section 4.1.2, we consider two distinct scenarios for the deployment of the proposed
indicative Web summarization framework. These scenarios — the known category scenario and the dynamic
neighborhood scenario — correspond to different modes of obtaining the set of neighboring Web pages and
their (known) summaries given a previously unseen target Web page. In addition to this scenario distinction,
we consider, for evaluation purposes, different sub-sets of the ODP dataset, for which, as was discussed
in Chapter 3, summaries exhibit different levels of regularity — i.e. their adherence to category-specific
templates — and reachability.
7.1.1 Reachable Set
In Section 3.4, we have discussed the identification of ODP categories exhibiting high summary reachability
ratios as a justification for the value of the nearest-neighbors-based approach to indicative Web summariza-
tion. For this, we ranked individual categories based on the proportion of their entries for which the true
ODP summary could be produced by considering a linear sequence — a template — derived from the sum-
mary of a neighbor entry and combining this template with data obtained from either the target object or
additional neighboring summaries. This process closely mimics the ranking and adaptation stages we have
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presented in the previous chapters. For our experiments, we compile a set of reachable categories that con-
sists of the top 10 level-2 ODP categories identified through this process1. For each one of these categories,
a 100 URL-summary pairs are then randomly selected, resulting in an evaluation set of 1000 URL-summary
pairs which we refer to as the reachable set2.
7.1.2 Homogeneous Set
In addition to the previous set, we also consider a sample of the ODP dataset based on the cluster be-
havior hypothesis introduced in Chapter 3. Following the hierarchical agglomerative clustering procedure
described in Section 3.3.2, we randomly select a set of 1000 ODP categories containing at least 20 entries
and for which the size of the main cluster is at least 70% of the total category size. We then randomly
select one URL-summary pair from each one of these categories, here again leading to a sample of 1000
URL-summary pairs. The purpose of this evaluation set, which we refer to as the homogeneous set, is to
assess the impact of linear summary templates, as opposed to the more strict expected summary reachability
criterion, on the performance of the summarization systems considered.
7.1.3 Full ODP Sample
Finally, in order to assess the performance of our system on arbitrary Web pages, we produce an evaluation
set based on the full ODP dataset, balanced on each one of its 14 top-level categories3. For each top-level
category, we randomly select 100 URL-summary pairs, resulting in a sample of 1400 URL-summary pairs.
7.2 Systems
The automated and human evaluations we carry out in this chapter focus on several types of summarization
systems. Below we provide a brief description of each type, including their relation to the summarization
pipeline we have introduced in the previous chapters.
7.2.1 Baseline Systems
In order to validate the performance of the nearest-neighbor-based approach to indicative Web summariza-
tion, we compare summarization systems based on this approach to several baseline systems. In particular,
1The full ranked list of categories is available at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~ypetinot/adaptation-
experiments/reachability/reachability-dmoz-new/reachability_level_3.txt
2The full list of instances in this set can be found at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/~ypetinot/adaptation-
experiments/instances.reachability-original-10
3The Kids and Teens and World top-level categories are not part of our analysis.
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the summarizers developed in this thesis use a source of information, neighbor summaries, that is orthogo-
nal to the information available from the target Web page. It is particularly interesting to compare this type
of system to more traditional, extraction-based, summarization systems. We note that, for the previously
published systems described below, we were not able to obtain the original source code, but nonetheless
made our best effort to reproduce them based on available information.
7.2.1.1 Page Title
This reference system returns the title of the target Web page based on HTML markup. Although potentially
a strong one, this baseline has not been used in previous work on indicative Web summarization. We
note that the title of a page is, in and of itself, a valuable piece of information that we generally seek to
complement with a more detailed summary, which is for instance the case in the traditional search engine
application. Therefore, while the title of a Web page is used in our experiments as an indication of the
minimum level of information that should be provided by a summary for this page, we hope to show that
our approaches introduce complementary information that leads to more informative summaries than based
on title information alone.
7.2.1.2 Context-based Summarizer (Delort et al.)
This system is a reimplementation of the extractive indicative Web summarizer described in [Delort et al.,
2003]. We reimplemented the two context-based rank-and-select extractive strategies proposed in this paper:
(1) mixed strategy, which uses the target page content to rank-and-select the most descriptive sentences in the
context of the target; and (2) context-based strategy, which uses the target URL’s context to rank-and-select
the most descriptive sentences in the context of the target. We follow the contingency table proposed by
the authors — see Table 1 in [Delort et al., 2003] — to automatically switch between the context-based and
mixed strategies depending on the amount of content and context data available to the summarizer. We note
that Delort et al.’s experiment specifically targets pages that have a minimum amount of context utterances:
by design, their system would return an empty summary if no context data is available for a target page with
a sufficient amount of page content. Since our dataset is more general and includes pages that do not have
context, our reimplementation of their system defaults to its internal method when the context size is zero.
7.2.2 Ranking Systems
The first family of systems based on the summarization pipeline proposed in this thesis uses the summary of
the neighbor ranked first by the retrieval and reranking stage as its output. Systems belonging to this group
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thus follow a transfer-based approach to indicative Web summarization. Although, as we saw in Chapter 5,
multiple retrieval + reranking configurations are possible, here we only consider the best performing config-
uration according to the experiments presented in Section 5.4. In addition, we also introduce two variations
of this system that, respectively, approximate an optimal behavior for either the retrieval component or the
reranking component.
Retrieval Ranking Oracle We consider the best neighbor summary — as identified by an LCS-based
oracle — that can be obtained from the set of neighbors returned by the retrieval component presented in
Chapter 5. In the context of the dynamic neighborhood scenario, summarization systems based on this
oracle — marked with the oracle-retrieval prefix in the experimental results tables — are thus expected
to represent an upper bound on achievable performance when relying on an optimal neighbor reranking
component.
Category Retrieval In the context of the known category scenario, summarizers based on this ranking
system — marked with the category prefix in the experimental results tables — implement the neighborhood
retrieval stage by listing URL-summary entries in the ODP category C(T ) of the target Web page T . The
reranking stage then proceeds as with the regular ranking system.
7.2.3 Adaptation Systems
For each one of the ranking systems described above, including the oracle-based system, we create an
adaptation-based summarizer that uses the latter ranking system as its target neighborhood provider and
performs adaptation on the top-ranked neighbor in this neighborhood. Since different ranking systems result
in different levels of neighborhood quality — i.e different levels of input noise — the performance of the
adaptation component is expected to vary with the type of the underlying ranking system used.
7.2.4 Hybrid Systems
In addition to systems corresponding to different stages of the pipeline discussed in the previous chapters,
we consider hybrid systems combining the output of an extractive system — here, the output of the page
title baseline introduced earlier — with the output of one of the adaptation systems.
7.2.4.1 Title Concatenation Systems
The first family of hybrid systems we consider are those whose output is obtained by concatenating the title
of the target Web page with the output of an adaptation system. The content extracted from a target Web
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page, and in particular the title information, is generally a significant source of page-specific information.
For instance, the title of the homepage of Apple Inc.4 is:
Apple
While very specific and accurate, the title offers, in this case, no information about the purpose of the Web
page itself. Conversely, the ODP summary for a similar Web page, the homepage of Microsoft Corporation5,
is:
Main site for product information, support, and news.
This summary is, although informative, very generic and, treated as a neighbor summary, could potentially
apply to the homepage of many technology companies. One solution to benefit from the target specificity
generally offered by the title information and from the informativeness of a, possibly adapted, neighbor
summary is to combine them to produce a new summary. In the example above, the summary for the
homepage of Microsoft Corporation would not require any adaptation for the homepage of Apple Inc. and a
summary for the latter company’s homepage may thus look like this:
Apple - Main site for product information, support, and news.
resulting in a summary that is both target-specific and informative. In the context of our summarization
framework, outputs for this family of hybrid systems are obtained by first producing the output of an adap-
tation system, either uncompressed or compressed, as described in Section 7.2.3, and prepending it with the
title of the target Web page as obtained in Section 7.2.1.1.
7.2.4.2 Title Replacement Systems
The second family of hybrid systems we consider can be seen as an opposite variation of the previous family
of systems where, instead of concatenating the title of the target Web page with the output of an adaptation
system, we replace the latter by the former when the information provided by the adapted summary does
not reach a sufficient level of coverage of the title information. This approach follows from the analysis
of Section 7.2.1.1 where we posited that the title of a Web page is expected to provide the minimum level
4http://www.apple.com
5http://www.microsoft.com
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of information that should be present in a summary for this page. Considering once again the Apple Inc.
example, but this time using as a neighbor summary the ODP summary for the homepage of Dell Inc.6:
Official Dell site covering the personal computers and technology related products they manufacture,
support and sell.
The adapted version of this summary for the homepage of Apple Inc., given an appropriate neighborhood
for this page, may look like this:
Official Apple site covering the personal computers and technology related products they manufacture,
support and sell.
Since this adapted summary subsumes the information contained in the Web page title, we may assume
that it should be preferred to the title. If the ODP summary of Microsoft Corporation was to be used as a
neighbor summary, however, the title of the target page would then be preferred since this summary does
not convey any of the information provided by the title (in this case the company name associated with the
target page). In the context of our summarization framework, outputs for this family of hybrid systems are
obtained by following a procedure similar to that of the concatenation-based hybrid systems, but where the
concatenation operation is replaced by a conditional replacement operation. For the experiments presented
here, we adopted a simple heuristic where the substitution occurs when, after adaptation, the summary of the
nearest neighbor contains less than half of the tokens — not necessarily appearing as a contiguous sequence
or in the same order — of the Web page title.
For both types of hybrid systems, we note that, when applied, compression is only performed as part of the
neighbor adaptation process, and thus does not affect the title portion of the hybrid summary. As highlighted
above, neighbor summaries may be very generic in the content they provide, in particular due to the fact
that the target neighborhoods are constructed using a centroid-based reranker, a setting which further fosters
the selection of neighbor summaries whose content has high target neighborhood support (Section 5.3.2).
Hybrid systems are thus intended to allow us to assess the impact of enforcing the presence, in the final
summary, of information that is likely to be target-specific.
6http://www.dell.com
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7.2.5 ODP Summary
Finally, while ODP summaries are our gold-standard for automated evaluations, in the context of human
evaluations we submit these summaries to human contributors as the output of a regular summarization
system in order to assess their perceived quality with respect to the associated Web page. As we shall
see, ODP summaries may not always be the best summaries and it is possible for automatically generated
summaries to obtain higher ratings. This may for instance be the case due to the selection of alternative,
more specific, wording, or simply due to the inclusion of more relevant information.
7.3 Automated Evaluation
We begin our assessment of the proposed systems using a series of fully automated evaluations, where ODP
summaries are treated as the gold standard to be reached. We carry out the same experiment on the three
evaluation sets described in Section 7.1, each of them containing instances whose neighborhoods exhibit
different characteristics in terms of the homogeneity and reachability of the associated Web page sum-
maries. We provide aggregate results for each evaluation set, per-top-level category results being included
in Appendix 9.3.2.4.
7.3.1 Metrics
In this section, we present the metrics that we use to compare a generated summary with the target’s ground-
truth summary. We consider metrics that allow us to make this comparison both in terms of summary content
similarity as well as summary sequence similarity.
7.3.1.1 N -gram F-Measure
We adopt weighted n-gram F -Measure7 as the metric to measure similarity between generated summaries
and true ODP summaries, reporting macro average performance on the set of instances considered. We note
that, in our evaluation sets, only one ground truth summary is available per instance, leading to potentially
noisy results when comparing summaries at the lexical level. Strict summary content comparison will
indeed generally fail to capture synonymy, hypernymy or hyponymy relationships between the content of
two summaries. More importantly, the absence of multiple reference summaries mean that a perfectly valid
summary focusing on aspects of the target object (Web page) not considered by the ground truth summary
7We weight each n-gram coordinate using an IDF weight generated from the corpus of training ODP summaries, thereby
emphasizing salient content overlap between peer and reference summaries.
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is likely to receive a low score, even if it is as relevant to the target object as the ground truth summary.
The scale of our experiments is however expected to assuage this issue at the aggregate level and to lead to
meaningful comparisons of the systems considered. These metrics are theoretically similar to, and, based
on initial verifications, consistent with ROUGE scores [Lin, 2004].
7.3.1.2 LCS Overlap Ratio
Motivated by our focus on adaptation-based approaches applied to categories of Web summaries, we also
consider the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) overlap ratio between a generated summary and the
ground-truth summary as a measure of how well a system is capable of approximating ground truth sum-
maries seen as sequences of tokens. In particular, under the assumption of an adaptation-based generative
model of Web summaries — c.f. Chapter 6 — this metric allows to assess the system’s ability to capture
a base template associated with a target (i.e. nearest-neighbor identification stage) as well as its ability to
refill this template’s slots (i.e. adaptation stage).
7.3.2 Results
Aggregate results for automated evaluations carried out on the reachable set, the homogeneous set and
the full ODP sample are shown respectively in Table 7.1, Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 (compression vs no-
compression), and in Table 7.4, Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 (all other configurations). Below we discuss several
points of comparison between the suites of systems considered.
Compression vs. No-compression For our set of metrics, adaptation systems with compression are con-
sistently performing at a lower level of performance than the equivalent systems without compression (Ta-
bles 7.1, 7.2 & 7.3, comparing all *no-compress/*compress system pairs). This can be explained, for n-gram
measures, by the fact that, while compression helps improve a system’s precision, here it also significantly
hurts the recall portion of the F-1 scores. A manual review of compressed outputs shows that, in many
cases, this is due to a very aggressive compressive behavior from the dependency-based heuristic described
in Section 6.7.2. This results in a large portion of the original summary, including portions relevant to the
target page, to be dropped. This trend is further confirmed by the corresponding reduction in LCS over-
lap ratios with the ODP ground truth between the uncompressed and the compressed systems. Refining
the slot appearance heuristic presented in Section 6.7.1 may help improve the quality of the compressions
produced by better determining whether a given slot should be marked for compression or not. We have
however found the principal cause for this over-compression behavior to be the frequent central position of
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
regular:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.04 0.15
regular:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.15 † 0.04 0.16 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.15 † 0.05 † 0.12
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.18 † 0.05 0.22 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.14 0.05 † 0.11
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.17 † 0.05 0.19 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.12 0.03 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.21 0.07 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.22 † 0.08 † 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.16 0.06 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.23 † 0.08 † 0.35 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.15 0.05 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.21 0.07 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.18 0.06 0.20
category:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.32 0.14 0.32
category:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.34 † 0.16 † 0.33 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.16 0.06 0.13
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.32 0.14 0.37 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.14 0.05 0.12
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.26 0.11 0.28
category:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.25 0.12 0.22
Table 7.1: Aggregate results for reachable set without and with compression - † indicates statistically
significant improvements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the ranking
baseline for the current block of systems.
slot locations in the dependency graphs of the adapted summaries: the removal of a highly-connected node
(slot) in this graph leads to, given our heuristic, the removal of all the descendants of this node. This issue
could be resolved by using a template model that does not allow for the presence of slots at central — i.e.
near the root node — positions in the dependency graph, or by strongly penalizing the removal of slots in
such positions. Since, according to this analysis, the non-compressed versions of our systems are better
system candidates than the corresponding compressed versions, the rest of our discussion of the results of
this automated evaluation will be focused on the former types of systems.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
regular:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.19
regular:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.19 † 0.05 0.19
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.14 0.04 0.12
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.19 † 0.05 0.24 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.14 0.04 0.11
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.17 0.05 0.20 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.15 0.04 0.14
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.26 0.10 0.34
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.26 0.10 0.34
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.16 0.05 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.24 0.09 0.38 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.15 0.05 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.20 0.07 0.27
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.20 0.08 0.22
category:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.42 0.22 0.38
category:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.43 † 0.22 0.39
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.15 0.05 0.12
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.35 0.16 0.42 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.14 0.05 0.11
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.30 0.13 0.32
category:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.33 0.17 0.27
Table 7.2: Aggregate results for homogeneous set with and without compression - † indicates statistically
significant improvements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the ranking
baseline for the current block of systems.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
regular:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.12 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.13 † 0.03 † 0.13
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.13 0.03 † 0.10
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.16 † 0.04 † 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.13 0.04 † 0.09
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.16 † 0.04 † 0.16 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.11 0.02 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.18 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.14 0.04 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.19 0.05 0.29 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.14 0.04 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.18 0.05 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.15 0.04 0.17
category:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.19 † 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.14 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.21 † 0.06 0.23 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 0.13 0.04 0.09
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 0.19 0.05 0.19 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@compress 0.16 0.05 0.14
Table 7.3: Aggregate results for random ODP sample (balanced top-level categories) without and with
compression - † indicates statistically significant improvements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
with p < 0.05) compared to the ranking baseline for the current block of systems.
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Extractive Systems vs. Abstractive Systems The first conclusion we can draw from the results on all
three evaluation sets, thus regardless of the characteristics of the target neighborhood considered, is the
capacity of nearest-neighbor-based approaches, compared to the extractive baselines, to produce indicative
Web summaries that are better approximations of the ground-truth ODP summary. While ODP has been
the de-facto standard for the automated evaluation of indicative Web summarization systems, including for
extractive systems [Delort et al., 2003], these results support the hypothesis, as discussed in Chapter 2, that
Web pages and their indicative summaries may not be the result of a purely extractive process, but instead
of a more complex mapping process between the space of Web pages and the space of indicative Web
summaries [Berger and Mittal, 2000]. It is therefore difficult, in the general case, to produce indicative Web
summaries using purely extractive techniques. Further, higher-quality target neighborhoods, as seen in the
evolution of numerical results for the regular, oracle-retrieval and category configurations, result in better
approximations of the ODP ground-truth by ranking — i.e. transfer-based — systems without considering
any form of adaptation. We conclude that the ranking-based approach, similar to other application domains
where a large corpus of reference object-description pairs is available [Jin and Hauptmann, 2000; Ordonez
et al., 2011; Hodosh et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2014b], can provide a sound baseline system for indicative
Web summarization. In this respect we note that, although the retrieval + reranking stage is not currently
on par with more favorable scenarios, the nearest-neighbor summaries produced by the ranking systems
nonetheless lead to improvements over the extractive systems, stressing the importance of further developing
this stage of the summarization pipeline using some of the techniques discussed in Section 5.5.
Ranking Systems vs. Adaptation Systems For the reachable evaluation set (Table 7.4), statistically
significant improvements are achieved by the non-compressive adaptation systems over the correspond-
ing ranking-based system for almost all metrics and scenarios8. Such an improvement is notably observed
for the known category scenario, where we can expect that the basis for adaptation is the least noisy. In the
case of the homogeneous and full ODP evaluation sets (Tables 7.5 & 7.6), although similar trends are ob-
served, not all numerical improvements are statistically significant. We posit that one possible explanation
for the differences in observed performance between the reachable and homogeneous evaluation sets is the
fundamental difficulty in evaluating a generated summary where the words do not strictly match the ODP
8 Recall that the output of an adaptation system corresponds to the output of the associated ranking system on top of which
adaptation has been performed. Any difference in performance between ranking and adaptation systems can thus be attributed to
the adaptation stage of the summarization pipeline.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.13 0.04 0.10
delort 0.08 0.02 0.09
regular:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.04 0.15
regular:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.15 † 0.04 0.16 †
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.15 † 0.05 † 0.12
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.18 † 0.05 0.22 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.21 0.07 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.22 † 0.08 † 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.16 0.06 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.23 † 0.08 † 0.35 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.32 0.14 0.32
category:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.34 † 0.16 † 0.33 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.16 0.06 0.13
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.32 0.14 0.37 †
Table 7.4: Aggregate results for reachable set without compression - † indicates statistically significant
improvements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the ranking baseline
for the current block of systems.
ground truth, which is one key aspect that the reachable set facilitates. As can be seen in Table 6.3, adapted
summaries may often be valid while not matching the ground truth summary, usually due to the selection of
slot refillers that, although relevant to the target, do not match the phrases or entities used in the ground truth
summary. Automatically validating such improvements is difficult and, in this context, human assessment
is often necessary to accurately capture the performance of the adaptation stage.
Hybrid Systems vs. Non-hybrid Systems For all three evaluation sets, in the known category scenario, a
setting exhibiting the lowest level of neighborhood noise, we observe that the best performing system is the
adaptation system with statistically significant improvements over the ranking system. The corresponding
hybrid summarizer based on title concatenation consistently improves over the adaptation system in terms
of normalized LCS ratio, but, in most cases, at the expense of n-gram precision. This is not the case, in the
dynamic neighborhood scenario, where the same hybrid system is performing consistently above all other
systems, most of the time in a statistically significant way. We will see in the next section that this hybrid
setup is also, overall, the best performing summarizer according to our human evaluation, in particular in
terms of the informativeness and the specificity of the summaries produced.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.13 0.04 0.10
delort 0.09 0.02 0.11
regular:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.19
regular:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.19 † 0.05 0.19
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.14 0.04 0.12
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.19 † 0.05 0.24 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.26 0.10 0.34
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.26 0.10 0.34
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.16 0.05 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.24 0.09 0.38 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.42 0.22 0.38
category:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.43 † 0.22 0.39
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.15 0.05 0.12
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.35 0.16 0.42 †
Table 7.5: Aggregate results for homogeneous set without compression - † indicates statistically significant
improvements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the ranking baseline
for the current block of systems.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.12 0.03 0.08
delort 0.09 0.02 0.10
regular:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.12 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.13 † 0.03 † 0.13
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.13 0.03 † 0.10
regular:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.16 † 0.04 † 0.18 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.18 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.14 0.04 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.19 0.05 0.29 †
category:::adapt-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-hungarian@no-compress 0.19 † 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 0.14 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 0.21 † 0.06 0.23 †
Table 7.6: Aggregate results for random ODP sample (balanced top-level categories) without compression
- † indicates statistically significant improvements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05)
compared to the ranking baseline for the current block of systems.
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7.4 Human Evaluation
In addition to the automated experiments described above, which are particularly useful to validate our
approach throughout the development and tuning process, we further assess the performance of our suite
of systems by resorting to human judgments. These types of experiments make it possible to measure the
quality of summaries that contain additional information or are realized in a way that differs from the ground
truth. As an example, a human evaluation would allow us to establish that:
Official site with roster , schedule , statistics and news for Stanford softball.
and:
Official site with roster , schedule , statistics and news for Cardinal softball.
are both equally valid summaries for the target URL http://www.gostanford.com/sports/w-
softbl/stan-w-softbl-body.html9. Simple automated metrics, such as the ones used in the ex-
periments presented in Section 7.3, are, on the other hand, generally not capable of capturing such nuances
in local token interchangeability.
In the following, we carry out a series of human evaluations to assess the perceived quality of the summaries
generated by the systems described in Section 7.2 along several dimensions of relevance. These experiments
are executed on a crowdsourcing platform10 in order to achieve quick turnarounds on tasks involving a large
number of test instances.
7.4.1 Experiments Design
We carry out two human-based experiments to compare the performance of the summarization systems
described in Section 7.2 on the reachable evaluation set. The first experiment is based on a one-dimensional
analysis of the relevance of generated summaries to the target Web page, while the second experiment
decomposes the analysis into three separate, finer-grain, dimensions of relevance. We start out by reviewing
the design and execution of these experiments on a crowdsourcing platform, then provide a joint discussion
of the results obtained, comparing them to those of the automated experiments we presented in the previous
section.
9The (Stanford) Cardinal is the nickname of the varsity teams of Stanford University.
10We use CrowdFlower - http://www.crowdflower.com/
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Figure 7.1: Instructions for the one-dimensional human evaluation task.
7.4.1.1 1-Dimensional Evaluation
The first aspect of the generated indicative summaries we are interested in assessing is their overall relevance
to the associated Web page. One of the key ideas driving the design of an experiment for this purpose,
given our consideration for nearest-neighbor-based approaches, is to validate the inclusion of target-specific
information in these summaries. We adopt a one dimensional five-point rating scale built around this idea
to determine if a particular summarization system is useful for end users, that is, whether it is capable not
only of accurately describing a Web page, but, also, of conveying specific information about this page. The
rating scale is split evenly between positive and negative ratings, with fine-grained choices on either sides
as to the presence, in the proposed summary, of target-specific information. Instructions and a sample of the
task interface used are shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 respectively.
7.4.1.2 3-Dimensional Evaluation
A one-dimensional scale may not allow us to assess the performance of the systems considered on specific
aspects of the summarization task. In order to refine our analysis, we evaluate the same systems according to
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Figure 7.2: Example of an individual task for the one-dimensional human evaluation. The choices proposed
indicate different combinations of accuracy and specificity towards the rating of the given summary.
three distinct dimensions of relevance: accuracy, informativeness and specificity, each to be rated on a five-
point scale. The accuracy dimension intends to capture the presence of elements of content in a generated
summary that do not correctly describe the target page. While this effect is generally less likely, although
possible, for extractive methods, the nearest-neighbor approaches we experiment with may introduce content
that is not descriptive of any aspect of the target page. The informativeness dimension intends to capture
the amount of information about the target page that is conveyed by a summary. One of the potential
benefits of nearest-neighbor approaches, in this respect, is to allow for the transfer of a large quantity of
descriptive information from one neighbor’s summary to the target’s summary. Comparatively, extractive
methods may be limited by the amount of content directly available from the target page that can be used to
produce an indicative summary. Finally, the specificity dimension intends to capture the inclusion of target-
specific information in summaries. While nearest-neighbor approaches may focus on content that has a high
consensus within the neighborhood considered, the adaptation stage is expected to lead to the introduction
of target-specific content, e.g. named entities, obtained from the target Web page. Instructions and a sample
of the task interface used are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 respectively.
7.4.2 Results
The results of the one-dimensional and three-dimensional human evaluations for the dynamic neighbor-
hood, oracle retrieval and known category scenarios, are presented in Table 7.7, Table 7.8, and Table 7.9,
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Figure 7.3: Instructions for the three-dimensional human evaluation task.
respectively. These results were obtained for 100 unique test URLs and 61 unique contributors for the one-
dimensional evaluation, and for 54 unique test URLs and 97 unique contributors for the three-dimensional
evaluation11. Below, we analyze these results in terms of the different features of the summarization systems
considered.
Compression vs. No-compression Confirming our analysis of the results of the automated experiments
presented in Section 7.3, for the one-dimensional experiment, compression-based systems lead, in all but
one case, to lower ratings than their non-compressed counterparts. The differences in ratings are statistically
significant in the dynamic neighborhood and oracle-retrieval scenarios, where the need for compression is
the greatest. The difference is, however, not statistically significant in the known category scenario, where
we can expect that, due to local summary homogeneity, compression operations need not occur as frequently.
In terms of accuracy, the compressed system is generally rated higher than the ranking-based system, which
is expected, but, here again, lower than the adaptation system. In terms of informativeness, where, all
other things being equal, we would expect a bias towards longer summaries, we find that, except for the
known category scenario, compressed summaries are indeed rated lower than either the ranking-based and
the adapted summaries. A similar trend is observed for the specificity ratings. As was discussed in Section
6.7, several options may be explored in order to better propagate slot removal decisions and control the
11Despite the moderate number of instances comprising the reachable evaluation set, the number of systems and scenarios
considered in our experiments resulted in a very large number of atomic evaluation tasks (HITs) and, due to a limited pool of trusted
contributors, to very long completion times for the one-dimensional and three-dimensional evaluations. The results presented here
are thus based on a sub-set of the URLs that were considered during the corresponding automated experiments.
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Figure 7.4: Example of an individual task for the three-dimensional human evaluation. The three dimensions
considered are the accuracy, informativeness and specificity of the proposed summaries.
compression of adapted summaries.
Extractive Systems vs. Abstractive Systems In our one-dimensional evaluation, non-hybrid abstractive
systems received higher ratings than the delort baseline in the oracle-retrieval and known category sce-
narios. In other words, when stronger guarantees are given as to the proximity to the target page of the
selected nearest-neighbor. Interestingly, the numerical differences between the ratings of these systems are
not statistically significant even though they rely on essentially orthogonal sources of information. The
importance of the role played by the target neighborhood becomes more evident in the three-dimensional
evaluation, where the non-hybrid nearest-neighbor-based systems receive higher ratings only in the known
category scenario. In this scenario, the ranking-based system is in fact, by itself, already competitive with
the delort system. These results suggest that, while adaptation is able to reduce the gap with extractive
systems in all scenarios considered, the perceived relevance of the nearest-neighbor abstractive systems
depends primarily, as can be expected, on the quality of the identified target neighborhoods. When the se-
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Average Ratings
1d 3d
Summarizer Relevance Accuracy Informativeness Specificity
regular:::hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 3.82 4.22 3.76 3.76
title 3.78 4.54 3.62 3.7
regular:::hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 3.78 4.44 3.56 3.76
regular:::hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 3.78 4.65 3.63 3.69
regular:::hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 3.78 4.18 3.55 3.57
odp 3.56 3.84 3.56 3.28
delort 2.9 3.72 3.08 3.1
regular:::hungarian@no-compress 2.72 2.76 2.66 2.58
regular:::hungarian@baseline-ranking 2.42 2.56 2.44 2.36
regular:::hungarian 2.14 2.54 2.42 2.22
Table 7.7: Average human assessments, on a 1 to 5 scale, of the relevance, accuracy, informativeness and
specificity, of the Web page summaries produced, in the dynamic neighborhood scenario, by the summariza-
tion systems described in Section 7.2. Experimental setup: 3 judgments per URL-summary pair, submitted
to Crowdflower’s highest level of trusted users.
lected neighbor is sufficiently close to the target, as is typically the case in the oracle-retrieval and known
category scenarios, adapted summaries are generally rated more positively by human users. We note, fi-
nally, that a surprising phenomenon, in both the one-dimensional and three-dimensional experiments, is
the fact that the page title extractive system (which is itself only a surrogate summarizer that would, in
most user-facing applications, have to be supplemented by a longer, more detailed, summary) obtains,
on average, higher ratings than the ODP reference summary. A manual review of the results indicates
that this is generally a reflection, as previously noted, of the genericity of ODP summaries when con-
trasted with the specificity of the Web page title. For instance, in our experiments, the title for the URL
http://bceagles.cstv.com/sports/w-lacros/bc-w-lacros-body.html:
Boston College Official Athletic Site - Women’s Lacrosse
received a higher rating in the one-dimensional evaluation than the corresponding ODP summary:
Eagles. News articles, player roster, game schedule and contact information.
The difference in ratings between these two systems is, however, generally not statistically significant, except
for the accuracy dimension, a dimension for which we do expect the Web page title information to act as a
strong reference.
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Average Ratings
1d 3d
Summarizer Relevance Accuracy Informativeness Specificity
oracle-retrieval:::hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 4.24 4.31 3.65 3.65
title 3.78 4.54 3.62 3.7
oracle-retrieval:::hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 3.76 4.42 3.7 3.84
oracle-retrieval:::hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 3.72 4.18 3.78 3.84
odp 3.56 3.84 3.56 3.28
oracle-retrieval:::hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 3.43 4.18 3.49 3.57
oracle-retrieval:::hungarian@no-compress 3.02 2.9 2.72 2.7
delort 2.9 3.72 3.08 3.1
oracle-retrieval:::hungarian 2.63 2.71 2.29 2.18
oracle-retrieval:::hungarian@baseline-ranking 2.55 2.67 2.47 2.37
Table 7.8: Average human assessments, on a 1 to 5 scale, of the relevance, accuracy, informativeness and
specificity, of the Web page summaries produced, in the oracle-retrieval scenario, by the summarization
systems described in Section 7.2. Experimental setup: 3 judgments per URL-summary pair, submitted to
Crowdflower’s highest level of trusted users.
Ranking Systems vs. Adaptation Systems In all scenarios considered, confirming the results obtained in
Section 7.3.2, the non-compressive adaptation systems received greater relevance ratings than their ranking-
based counterparts for the one-dimensional evaluation. The improvement is statistically significant in the
oracle-retrieval scenario. Additionally, in both the oracle-retrieval and the known category scenarios, the
adapted system, if this was not already the case for the associated ranking-based system, exceeds, as a result
of adaptation, the relevance rating of the delort extractive baseline. The difference between the two systems,
however, is not statistically significant. This trend is confirmed by the results obtained for the accuracy,
informativeness and specificity ratings: here again, in all scenarios, adaptation-based systems improve nu-
merically over their ranking-based counterpart. Of particular interest, in the case of the known-category
scenario, adaptation leads, for all dimensions considered, to statistically significant improvements over the
ranking-based system. These results suggest that, while adaptation is applicable even to noisier neighbor-
hoods, acceptance of adapted summaries by human users requires these neighborhoods to be sufficiently
close to the target Web page.
Hybrid Systems vs. Non-hybrid Systems For the one-dimensional experiment, the highest-performing
system is the one combining the non-compressed output of the adaptation-based summarizer with the page
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Average Ratings
1d 3d
Summarizer Relevance Accuracy Informativeness Specificity
category:::hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-no-compress 4.28 4.44 4 3.98
category:::hungarian@hybrid-title-concat-compress 4.1 4.35 3.71 3.8
category:::hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-no-compress 3.88 4.5 3.48 3.76
title 3.78 4.54 3.62 3.7
category:::hungarian@hybrid-title-replace-compress 3.59 4.63 3.51 3.88
odp 3.56 3.84 3.56 3.28
category:::hungarian@no-compress 3.16 3.63 3.22 3.12
category:::hungarian@baseline-ranking 3.12 2.76 2.55 2.29
category:::hungarian 3 3.2 2.98 2.8
delort 2.9 3.72 3.08 3.1
Table 7.9: Average human assessments, on a 1 to 5 scale, of the relevance, accuracy, informativeness and
specificity, of the Web page summaries produced, in the known category scenario, by the summarization
systems described in Section 7.2. Experimental setup: 3 judgments per URL-summary pair, submitted to
Crowdflower’s highest level of trusted users.
title information (c.f. Section 7.2), confirming the overall trend observed in our automated experiments. The
fact that the title and adapted neighbor summaries are generally orthogonal in their content may explain why
such an improvement is achieved. This orthogonality of summary content is also supported by the results
obtained for the title replacement hybrid systems — systems that conditionally replace the output of the
adaptation stage with the Web page title when the former’s coverage of title content is low — which, in our
experiments, resulted in title substitutions in a majority of cases12. In the three-dimensional evaluation, we
observe two distinct behaviors. For the accuracy dimension, the systems receiving the higher ratings are
those based primarily on the Web page title, with a title replacement hybrid summarizer being consistently
one of the two highest-rated systems. This relates back to our previous observation as to the reference-like
behavior of the title information in terms of perceived summary content accuracy. For the informativeness
and the specificity dimensions, hybrid systems incorporating the adapted neighbor summary information
are generally preferred, pointing to the value, respectively, of the nearest neighbor approach as a source
of descriptive information, and of the adaptation process for the inclusion of target-specific information in
the final summary. In particular, and while an adapted summary may introduce information that is absent
12The resulting average ratings for these hybrid systems are very similar to those of the page title system alone.
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adapted neighbor summary︷ ︸︸ ︷
A CPC emulator for dos and Windows.
the combination of title and adapted summaries seems particularly useful to provide the necessary context for
the concise information contained in the title, e.g. for the URL http://crowcombe.play-cricket.
com/home/home.asp:
Crowcombe CC︸ ︷︷ ︸
title
|
adapted neighbor summary︷ ︸︸ ︷
Presents news , [...] and contact details for the Crowcombe based club.
While we leave this exploration to future work, these results suggest that alternate, more refined, forms of
hybrid combinations between extractive and abstractive systems may lead to further improvements com-
pared to purely extractive or purely abstractive summarization systems.
7.5 Error Analysis
In order to understand what the sources of errors in our abstractive summarization pipeline are, we performed
a manual analysis of its outputs for 50 randomly selected instances from the reachable set. The aggregate
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 7.5.
The categories of errors revealed by this analysis allow us to more precisely understand the results of both
the automated and human evaluations presented earlier in this chapter and, as such, they suggest a plan
for improvement as well as for future development. We have identified four major categories of errors —
compression-related errors, template and slot filling errors, neighborhood-related errors, and data errors —
each of which affects the quality of the produced outputs in different ways. Below, we discuss in more detail
the underlying causes of these errors, proposing, in each case, solutions towards their resolution.
7.5.1 Compression-related Errors
A significant source of errors, and, conversely, of potential improvements in the proposed approach, is
the compression algorithm used in order to remove slot locations for which no appropriate — i.e. high-
confidence — replacement fillers could be found during the adaptation phase. As discussed in Chapter 6,
compression is controlled by the templating model so that slot locations, when they cannot be refilled, trigger
their own removal as well as the removal of the summary constituents that are, directly or indirectly, depen-
dent on them. A central issue in this context is, thus, to appropriately estimate the probability associated with












Template & Slot Filling Errors
8.33 %
Neighborhood Errors
Figure 7.5: Distributions of system outputs in terms of summary satisfactoriness before and after the com-
pression phase (top) and in terms of primary error types (bottom) determined by manually analyzing the
summaries produced at each stage of the proposed nearest-neighbors-based indicative Web summarization
pipeline. Analysis carried out on a random sample of 50 instances from the reachable set with the summa-
rization pipeline operating in the known-category scenario.
a replacement filler for a given slot location: underestimating this probability may cause the compression
process to be activated even when the selected candidate is an acceptable filler. For instance, consider the set
of outputs produced by the summarization pipeline for the URL http://www.dailytargum.com.
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URL: http://www.dailytargum.com
Rank Twice-monthly student newspaper of Saint Peter’s College in Jersey City.
Rank+Adapt Twice-monthly student newspaper of Rutgers in New Brunswick.
Rank+Adapt+Compress Twice-monthly student newspaper of Rutgers.
ODP Official daily student newspaper.
We see that the compressed, post-adaptation, version of the summary produced by our system (third row) no
longer contains the location slot (New Brunswick) despite its being fully relevant to the target page. While
ranking replacement candidates — from most relevant to least relevant — is in practice well captured by the
combination of the compatibility factor (Section 6.4.2) and the salience factor (Section 6.4.3), we observe
that determining the optimal probability threshold beyond which replacements should be maintained in the
final summary is a more challenging decision for which the heuristic employed (Section 6.7.1) frequently
turns out to be too conservative. This conservative behavior often leads to, as noted in the analysis of the
results of both the automated and human evaluations, compressed summaries that are generic, short and,
in some extreme cases, empty. To exemplify why this can be the case, consider that compression, while
focusing on a local replacement, may ultimately cause the removal of otherwise valid content in other parts
of the neighbor summary, thereby reducing its relevance to the target Web page, for instance:
URL: http://campgndrvpkwebdesign.tripod.com/
Rank Website design and hosting for the recreational club industry. Site includes
a club search directory.
Rank+Adapt Website design and hosting for the RV Parks.x Site includes a club search
directory.
Rank+Adapt+Compress Website design.
ODP Provides design services as well as assistance with hosting. Includes sam-
ple sites and a park directory.
In the example above, the slot location corresponding to recreational club industry is, although successfully
adapted to RV parks, eventually compressed out due to a low confidence score associated with this replace-
ment. In doing so, and since, according to the syntactico-semantic dependency analyzer used, hosting is a
modifier of this slot location, hosting must be compressed out as well, resulting in a more generic summary
than what would have been possible (third row). We note, additionally, that the effect of such “compression
propagation” is even more pronounced when the slots being compressed out occupy central positions in
the dependency graph of the uncompressed summary. Finally, in certain cases, compression, although not
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required to increase accuracy, may be the only way to increase the relevance of the produced summaries.
Consider the situation where a neighbor summary, although correct (but partial) in the information it pro-
vides, should be compressed in order to be made more relevant to the target Web page:
URL: http://bochs.sourceforge.net
Rank Open source emulator for
::::::::
Windows.
Rank+Adapt Open source emulator for
::::::::
Windows.
Rank+Adapt+Compress Open source emulator for
::::::::
Windows.
ODP An open source emulator for all popular architectures and operating systems.
In the example above, the entity Windows, although supported by the target Web page and therefore relevant
to it, should be either compressed out or generalized in order for the final summary to fully represent the
range of systems discussed by the page.
7.5.2 Template & Slot Filling Errors
The slot model described in Section 6.4 generally makes it possible, upon availability of an appropriate filler
in the input data, to extract this filler and perform neighbor summary adaptation as expected. However, even
when an optimal filler candidate is available, slot filling may not always select this optimal candidate due
to a combination of both compatibility (in the case of missing knowledge about the current filler and the
optimal replacement candidate) and of salience (in the case of the presence of one or several competing
filler candidates) modeling errors. An example of this behavior can be found in the following set of outputs
where the entity Fighting Saints (a varsity athletic team name) gets adapted to Track & Field (an athletic
discipline):
URL: http://www.mbuspartans.com/sport/0/10.php
Rank Fighting Saints - official site. News, schedule, results, recruiting informa-
tion, roster, statistics, coaching staff.
Rank+Adapt Track & Field - official site. News, schedule, results, recruiting informa-
tion, roster, statistics, coaching staff.
ODP Spartans - official site. Schedule, roster.
While Track & Field is the focus of the target Web page and, in the context of the original neighbor sum-
mary, could be considered a suitable replacement for the original filler13, the slot model did not select the
13E.g. if supporting contextual information about the target Web page was also available to the end-user, as could be achieved by
combining the adapted neighbor summary with site-centric information derived from the page’s URL or title.
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entity Spartans (the varsity team name associated with the target page) despite its being the natural target
equivalent for the original filler. This non-selection is the result both of a high frequency of appearance of
Track & Field in the target page content, as well as of incomplete knowledge about the semantic proxim-
ity between Fighting Saints and Spartans. Additionally, going beyond errors that are based strictly on the
selection of a locally-optimal replacement, we observed in several cases that adaptation may also require se-
mantic knowledge that is not currently captured by the slot model itself and that would necessitate a deeper
understanding of the content found on the target Web page. Consider for instance the outputs produced for
the URL http://b-em.bbcmicro.com/arculator/:
URL: http://b-em.bbcmicro.com/arculator/
Rank Open source Risc PC emulator for Linux, Mac OS, and Windows.
Rank+Adapt Open Acorn Archimedes emulator for linux, RISC OS, and Windows.
ODP Arculator, an open source Archimedes emulator for Windows, and
RPCEmu, an open source RiscPC emulator for DOS, Linux, and Windows.
Here the mapping between MAC OS and RISC OS seems to be perfectly valid since both are operating sys-
tem names and RISC OS is very salient on the target Web page. A review of the page shows, however, that
this mapping is incorrect as the emulators described14 allow the emulation of RISC OS — an architecture-
dependent operating system for (Acorn) Archimedes personal computers15 — on the DOS, Linux and Win-
dows platforms. In this case, DOS would thus have been a more appropriate replacement for this slot location
but had lower salience on the target page. As pointed out in Section 6.6.4, a global decoding model able to
account for cross-slot semantic dependencies would be needed in order to handle this type of joint mapping
(and possibly compression) decisions between neighbor and target attributes when multiple locally coherent
replacement candidates are available for one or several slot locations.
7.5.3 Neighborhood-related Errors
Neighborhood-related errors are the type of errors that have the most direct impact on the performance of
our system since the quality of the target neighborhood controls the overall relevance of the summaries
produced. When these errors occur, subsequent adaptation and compression transformations generally are
14The target Web page considered here mixes content about two separate open source emulation projects, adding a further level
of complexity to the summarization task.
15Risc PC/RiscPC is the successor of the Acorn Archimedes computer system but, since it is not found in the target Web page
content, this entity is treated by the adaptation algorithm as a neighbor-specific term.
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not able to modify the selected neighbor summary in a way that makes it significantly more relevant to
the target Web page. In cases where a proper neighborhood for the target Web page category is known to
exist, these errors are generally the result of an unfiltered match on a target-specific term by the retrieval
component which, instead of boosting common category attributes for the target page, promotes one or
several specific topic(s) of the page, leading to the selection of neighbors that may be related in arbitrary
ways to these topics. As an example, consider the set of outputs produced for the URL http://ase.
tufts.edu/athletics/womenlacrosse/ — in the dynamic neighborhood scenario — where the
neighborhood retrieval is driven primarily by the lacrosse topic and not by the category concept of a varsity
team:
URL: http://ase.tufts.edu/athletics/womenlacrosse/






Hockey for men and women.






hockey for men and women.
ODP Jumbos. News items, season highlights, roster, statistics, game schedule,
past results and pictures.
This behavior, which is more frequent when the category of the target page is not known, reflects the current
limitations of the Web page representation introduced in Chapter 5 in not always being able to isolate
category-descriptive content on the target page. While this type of error fundamentally corresponds to our
inability to accurately identify a neighborhood that is known to exist, and could thus be addressed by refining
our conceptualization of Web pages and their categories, in certain cases, as we will discuss in the context
of the larger Web in Section 9.3, we note that neighborhoods may simply be, given the available reference
corpus, difficult or impossible to obtain. This generally is the case for target Web pages which, because they
serve a unique purpose or are simply content-rich, can only be assigned to high-level Web page categories.
Consider, for instance, the difficulty in finding neighboring Web pages for a press article and attempting to
transfer a non-generic indicative summary between such pages:
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URL: http://www.extremetech.com/article2/0,3973,10403,
00.asp
Rank HP announced plans to fully support the Windows, NetWare and Linux
operating systems running on top of VMWare’s virtual machine software
as part of an extension of its partnership with the maker of virtual machine














Workstation and Linux operating systems running on top
of VMWare’s virtual machine software as part of an extension of its part-
nership with the maker of virtual machine software for
:::::::::::
ExtremeTech.
ODP In the first segment of a two-part story, the history of Virtual Machines is
explained, how they operate in “real” machines, how hardware virtualiza-
tion works, and the techniques used by VMware’s virtualization technol-
ogy. The second part describes the VMware software.
We argue that such pages can only be effectively summarized automatically by relying on generic indica-
tive summaries (e.g. Review of the movie X by Y., An article about Z., etc.) or, in the absence of Web
page neighborhoods equipped with such highly-generic indicative summaries, by defaulting to informative
summaries obtained using purely extractive summarization techniques.
7.5.4 Data Errors
Finally, several other data-oriented errors affected the quality of the outputs of the proposed system (as
well as of the considered baselines, both extractive and abstractive) throughout our experimental validation,
generally pointing to the diversity of Web data and the need to reach system implementations that can
reliably handle various forms of noise, missing data, as well as long-tail input content. One source of noise
that specifically affected our system is due to the procedures we applied to collect slot filling candidates
(described in Section 6.5), and which led, in the absence of more relevant alternatives, to erroneous and
irrelevant token substitutions. An example of such an irrelevant substitution can be seen in the following set
of outputs:
URL: http://www.cwruobserver.com/
Rank Official student newspaper of Kent State University.
Rank+Adapt Official student newspaper of Instra Corporation Pty Ltd.
ODP Student-run newspaper of Case Western Reserve University with articles,
sports coverage, editorials, humor items and a classifieds section.
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In this case, the entity Instra Corporation Pty Ltd is introduced due to the content present in the response
to a WHOIS query whose data was not adequately filtered (in spite of several pre-existing filtering rules
targeting this specific purpose16) coupled with the non-occurrence of an appropriate replacement candidate
(e.g. Case Western Reserve University) in the target page data. Such noise, which highlights the importance
of strict data filtering when applying abstractive summarization methods, could nonetheless be avoided by
refining our pre-processing of the target’s content modalities. Specifically, for the example shown above,
this could be achieved by more strictly limiting candidate selection from WHOIS data to clearly identified
domain registrant information as well as by considering a wider range of WHOIS response formats than the
ones currently supported by our framework. More generally, in several cases we have found that errors were
being caused by our inability, during the data acquisition phase, to properly collect raw target URL data as
a result of retrieval errors, changes in the ownership or organization of the parent Web site, or simply due to
domain takeovers (e.g. spam activity, domains defaulting to a “domain for sale” landing page), the example
given above being indeed an instance of this last scenario. Such issues, which are currently undetectable
by our Web crawling system without additional custom development, led to the formation of irrelevant,
sometimes empty, neighborhoods17 resulting in poor measured performance for the URLs affected.
7.6 Corpus of Inputs/Outputs
The sets of inputs and outputs on which the analyses presented in this chapter are based can be found in the
repository reachable at the following address:
https://github.com/ypetinot/web-summarization-corpora
In particular, this repository includes outputs obtained in the context of an oracle-category scenario, a sce-
nario which allows us to validate the effect of the adaptation stage of the summarization pipeline in isolation
of the retrieval and ranking stage.
16The content of WHOIS query responses, which is semi-structured but does not follow a standardized format, can be difficult
to filter consistently without taking the chance of losing valuable content associated with the target URL. In this work we have
devised custom rules intended to filter out the sub-parts of these responses that provide internal registrar information as opposed to
information related to the registrant of the target URL’s domain name.
17In our implementation of the retrieval component (Section 5.2.3), empty neighborhoods are theoretically possible as we apply
filtering rules in order to enforce a minimum level of relevance of neighbor summaries to the target page.
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7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have validated experimentally the value of nearest-neighbor approaches to indicative
Web summarization through both automated experiments, using ODP summaries as a gold standard to be
reached, as well as through human experiments, where we asked contributors to rate generated summaries
on several dimensions of relevance to the target Web page considered. In both cases, we have seen that
the adaptation process presented in Chapter 6 leads to indicative summaries that are, prior to compression,
both closer to ground-truth summaries (automated evaluation), but also deemed as being more relevant
by human users in terms of their accuracy, informativeness and specificity with respect to the target page
(human evaluation). The results of these experiments also allowed us to compare the potential of the two
application scenarios that were introduced in Chapter 4. While statistically significant improvements are
obtained in both settings over the nearest-neighbor’s summary, we saw that the known category scenario
offers stronger guarantees as to the identification of a base summary that is sufficiently compatible with the
target Web page, confirming observations made in Chapter 3. Still, results for the dynamic neighborhood
scenario, suggest that the applicability of the neighbor summary adaptation stage is not strictly limited to
pre-curated neighborhoods and can handle neighbor summaries that are more distant to the target object:
we have verified experimentally that, similar to the known category scenario, human contributors prefer
(uncompressed) adapted summaries to those produced by the simple transfer-based approach.
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Chapter 8
Future Work: Nearest-Neighbors Summary Fusion
We have seen in Chapter 5 how a neighborhood for a target Web page can be identified and how a sin-
gle neighbor summary can be used, through a transfer-based approach, to approximately summarize a new
Web page in this neighborhood. In Chapter 6, we have proposed an approach to adapt the content of a
single neighbor summary to the target Web page by dynamically deriving a template-like structure from
this summary and refilling its predicted slot locations with target-specific content. Although, in this pro-
cess, the neighborhood as a whole is used to establish the templatic nature of individual tokens in the
selected neighbor summary, we make limited use of alternative linguistic structures present in the rest of
the target neighborhood. Considering only the nearest neighbor’s summary as a basis for generation may
prevent us from taking advantage of recurrent linguistic structures occurring in the summaries of more dis-
tant neighbors. In this chapter, we propose to make greater use of the target neighborhood by leveraging
all available neighbor summaries during the summarization process. Instead of focusing exclusively on the
nearest neighbor’s summary, doing so may give us a range of alternative solutions to deal with summary
slots that cannot be refilled, that are refilled with low confidence, or that are not the result of an extraction
process (c.f. discussion on abstractive slot locations in Section 6.3.1), More generally, however, this may
allow us to condition the global structure of the generated summary based on the confidence associated
with individual elements of neighbor summary content. For this, and once all neighbor summaries in the
identified neighborhood have been templatized following the procedure presented in Chapter 6, we apply
sentence fusion techniques [Barzilay et al., 1999; Barzilay and McKeown, 2005; Marsi and Krahmer, 2005;
Thadani and McKeown, 2013] in order to produce a new summary sentence that, given the target Web page
T , represents a consensus between all neighbor page-summary pairs. Our application of sentence fusion is,
in this setting, novel, due to the presence, in the input set of adapted neighbor summaries, of slots, which
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are refilled with a certain level of confidence. Hence, while content informativeness is the factor that usually
drives the sentence fusion process, here we primarily concentrate on the notion of content uncertainty in
order to, as has been our objective until now, further minimize the probability of including, in the generated
summary, content that is irrelevant to the target Web page.
8.1 Task Formulation
Given a set of input summaries, we define the nearest-neighbors summary fusion task as that of producing,






δSfk · costT (fk)) (8.1)
subject to S∗T being a finite sequence of length |S∗T | such that:
S∗T [0] = <bog> and S
∗
T [|S∗T | − 1] = <eog> (8.2)
where δSfk is a binary variable indicating whether factor fk is present in summary S, costT is a positive
function that assigns a cost for the inclusion of factor fk in this summary, and <bog> and <eog> are
two special shared tokens marking, respectively, the beginning and end of summaries. The factorization F
corresponds to the set of linguistic building blocks, derived from each individual adapted neighbor summary,
that we wish to select from in order to form the summary S∗T . These building blocks may be single tokens
appearing in any one of the input summaries, or more complex linguistic constructs obtained, for instance,
from a syntactic or a semantic parse of these summaries. In this context, different types of factorizations will
lead to different operational solutions to solve the optimization task defined by Equations 8.1 and 8.2. In the
rest of this chapter, we present a solution based on the concept of word graphs, leaving the development of
alternate, potentially more expressive, forms of sentence fusion to future work.
8.2 Nearest-Neighbors Summary Fusion using Word Graphs
A minimal formulation of the optimization task defined in the previous section is to combine input neighbor
summaries into a graph representation — a word graph — where pairs of adjacent summary tokens are
mapped to edges that are, when appropriate, shared by multiple neighbors. (Section 8.2.1). Based on this
factorization of input summaries, the optimization task reduces to a lowest-cost path search on the word
graph structure with respect to an edge cost model (Section 8.2.2). This edge cost model is expressed,
not only in terms of graph-centric features of individual edges, as in [Filippova, 2010; Boudin and Morin,
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2013; Tzouridis et al., 2014], but also in terms of object-centric features derived from the relationship
between individual edges and the target object considered (Section 8.2.3). While most previously proposed
approaches to sentence fusion using word graphs have focused on unsupervised ways of combining these
features, here, we adopt a supervised formulation that allows the optimization of the edge cost model for
an underlying word graph given a target object (Section 8.2.4). Summary word graphs equipped with this
conditional edge cost model represent a local approximation of the mapping between the Web page space
and the indicative Web summary space.
8.2.1 Word Graph Representation
The space for summary generation associated with the target neighborhood N (T ) is represented as a word
graph GT = (VT , ET ). This graph is obtained by iteratively combining adapted neighbor summaries in
N (T ), following a procedure similar to the one used in [Filippova, 2010]. Each adapted summary si1 is
mapped to a path between the shared source and sink nodes of the word graph, which correspond, respec-
tively, to the <bog> and <eog> summary tokens introduced in Section 8.1. Each token sji is thus assigned to




i ) to a directed edge (Nk, Nl). Notably, nodes are added
as needed to the word graph in order to guarantee that individual summary paths are cycle-free. Unambigu-
ous nodes — i.e. nodes whose surface form match exactly and for which only one candidate exists — are
always aligned. Ambiguous nodes are aligned to the candidate node having the maximum context overlap
(i.e. largest number of predecessor and successor nodes in common). When there is no context overlap, a
new node is added to the graph. In addition to this core procedure, we supplement node assignments to keep
track of whether the tokens being assigned corresponded, during the adaptation stage, to a slot location. If
this is the case, the node’s surface value can, subsequently, be re-adapted to a different target, a capacity we
make use of during the optimization phase described in Section 8.2.4. The purpose of the resulting word
graph, so-constructed, is to reinforce shared structures among individual adapted summaries, while also
making it possible, for generation purposes, to take advantage of potential variations present in each one of
them.
1Although we align adapted neighbor summaries, an operation facilitated by the fact that these summaries intend to describe a
common target Web page T , we nonetheless keep track of the original template information associated with each one of them.
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8.2.2 Edge Cost Model
Given a target Web page T and its associated summary word graph G, the cost of a summary is defined as





Thus, in this context, an optimal summary S∗T matching the definition given in Section 8.1 is obtained by
performing a search for the lowest-cost path between the source node <bog> and the sink node <eog> inG.
The purpose of the edge cost model Cost_EdgeG(T ) is to quantify in an abstract way — i.e. independently
of explicit lexical considerations on the nodes connected by an edge — the risk associated with following
a particular edge in the word graph G, A range of edge cost features, reviewed in the next section, are con-
sidered in order to express this function, each feature representing a different aspect of the compatibility
between a given edge, the associated word graph and the target Web page. The edge cost model frame-
work applies both to our approach, as well as to the reimplementations of the two sentence fusion systems
described in [Filippova, 2010], which we use as generation baselines in our experiments.
8.2.3 Edge Featurization
We now present the features used to characterize — or condition — the cost of individual word graph edges
on a target object T . These features, or elementary costs, not only intend to quantify how central a particular
edge is in the word graph, similar to the features introduced in [Filippova, 2010; Boudin and Morin, 2013;
Tzouridis et al., 2014], but also to quantify how compatible a particular edge is with respect to the target
object for which fusion is to be executed. In order for the learned model to generalize well across all edges
in the given word graph, we do not consider lexicalized features, i.e. features defined in terms of the specific
surface form of either the sink or source nodes of this edge.
Edge Prior Probability of appearance of edge eij across known neighbor summary paths. This feature
is intended to act as a bias for the activation of an edge in the word graph. We note that slot locations,
regardless of the filler that is currently assigned to them, are treated as regular nodes that may appear in
several summary paths. An edge connecting to or from a slot location may thus have a non-zero prior.
Edge Modality Appearance Frequency of edge eij in each modality Mk of T . Since URL data is in
general scarce, we consider that an edge appears in modality Mk if both its source and sink co-occur in Mk.
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Edge Source/Sink Node Prior For each edge eij in the word graph, prior probability that its source (resp.
sink) node Ni (resp. Nj) will appear in a known summary path. This feature is important as either end of
an edge may appear in a summary without the corresponding node being explicitly supported by a modality
of the target T .
Edge Source/Sink Node Modality Appearance For each edge eij in the word graph, frequency of ap-
pearance of node Ni (resp. Nj) in each modality Mk of T . This feature characterizes target support of an
edge source (resp. sink) node at the per-modality level, and is thus intended to capture fine-grain correlations
between target object support and edge activations.
Edge Average Target-Neighbor Proximity For each edge eij , average similarity between the target ob-
ject and the neighbor objects whose associated summary path contains eij . The similarity between the target
object and a neighbor object is computed as the cosine between the vector space representations of both Web
pages introduced in Section 5.2.1. This feature intends to capture situations where an edge belongs to the
summary paths of neighbors that are, compared to another edge ekl, overall closer to the target T in the cho-
sen Web page space representation. It can thus allow the emulation of a behavior similar to the adaptation
of the nearest neighbor’s summary by always favoring edges originating from nearer neighbor objects.
Edge Sink Node Confidence For each edge eij , confidence as to the relevance of node Nj to the target
T . This confidence is set to 1 when node Nj is templatic and to the probability of node Nj of being
properly refilled — based on the replacement probability defined in Section 6.4.1 — otherwise. This feature
is intended to allow slot locations that were adapted with low replacement probabilities to result in higher
incoming edge costs, so that they can, in the presence of more favorable alternatives, be avoided during a
search for a lowest-cost path in the word graph.
8.2.4 Optimization Framework
Similar to [Tzouridis et al., 2014], and unlike the ad-hoc formulations used in [Filippova, 2010; Boudin
and Morin, 2013], we pose the summary fusion task as an optimization problem. While the former line of
work achieves learning on a corpus of training instances, where to each instance corresponds a specific word
graph, here we, instead, perform an optimization over a single word graph associated with several learning
instances, one for each neighbor object contributing to the word graph2. The resulting task is, thus, to fit an
2 The presence of the ground truth summary path in the word graph is necessary to fit the neighborhood edge cost model in a
supervised way. In order to reduce the risk of overfitting, however, we may use a sub-set of the neighbor page-summary pairs as
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edge cost model such that, given a set of neighbor objects, their original summary paths in the underlying
word graph can be recovered. We express the edge cost of edge eij in word graph G(T ) with respect to an
input Web page u as a linear model:







wG(T )k · fk(G(T ), u, eij)
(8.4)
where each fk corresponds to one of the edge features described in the previous section and the weight
wkG(T ) controls the linear contribution of this feature to the full edge cost. We seek to obtain an optimal set














wk · fk(G(T ), u, esisi+1)
(8.5)
One way to fit the edge model is to use a structured perceptron algorithm [Collins, 2002], where, for a Web
page object given as input, the structured output to be produced is a path in the word graph considered. The
structured perceptron algorithm used is shown in Algorithm 2. At every iteration, decoding is achieved via
a search for the shortest path based on the edge costs induced by the current edge feature weights w∗G(T ).
Crucially, prior to decoding, each node associated with a summary slot location is adapted to the current
input object u by replacing it with an appropriate refiller3. Following previous work on structured learning,
it is not necessary to require the search for the shortest path to be exact, but to guarantee that each iteration
results in a valid update [Huang et al., 2012]. Thus we implement our decoder using beam search combined
with an early update procedure, the latter helping in significantly speeding up the model fitting process. In
practice, the summary word graph may contain extremely short paths between the source and sink nodes
(for instance this may happen if a node tends to appear near the beginning and the end of distinct neighbor
a validation set to assess convergence, while focusing on the remainder of the neighbor page-summary pairs to optimize the edge
feature weights.
3This is done by selecting the single best candidate refiller for this slot, i.e. using the summary-level global decoding algorithm
presented in Chapter 6. Joint adaptation/fusion learning would be based, however, on a replacement of the slot location by multiple
alternate paths, one for each candidate filler. We carried out an initial validation of this last approach in [Petinot et al., 2013].
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Algorithm 2 Structured Perceptron for Word Graph Optimization
Require: G(T ); {ui, si}ni=1
1: w∗ ← {0}; w∗sum ← {0}
2: for k = 1→ K do
3: for i = 1→ n do
4: s∗ ← ShortestPathw∗G(T )(u
i)
5: w∗ ← w∗ + φ(ui, si)− φ(ui, s∗)
6: end for






summaries). In order to address this problem we require the search procedure to only return paths that fall
within the range of previously observed summary lengths4.
4This is a softer and more adaptive formulation than the constant hard length threshold used in [Filippova, 2010].
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8.3 Preliminary Experiment - Combined Adaptation/Fusion System
The implementation of the nearest-neighbors summary fusion stage, as presented above and dependent on
the ranking — c.f. Chapter 5 — and adaptation — c.f. Chapter 6 — stages of the summarization pipeline, is
part of our planned future work. In this section, we provide initial experimental results supporting the value
of the proposed supervised fusion approach in the context of a combined adaptation/fusion formulation.
While the results we obtain are encouraging regarding the performance of fusion-based approaches against
ranking-based approaches, they do not allow us to conclude on the added value of fusion over adaptation,
warranting further experimentation within our pipeline framework.
8.3.1 System Implementation
The implementation of the fusion component considered in the rest of this section is based on [Petinot et al.,
2013], an earlier variation of the summary fusion approach described in Section 8.2. This implementation
primarily differs from the proposed fusion model in the fact that it does not distinguish, as we have done
in the previous chapters of this thesis, between what we consider to be three distinct stages of the nearest-
neighbors summarization process: nearest-neighbors retrieval and ranking, adaptation, and, finally, fusion.
Instead, this system, which operates in the known category scenario, achieves adaptation during the fusion
decoding process, replacing detected slot locations in the word graph with multiple alternate paths, each
path corresponding to a candidate refiller. Additionally, the system relied on rudimentary techniques for the
detection of slot locations and for the acquisition of the corresponding refiller candidates. Although different
in its organization, this system can nonetheless help us assess the value of performing sentence fusion on
top of a collection of similar indicative Web page summaries5.
8.3.2 Sentence Fusion Baselines
In addition to the extractive baselines and reference systems that were considered during our experiments in
Chapter 7, we also compare the performance of the approach based on a supervised edge cost optimization
process against the two unsupervised edge cost models proposed by [Filippova, 2010]. Their first edge
cost model, which we label Filippova/Basic, relies on a single feature, the inverse frequency of the edge
considered across all observed paths in the word graph. Their second edge cost model, which we label
Filippova/Improved, extends the latter model by combining it with several features based on node salience,
5We note that a limitation of [Petinot et al., 2013] was the training of per-edge models, which, as a result, makes the model
prone to overfitting. The corrected formulation we have described in Section 8.2.4 is intended to resolve this issue.
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as well as mean distance between the edge’s end nodes in observed paths, as a characterization of the strength
and importance of this edge in the word graph. Importantly, both of these models rely on overgenerate-and-
rank strategies [Langkilde and Knight, 1998] in order to produce an optimal output6. We note that the word
graph construction procedure described in Section 8.2.1 is based on the original construction algorithm of
[Filippova, 2010] and, thus, although their work did not support — nor had the need for — slot constructs,
their edge cost models can be directly used on top of our augmented word graph formulation.
8.3.3 Results
The results of the combined adaptation/fusion experiment are presented in Table 8.1. We see — rows 3 and
4 — that the systems from [Filippova, 2010] are not able to outperform either the title system or the rank-
ing system, indicating that fusion, without adaptation and based exclusively on characteristics of the word
graph, do not lead to the expected behavior. We note, nonetheless, that the differences between Filippo-
va/Basic and Filippova/Improved follow the same trend, on all metrics, as in [Filippova, 2010], suggesting
that edge features focused on the salience and proximity of neighbor summary tokens are important in order
to identify relevant word graph locations when summarizing a new object in the target neighborhood. The
supervised models conditioned on the target object — rows 5, 6 and 7 — show, however, improvements over
the baselines considered. The fusion system without adaptation, but conditioned on the target object — row
5 — improves over the title baseline, in a statistically significant way, in terms of content selection when the
number of neighbors contributing to the word graph remains limited (≤ 3). This system is however not able
to compete with a ranking system — row 2 vs. row 5 — and overgenerate-and-rank techniques are needed,
similar to [Filippova, 2010], to obtain statistically significant improvements over all other systems — row
6. These improvements evolve positively with the size of the word graph, where the overgenerate-and-rank
approach allows to discover new local variations of summaries that are more relevant to the target object.
In this implementation, however, adaptation is handled during decoding and leads to subpar transformations
— row 7 vs. row 6. A manual error analysis reveals that this is the result of inaccuracies in the detection
of slot locations as well as of the low quality of the selected refiller candidates for these locations, problems
that are more carefully addressed by the adaptation component presented in Chapter 6. This specific aspect
of the results also points to the importance of performing adaptation prior to fusion in order to reduce the
6[Filippova, 2010] uses two slightly different overgenerate-and-rank strategies, but, in both cases, proceeds by obtaining the top
K = 50 lowest-cost paths from the word graph [Yen, 1970], followed by the filtering and reranking of candidate paths according
to a minimum length constraint and a requirement for the presence of a verb in all selected paths.
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Word Graph Neighbor Summaries Count
2 3 4
Summarizer F-1/n=1 F-1/n=2 F-1/n=3 F-1/n=1 F-1/n=2 F-1/n=3 F-1/n=1 F-1/n=2 F-1/n=3
Title 0.1100 0.0243 0.0086 0.1100 0.0243 0.0086 0.1100 0.0243 0.0086
Ranking 0.1809‡ 0.0222 0.0044 0.1809‡ 0.0222 0.0044 0.1809‡ 0.0222 0.0044
Filippova/Basic 0.1215 0.0139 0.0031 0.1130 0.0146 0.0038 0.0727 0.0092 0.0023
Filippova/Improved 0.1309 0.0170 0.0039 0.1149 0.0165 0.0041 0.0987 0.0153 0.0042
Edge-Model 0.1465‡ 0.0184 0.0035 0.1144‡ 0.0130 0.0020 0.0928 0.0095 0.0007
Edge-Model + Overgen. 0.1905†‡ 0.0248†‡ 0.0054† 0.1910†‡ 0.0243†‡ 0.0047 0.1913†‡ 0.0264†‡ 0.0058†
Edge-Model + Adapt + Overgen. 0.1946 0.0199 0.0035 0.1985 0.0198 0.0029 0.1875 0.0193 0.0033
Table 8.1: Performance of fusion-based summarization systems versus extractive and nearest-neighbor-
based summarization systems. All systems were applied to a random sample of 91 ODP categories, each
comprising at least 50 entries. For each category, the set of object-summary pairs was split into train-
ing (90%) and testing (10%) sets. The results reported correspond to the macro average performance on
the testing set. Each column block corresponds to a different number of nearest-neighbor summaries —
respectively 2, 3 and 4 — used towards the construction of the summary word graphs. ‡ and † indicate
statistically significant differences (according to a paired Wilcoxon test with p < 0.05) respectively with the
title baseline and the nearest-neighbor-based system. Results for the non-fusion-based systems are repeated
to facilitate direct comparison with the fusion-based systems.
complexity of the word graph structure. This observation motivated the organization of the pipeline frame-
work we have presented in this thesis. These results, although they highlight the inherent value of fusion
for our task, do not allow us to assess the impact of fusion over adaptation. Future work will address the
validation of the fusion stage alone compared to the adaptation stage, in the same way that the experimental
results presented in Chapter 7 have confirmed the improvements achieved by the adaptation stage over the
retrieval and ranking stage.
8.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a final level of refinement for the nearest-neighbors-based generation of
indicative Web summaries. Leveraging the neighbor summary adaptation process introduced in Chapter 6,
which we initially used only to adapt the summary of the nearest neighbor to the target Web page, we have
described an approach to take greater advantage of the target neighborhood by adapting and combining the
summaries of multiple neighbor objects. As adapted neighbor summaries within a target neighborhood can
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be considered as forming a set of similar sentences, each with potential neighbor-specific variations, we
have described a solution based on sentence fusion techniques as a means to combine adapted summaries
into a single consensus summary. The scenario considered in this work, however, is unlike that of traditional
sentence fusion since, in our approach, the fusion operation is conditioned on an input object that is inde-
pendent from the set of sentences to be combined. We have therefore equipped the word graph with an edge
cost model that not only takes into account graph-centric attributes of edges, but also the relationship of
these edges to the input object. The results of a preliminary experiment, which, although based on a system
implementation regrouping adaptation and fusion in a single stage, indicates the value of fusion compared
to ranking-based approaches. Further developments within our pipeline framework, will be necessary to
assess the impact of fusion over the adaptation process discussed in Chapter 6.
Finally, while we have limited our exploration of sentence fusion to solutions based on word graphs, other
approaches to supervised sentence fusion have been proposed that may enable removing the need for a
shared word graph structure. The work of [Thadani and McKeown, 2013], in particular, would make it
possible to achieve fusion without the need to first produce a hard alignment between all neighbor sum-
maries, a solution that may be preferable when significant linear overlap between these summaries cannot
be guaranteed. Their work relies on a factorization of input sentences that is not restricted to observed
bigram transitions, but instead extends to richer linguistic sub-structures, including higher-order n-grams
(n > 2), syntactic sub-trees, as well as syntactico-semantic dependency relationships between constituents
of the input sentences.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
The objective of this thesis was to explore a novel research avenue for the automatic generation of indicative
summaries of Web pages. This type of summary is complementary to the traditional informative, query-
based, Web summaries — i.e. Web page snippets — used to provide supporting information about matching
URLs on Search Engine Result Pages (SERPs) and is of particular value when a user’s information needs
about a Web page are purely navigational [Broder, 2002]. This scenario does not, in fact, exclusively arise
while interacting with search engines, but also in the context of regular Web navigation, since indicative Web
summaries can, for instance, help visually impaired Web users quickly assess the relevance of a hyperlink
without having to review the associated Web page [Harper and Patel, 2005]. Unfortunately, manually-
curated indicative Web summaries are, in the majority of cases, unavailable, a problem for which no perfect
automated solution exists at this time.
The complexity and noisiness of Web data, as well as their existence in a space that is distinct from that
of indicative summaries (Chapter 2), suggest that purely extractive approaches to indicative Web summa-
rization may not always be appropriate, in particular in the absence of sufficient redundancy of well-formed
content in the textual modalities of the target Web page. In this thesis, we have made the assumption that a
Web page is better seen as a multi-modal collection of textual utterances (i.e. utterances associated with the
Web page itself, its URL string, and the anchortext for this Web page), none of which can be expected to be
linguistically well-formed. In order to obtain the linguistic structure necessary to the production of fluent,
well-formed, indicative summaries, we have hypothesized that such structure can be acquired, instead of
using extraction techniques, by leveraging observed summaries of similar Web pages (Chapter 3). We then
developed a suite of abstractive summarization components for the generation of indicative Web summaries
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(Chapter 4), decomposing the nearest-neighbors-based summarization paradigm into three core operations:
nearest-neighbors retrieval and ranking (Chapter 5), neighbor summary adaptation (Chapter 6), and, finally,
neighbor summaries fusion (Chapter 8). Experimental evaluations, both automated and human-based, have
allowed us to validate the potential of the nearest-neighbors-based paradigm and of the individual Text-to-
Text (T2T) operations we have proposed for it (Chapters 7 & 8). In the following, we briefly review the
specific contributions of this work and highlight limitations of our approach, pointing, for each one of them,
towards modes of resolution that may allow our system to be applied to a large portion of the Web. Finally,
revisiting, in light of the results presented in this thesis, the implications of the ODP analysis carried out in
Chapter 3 we conclude our discussion with a high-level qualitative analysis of the full Web page space that
brings in context both the proposed abstractive approach and the more traditional extractive approaches to
indicative Web summarization, the former ultimately appearing to be the method of choice when a dense
Web page neighborhood can be identified given an input Web page.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
In this work, we make three contributions, which we now summarize in light of the developments and
results that have been presented in the previous chapters. Although the task we have addressed specifically
targets the Web, several aspects of these contributions, as we point out, may be relevant to other Text-to-Text
applications.
9.1.1 Nearest-Neighbors Algorithms for Indicative Web Summarization
Our first contribution in this thesis was the proposal and experimental analysis of nearest-neighbors-based
algorithms for indicative Web summarization. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the large majority of ap-
proaches previously proposed for this task have followed extractive strategies. We have argued that such
systems may, in practice, fail to apply to a sufficiently large body of Web pages due to the fragmented and
noisy nature of Web data. Instead, we have motivated the value of abstractive, nearest-neighbors-based,
approaches, in an effort to maximize the usage of any data associated with a target Web page, while at
the same time relying on summaries found in the page’s neighborhood to provide the necessary structure
needed for an indicative Web summary. Our results (Chapter 7) indicate the capacity of a purely ranking-
based — i.e. transfer-based approach — to compete with purely extractive baselines. Further, summary
adaptation, a localized, extraction-based transformation, has been shown to allow neighbor summaries to be
made more relevant to the target page, both according to automated metrics and to the results of a human
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evaluation. Our experiments also showed that, when combined with the title of the target Web page, the
resulting summaries were preferred by human users compared to extractive baselines. Finally, we note that,
to our knowledge, this work is the first reported analysis of the performance of abstractive approaches to
indicative Web summarization1.
9.1.2 Text-to-Text Sentence Adaptation Algorithm for Abstractive Summarization
Our second contribution in this thesis was the development of an approach for the adaptation, conditioned on
a target Web page and its associated neighborhood, of a descriptive utterance for a neighbor Web page from
the associated neighborhood (Chapter 6). While the domain of the Web is specific to our application and
our approach thus includes methods based on URL-centric concepts, the adaptation of an existing natural
language utterance to an object belonging to a specified neighborhood is a more general operation that could
be relevant in a variety of Text-to-Text language generation scenarios. Company descriptions, people (short)
biographies, and, more generally, any type of object where a cluster hypothesis is applicable to the utterances
being generated (e.g. due to the existence of implicit or explicit templates among these utterances) are
candidate applications for this adaptation algorithm. To our knowledge, this is the first reported attempt that
seeks to achieve such an effect by relying on soft templates dynamically derived from a three-way analysis
involving a target object, a neighbor object and its summary, and the larger object neighborhood from which
the target and neighbor objects originate. Further work on adaptation as an unsupervised learning task, a
scenario for which we have discussed a training strategy in Chapter 6, should facilitate the integration of
slot model features and knowledge sources other than the ones we have leveraged in this work.
9.1.3 Open-Source Framework for Indicative Web Summarization
Finally, our last contribution in this work is a framework for indicative Web summarization (described in
Chapter 4) which we make available as an open source resource2. By defining a common summarizer in-
terface, with common Web data and parsing resources conveniently accessible via distributed services, this
framework will allow other researchers to easily construct and evaluate new forms of algorithms for in-
dicative Web summarization, both extractive and abstractive. We believe it will therefore fill a gap in this
research area since, in spite of our efforts, we have not been able to obtain the original code of the previously
1While [Berger and Mittal, 2000] proposed an abstractive, translation-based, approach to indicative Web summarization, their
report did not include experimental results to validate the output of their system.
2 https://github.com/ypetinot/web-summarization
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proposed systems discussed throughout this thesis, making improvements and comparisons between systems
difficult to assess. In its current state, the framework includes the system variations corresponding to the
output of the individual stages of our summarization pipeline, as well as baselines and re-implementations
of previously proposed summarizers that were considered during our reported experiments. This software
framework also makes it possible to extend our proposed approach for nearest-neighbors-based indicative
Web summarization. The individual pipeline stages can be extended to create new retriever and ranker
components (Chapter 5), new neighbor summary adaptation components (Chapter 6) and, finally, new sum-
mary fusion components (Chapter 8). By releasing this framework, we hope to foster future research in the
area of indicative Web summarization, although, as previously noted, many aspects of this work could be
used as building blocks for other Text-to-Text (T2T) applications, in particular applications following the
nearest-neighbors-based paradigm.
9.2 Limitations & Future Work
We now discuss several limitations of our approach, as well as, for all of them, planned future work that
should allow us to compensate for, or at least reduce, their effects.
9.2.1 Representation of Web Pages
The first difficulty we have addressed in this work is how to identify the nearest-neighbors of a target Web
page. Addressing this issue led us to conceptualize the notion of similarity between Web objects, a task
that is made difficult due to the diversity of Web data. In Chapter 5, we have proposed high-dimensional
representations of Web pages. that attempt to capture similarity between pages in terms, not of their content
similarity — which may lead to the discovery of neighbors that focus on the same topics, but may not be of
a similar type3 — but, instead, in terms of their similarity from a functional point of view. Since uniquely
describing every single Web page functional category would be an unreachable objective, we have instead
focused on category attributes, i.e. recurrent features of categories, as our dimensions of representation. The
noisiness and complexity of Web data may however hinder the performance of this type of representations,
and we have seen that, in their current implementation, our retrieval-based scenarios consistently perform
below the scenarios where the category of the target Web page is known (Chapter 7). Further developments
are thus needed in order to make our approach relevant when the Web directory is not complete, as is always
3E.g. consider how different a blog site discussing recent events in the sport of cricket and the homepage of a cricket club may
be.
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the case given that the Web is constantly changing. An avenue for future work is to attempt to produce better
Web page representations, possibly using multi-modal embeddings similar to the ones discussed in Chapter
5, as they would allow for capturing the similarity between Web pages by optimizing a similarity metric in
terms of the proximity of the observed indicative summaries of these Web pages. Doing so would also allow
for the provision of stronger guarantees as to the homogeneity of the Web page neighborhoods produced.
9.2.2 Neighborhood Homogeneity
Our approach is fundamentally limited, by design, to Web pages that are part of a dense neighborhood of
the Web page space. Once such a target neighborhood has been identified, the homogeneity of the Web page
summaries within this neighborhood is important, as we have seen, in order to be able to efficiently detect
implicit templatic structures associated with the target neighborhood. This is true both for the adaptation of
individual neighbor summaries (Chapter 6) as well as for the fusion of multiple adapted neighbor summaries
(Chapter 8). In the absence of a sufficient level of homogeneity, although experimental results in Chapter 7
have shown that adaptation can still improve over ranking systems when considering a regular ODP sample
— c.f. Table 7.6 — the adaptation approach will degenerate to assume that large portions of the neighbor
summary need to be adapted, leading to a likely loss of summary fluency, but also to greater chances of
performing improper adaptation operations. For the summary fusion component, the effect would typically
result in word graphs consisting of a collection of parallel paths between the shared source and sink nodes;
in other words, it would result in a situation were no sharing of information between neighbor summaries
can be achieved. The evaluation sets that were constructed in Chapter 3 were produced based on the initial
constraint that selected categories should exhibit a sufficiently high level of summary homogeneity. We
have seen that, while a large number of ODP categories offer this desirable property, not all categories do —
c.f. Figure 3.4. A potential solution to improve this situation in the context of the known category scenario,
which has shown the best performance in our evaluations, both automated and human-based, would be
to, once a target category has been selected, cluster this category at a lower level of granularity in order
to restrict target neighborhoods to sub-clusters exhibiting sufficient summary homogeneity. In the more
generic dynamic neighborhood scenario, a solution is to build neighborhoods, from the onset, by imposing
observed summary similarity as the basis for the neighborhood distance metric. Following this solution,
Web page functional categories could be formed automatically by clustering manually curated Web page
summaries — i.e. HTML meta-descriptions — collected during a full Web crawl.
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9.2.3 Adaptation of Non-Typed Summary Terms
The adaptation process we have presented in Chapter 6 is in general limited by the amount of available
knowledge, explicit or implicit, regarding both the current slot location filler and candidate replacements
that can be identified from the target object. Although we have considered the integration, as features, of
a large knowledge source — here, Freebase — and of a word embedding trained on a large text corpus,
we may nonetheless face the adaptation of tokens that are not found in either resource, for instance in
cases where the original token is misspelled or corresponds to a new concept. An immediate solution to
this limitation would be to integrate more features based on alternate knowledge sources as these can, by
identifying the most likely type — in a distributed representation — of the slot location, significantly help
improve the selection of appropriate replacement candidates. More generally, the issue of adaptation is
affected by our ability to determine whether a neighbor summary term is relevant to the target object. In this
work we have, in line with the nearest-neighbors paradigm, approximated the prior probability of appearance
of a term by considering its distribution in the target neighborhood N (T ). Terms appearing frequently in
the neighborhood have thus been treated as being implicitly part of a latent summary template associated
with the neighborhood. Conversely, terms that are infrequent in the neighborhood, and non-supported by
the target considered, have been treated as possible slot locations. More generally, we can argue that the
class of terms we have designated in Chapter 6 as abstractive terms may benefit from a global — i.e. not
based on the current neighborhood — model conditioned on features of the target object. In order to address
the conditional modeling of these terms, future work will aim to establish a global mapping between object
features and the appearance of these terms in associated indicative summaries, for instance using an approach
similar to CorrLDA [Blei and Jordan, 2003], which was used to correlate low level features in images with
the appearance of descriptive terms in corresponding image captions. An additional benefit of this type of
global model would be to allow the prediction of candidate replacement terms that are observed neither in
the target Web page nor in its neighborhood.
9.2.4 Fluency of Generated Summaries
Finally, a key concern in this work has been the generation of well-formed summaries. Through the nearest-
neighbors-based approach, our intent was to, from the onset, produce indicative Web summaries that are as
fluent and well-formed as possible. This is in comparison to previously proposed methods offering limited
guarantees as to the overall cohesion of their outputs [Berger and Mittal, 2000; Delort et al., 2003]. While
the ranking-based systems, by themselves, offer strong guarantees on this point, the adaptation and fusion
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stages we have experimented with may, however, introduce noise and disfluencies in the final summary.
Although our approach attempts to make focused transformations limited to non-function terms, for the
adaptation transformation discussed in Chapter 6 we have not incorporated explicit constraints to further
prevent transformations leading to non-fluent summaries. While we experimented with decoding using a
Viterbi-like algorithm relying on a bigram language model of ODP summaries — Section 6.6.2 — the
short-range impact of the bigram model was not sufficient, in our experiments, to lead to adequate slot filler
selection in the presence of arbitrary input content. In fact, the notion of target adaptation seems to preclude
the use of globally trained language models as they may lead to ignoring important local characteristics
of the target object. Instead, it appears to be preferable, consistent with the philosophy of the nearest-
neighbor approach, to better assess, at the cost of performing stricter filtering of filler candidates, the local
attribute relationships between neighbor and target objects. The nearest-neighbors summary fusion stage
discussed in Chapter 8, may also, in the absence of strong linear overlap of adapted summaries, lead to a
loss of fluency since, in order to adhere to the word graph assumption, only bigram relationships between
summary tokens can be strictly preserved. As previously noted, alternate forms of sentence fusion, which
can support factorizations of the input summaries that include complex linguistic sub-structures, may be
preferable in order to better control the quality of the fusion output. Here again, a model trained globally
could be beneficial, from a purely linguistic point of view, since available data at the neighborhood level
may generally be too sparse to obtain a fusion model that, independent of content relevance considerations,
can achieve linguistically-sound transformations. In both cases, it is thus clear that future developments
would benefit from a more careful evaluation of the fluency of the generated summaries, a criterion we have
not assessed in the experiments presented in Chapters 7 & 8.
9.3 Applicability of the Proposed Approach
As we discussed in Chapter 3, our primary focus in this thesis has been Web pages that belong to ODP
categories exhibiting strong summary reachability. Pages in these categories may not, however, be rep-
resentative of the wider range of pages that can be found on the Web. Thus, we would like to understand
whether there exists specific high-level features of Web pages that may be critical for our proposed approach
to perform as expected. Doing so will also allow us to highlight possible areas of the Web page space for
which further development or experimentation may be necessary.
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9.3.1 High-level Characterization of Web Pages
In order to answer the previous question, we start our analysis by considering the fact that the proposed
approach crucially relies on the ability, given a target Web page, to obtain a (dense) homogeneous neigh-
borhood for this page and, given such a neighborhood, to infer a local mapping between neighbor and target
objects. Classes of target Web pages for which identifying a relevant neighborhood is impossible — e.g. due
to representational issues or to the specificity of the target page — or for which establishing a neighbor/tar-
get mapping is rendered difficult — e.g. by the dominant presence of long-tail content in the neighborhood
considered — will lead to sub-optimal outputs by the proposed summarization model. These two distinct as-
pects of the summarization process, which we review in more detail next, offer orthogonal views on the Web
page space and provide us with a basis on which to discuss the appropriateness of the proposed approach
for different classes of Web pages.
9.3.1.1 Target Neighborhood Density
For the retrieval and reranking stage (Chapter 5), target neighborhood density is the fundamental charac-
teristic associated with the target Web page that constrains the capacity of our system to obtain relevant
neighbors for this page. A target neighborhood with high density — in an appropriate representation of the
Web page space (Section 5.2) — is such that the top K nearest neighbors for the target page can be found
within a small distance ε from the target page representation (i.e. are found in an ε-neighborhood for the
target page). If this condition holds for a sufficiently small ε and a sufficiently large K, we have shown
that summary information can then be efficiently transferred between one or several neighbors to the target
page4. As we have seen in Chapter 5, the availability of such neighbors is sufficient to establish a strong
baseline for the production of relevant indicative Web summaries. Conversely, the inability to obtain suffi-
ciently similar neighbors, typically due to a high-level of specialization of the target Web page, will hinder
both ranking-based and adaptation-based systems (Chapter 7).
9.3.1.2 Content Type (Long-Tail vs. Short-Tail)
For the adaptation stage, the content type of the target neighborhood, and more precisely the presence (or
absence) of long-tail content, is the fundamental characteristic associated with the target Web page that con-
4Here we only consider neighbor Web pages for which an indicative summary is available. This would for instance be the case
by replacing ODP in our framework with a Web-scale database of URL-summary pairs obtained by performing a full Web crawl
focused on Web pages for which the HTML meta description field is available.






Figure 9.1: Schematic division of the Web page space W in terms of the neighborhood density (high or
low) and of the content type (short-tail or long-tail) of individual Web pages. The different quadrants in
this contingency table lead to different input conditions for indicative Web summarizers. For each quadrant,
we indicate the preferred mode of summarization towards the generation of optimal summaries (note that,
above, NN stands for Nearest-Neighbors).
trols the capacity of our system to perform localized adaptation operations on existing neighbor summaries.
Here long-tail content corresponds to vocabulary, concepts, or named entities, present either in the neighbor
summary content or in the target content, for which no or limited syntactico-semantic knowledge is available
to the summarizer. For instance, while at the time of this writing, the phrase Nexus 6P appears on numerous
Web pages5, the phrase, as a standalone entity, is unknown to the word embedding model and to the knowl-
edge base supporting the adaptation stage of our pipeline (Chapter 6), in spite of both resources being based
on recent data. More generally, content that is either novel, domain-specific or otherwise strongly associated
with the target (e.g. product names), and thus whose semantics may only be understood at summarization
time by analyzing the larger Web site from which the page originates, represent a challenge for our ap-
proach to adaptation. Indeed, in order to adapt the entities and concepts present in neighbor summaries,
some knowledge about both the neighbor (original filler) and target (replacement filler) tokens should be
available to accurately evaluate their compatibility (Section 6.4.2).
9.3.2 Quadrant-based Analysis
Figure 9.1 provides a schematic view of the Web page space and of the four quadrants associated with
the different combinations of neighborhood density and content type that may be faced when trying to
summarize an arbitrary target Web page (e.g. a page that may not be typically registered in ODP). Each
quadrant corresponds to a specific configuration for which the proposed nearest-neighbors-based approach
to indicative Web summarization may perform in a significantly different fashion. In the following, we
5A Google query for this exact phrase yielded a lower bound estimate of 17, 100, 000 matching Web pages.
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thus propose a qualitative assessment of these configurations in light of the generic high-level assumptions
that can be made, in each case, about target pages, their neighborhood, as well as the data that can be
associated with these objects. In particular, we highlight the configurations that are better suited for our
proposed approach, and, conversely, determine which configurations should be handled using one of the
more traditional extractive summarization methods reviewed in Chapter 2.
9.3.2.1 High Neighborhood Density + Short-Tail Content
URL ODP Summary
http://aces.illinois.edu/ At the University of Illinois. Provides details of the
graduate and undergraduate programs, the depart-
ments, academics, research and extension.
http://
dickeyinsuranceagency.com/
Agencies offer auto, home, life, renters and business in-




Extended weather forecast, maps, radar and satellite
images for the Cairns area.
Table 9.1: Prototypical Web page URLs and their associated ODP summary for the high neighborhood
density + short-tail content quadrant of the Web page space: while category attributes (e.g. departments,
insurance, forecast) are shared by neighboring pages and, based on target support, transferable between
them, slot locations (e.g. University of Illinois, Cape Cod, Cairns) are covered by available knowledge
sources and are thus adaptable provided proper replacement candidates are present in the target content.
Web pages belonging to this quadrant of the Web page space represent ideal candidates for our proposed
approach since they are characterized both by the large availability of neighboring Web pages and by content
which, although potentially target-specific, is nonetheless covered by available knowledge sources, allow-
ing for the adaptation process to take place. Prototypical pages for this quadrant, examples of which are
shown in Table 9.1, include Web pages associated with recurring physical entities or events, such as the
homepages for medical practices, sports tournaments, universities, local newspapers, etc. Pages belonging
to these categories can be described as instances of a given abstract concept6 and are such that their observed
6In metaphysical terms, this would correspond to the notion of a universal — https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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indicative summaries do not typically contain long-tail — i.e. low frequency — content. This last aspect
of a Web page neighborhood can be ascertained automatically by analyzing, similar to the category-based
analyses that were carried out in Section 3.4, the characteristics of predicted slot locations for the observed
indicative Web summaries in this neighborhood. The existence of an abstract concept that applies beyond
the target page, as is also the case for the quadrant discussed next, is what provides the foundation for the
nearest-neighbors-based indicative summarization paradigm in that it guarantees not only the occurrence of
several instantiations of this concept — the neighboring Web pages that collectively define the target Web
page neighborhood — but also the existence of common attributes shared by these instantiations (Section
5.2.2) and whose natural language verbalizations can then be transferred from one instance to another.




News, links, Pokemon list, codes, walkthroughs and
Pokemon from Saturn.




Home of the panthers. Includes information on the staff,
academics and athletics.
Table 9.2: Prototypical Web page URLs and their associated ODP summary for the high neighborhood
density + long-tail content quadrant of the Web page space: the target-specific phrases Pokemon from Saturn
(a unique composite concept that is introduced by the Web page creator), KOL (a low frequency acronym
for the video game Kingdom of Loathing), and panthers (an ambiguous varsity team name) can only be
accurately understood, and thus efficiently adapted, by performing a deep analysis of the content of the
target Web page.
Web pages belonging to this quadrant of the Web page space, although situated in dense neighborhoods,
which facilitate the identification of close neighbors, may represent a challenge during the — in part
Universal_(metaphysics) — which is to be contrasted with the notion of particulars — https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Particular. Here we posit that universals lead, in the Web page space, to the occurrence of dense Web page
neighborhoods.
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knowledge-bound — adaptation process described in Chapter 6 due to the presence, in either the target
or neighbor data, of long-tail content for which limited knowledge is available. As such, this type of page
may only be efficiently handled using the ranking-based approach described in Chapter 5, the latter requir-
ing, however, to be supplemented with a more accurate compression component than was used in this work
in order to appropriately remove parts of the neighbor summaries that cannot be adapted with high confi-
dence. Prototypical pages for this quadrant, examples of which are shown in Table 9.2, include fan pages
(e.g. for video games, board games, etc.), homepages of school/university varsity teams, Twitter feed pages
(i.e. Web-based realizations of Twitter feeds), and, more generally, most forms of personal/local homepages
where the central presence of low-frequency, domain-specific, content is expected. Twitter feed pages, in
particular, and although being part of neighborhoods that can be extended to include a large number of sim-
ilar feeds, are more strongly characterized by the presence of long-tail content due to their focus on recent
events or novel concepts (including, for instance, hashtags). Importantly, however, these same pages are
also often annotated with descriptions which can be used as neighbor summaries in our approach. As an
example, while the ODP summary for the Twitter feed of the famous soccer player Rio Ferdinand is:
Official Rio Ferdinand twitter account
the feed page itself directly includes a short description — i.e. an indicative summary — that can be
programmatically extracted from it:
Official Twitter account of Rio Ferdinand / Media Enquiries - info@neweraglobalsports.com /
http://Instagram.com/rioferdy5
A summary such as the one above could act as a drop-in replacement for the community-curated ODP
summary and is a good candidate for adaptation to other personal feeds for which no such description was
provided by the owner.
9.3.2.3 Low Neighborhood Density + Short-Tail Content
In a relatively limited number of cases — compared to the size of the three other quadrants considered in this
section — Web pages may be focused on a unique purpose while at the same time relying on — and being
describable using — concepts and notions that are general and well covered by available knowledge sources.
Prototypical pages for this quadrant, examples of which are shown in Table 9.3, are typically homepages of
global organizations or corporations (e.g. the United Nations) for which few, if any, similar pages may be
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URL ODP Summary
http://www.un.org/ Global association of governments facilitating cooper-
ation in international law, security, economic develop-
ment, and social equity.
http://ieee.org/ The IEEE promotes the engineering process of creating,
developing, integrating, sharing, and applying knowl-
edge about electro- and information technologies and
sciences for the benefit of humanity and the profession.
http://www.olympic.org/ [Official site] A variety of information involving the can-
didate and host cities, events, IOC policies, interna-
tional sports federations, national Olympic committees,
and Olympic museum. [Site in French and English]
Table 9.3: Prototypical Web page URLs and their associated ODP summary for the low neighborhood
density + short-tail content quadrant of the Web page space.
found from a category standpoint. As we verified experimentally in Chapter 7, in particular while looking
at the difference in performance between the reachable/homogeneous evaluation sets and a more general
ODP sample, the absence of sufficiently close neighbors in the reference corpus is a key limiting factor for
the proposed nearest-neighbors-based approach as it ultimately requires for a large portion of the selected
neighboring summaries to be either adapted or compressed. For this quadrant of the Web page space, and
similarly for the more important quadrant discussed next, this suggests that the proposed approach may not
be applicable and that extractive approaches to indicative Web summarization may offer stronger guarantees
towards the production of summaries that are sufficiently relevant to the target Web page.
9.3.2.4 Low Neighborhood Density + Long-Tail Content
Potentially the most challenging scenario for our approach, where both sufficiently similar neighbors — due
to a scarce target neighborhood — and resources about the content of neighbor/target objects — due for
instance to the important presence of domain specific knowledge in the target neighborhood — may be diffi-
cult or impossible to acquire. While the difficulty in identifying sufficiently close neighbors is, as previously
noted, a central challenge for the nearest-neighbors-based summarization paradigm, here the added effect
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of a lack of target neighborhood knowledge is expected to significantly limit the ability of our proposed
systems to output relevant indicative summaries. Prototypical pages for this quadrant, examples of which
are shown in Table 9.4, include company product pages found at the deeper levels of corporate Web sites
(with potential neighbor pages and summaries that are themselves very specific to the company considered),
or, more generally, most content-rich pages focusing on the detailed presentation of a given topic, entity or
event. As a result, and since pages belonging to this quadrant of the Web page space may generally be com-
paratively closer to the form of input documents expected by traditional automatic summarization systems,
extractive techniques (e.g. [Delort et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004]) should be preferred in order to handle
this portion of the Web page space.





Text of decision to transfer corinthians.com from Sallen





The latest release of the player previously known as
Blaxxun Contact. Supports VRML97 and X3D Core,
plus extensions for multi-user avatar worlds, NURBS,
anti-aliasing, BSP trees, dynamic LOD for large worlds,





Live debate video as candidates William “Bill” Cas-
sidy, Mary Landrieu, and Robert Maness address the is-
sues facing Louisiana. Hosted and moderated by LPB’s
President and CEO Beth Courtney and Council for a
Better Louisiana (CABL) President and CEO Barry Er-
win along with Shauna Sanford and a panel of political
analysts. Held at Centenary College of Louisiana.
Table 9.4: Prototypical Web page URLs and their associated ODP summary for the low neighborhood
density + long-tail content quadrant of the Web page space: the unique character of the topics discussed
by individual pages (a law case settlement, a visualization software product, a political debate in Louisiana)
is further emphasized by the central presence, in associated indicative summaries, of entities and concepts
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Automated Evaluation - Per Top-level Category Breakdown
Reachable Set
Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.23 0.09 0.20
delort 0.11 0.03 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.09 0.03 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.12 † 0.05 † 0.13 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.25 † 0.10 † 0.22 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 † 0.08 † 0.27 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.24 † 0.10 † 0.21 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 † 0.08 † 0.24 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.10 0.04 † 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.17 0.07 0.28
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.21 † 0.09 † 0.30 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.24 † 0.10 † 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 † 0.10 † 0.37 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.25 † 0.11 † 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.23 † 0.10 † 0.29
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.08 † 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.34 0.16 0.38
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.42 † 0.24 † 0.41
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.28 0.13 0.26
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.38 † 0.20 0.45 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.26 0.12 0.24
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.37 0.17 0.38
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.38 0.20 0.32
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.48 0.32 0.54
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.52 † 0.35 † 0.54
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.30 0.15 0.28
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.45 0.28 0.57 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.28 0.13 0.25
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.42 0.23 0.47
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.46 0.29 0.43
Table 5: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/News - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking base-
lines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.10 0.02 0.06
delort 0.06 0.01 0.07
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.15 0.04 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 † 0.04 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.03 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.20 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.11 0.03 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 0.03 0.17 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.03 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.23 0.08 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.23 0.08 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 0.07 0.33 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.11 0.03 0.09
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.05 0.23
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.05 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.35 0.16 0.34
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.37 † 0.17 † 0.35 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.34 0.14 0.38 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.03 0.07
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.10 0.25
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.25 0.12 0.22
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.49 0.33 0.53
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.49 0.32 0.52
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.07 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.42 0.25 0.54 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.11 0.04 0.09
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.30 0.15 0.33
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.33 0.20 0.31
Table 6: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Sports - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.16 0.09 0.16
delort 0.13 0.06 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.05 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.15 † 0.06 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.08 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.08 0.26 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.17 0.08 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 0.07 0.23 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.05 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.07 0.32
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 0.08 0.32
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.10 0.20
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.10 0.39 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.10 0.18
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.09 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.14 0.07 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.22 0.12 0.25
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.24 † 0.13 † 0.26
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.09 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.25 0.12 0.35 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.17 0.09 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.23 0.11 0.30 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.19 0.11 0.20
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.31 0.19 0.38
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.32 † 0.20 0.38
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.20 0.11 0.20
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.32 0.18 0.47 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.10 0.17
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.26 0.14 0.36
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.24 0.15 0.26
Table 7: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Science - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.17 0.07 0.13
delort 0.09 0.02 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.03 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.15 † 0.04 † 0.16 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.07 † 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 † 0.06 † 0.24 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.07 † 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.19 † 0.07 † 0.21 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.03 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.21 0.07 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.22 † 0.08 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.07 0.19
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 0.08 † 0.35 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.19 0.07 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.23 0.08 0.29
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.06 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.25 0.10 0.25
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.26 † 0.11 † 0.26
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.07 0.15
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.27 0.10 0.31 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.19 0.08 0.15
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.26 0.10 0.28 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.22 0.09 0.20
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.33 0.16 0.40
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.34 † 0.16 0.40
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.20 0.08 0.18
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.32 0.14 0.44 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.19 0.08 0.16
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.30 0.13 0.37
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.29 0.14 0.30
Table 8: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Computers - † indicates statistically significant im-




Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.22 0.05 0.17
delort 0.14 0.05 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.15 0.03 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 † 0.04 0.19
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.23 0.05 0.19
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.22 0.05 0.30 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.23 0.05 0.19
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.21 0.06 0.27
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.14 0.04 0.14
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.17 0.04 0.31
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.24 † 0.08 0.37
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.23 0.06 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 † 0.08 0.42 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.23 0.06 0.21
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.08 0.36
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.25 † 0.09 † 0.31
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.36 0.17 0.37
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.53 † 0.34 † 0.46 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.25 0.09 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.43 0.22 0.48 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.25 0.09 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.40 0.19 0.38
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.41 0.26 † 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.45 0.31 0.57
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.59 0.46 0.64
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.28 0.11 0.24
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.47 0.32 0.65
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.28 0.11 0.24
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.43 0.25 0.48
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.45 0.33 0.41
Table 9: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/News - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking base-
lines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.09 0.02 0.06
delort 0.09 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.16 0.03 0.19
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 0.03 0.19
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.10 0.02 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 0.03 0.22 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.02 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 0.02 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.02 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.04 0.31
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 0.04 0.31
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.10 0.01 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.34
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.08 0.00 0.06
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.19 0.04 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.04 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.38 0.23 0.36
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.41 0.25 0.39
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.10 0.02 0.08
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.32 0.16 0.43 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.02 0.08
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.33 0.16 0.40
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.40 0.25 0.36
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.48 0.32 0.54
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.49 0.33 0.55
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.04 0.12
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.36 0.20 0.55 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.11 0.04 0.10
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.36 0.20 0.51
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.46 0.30 0.48
Table 10: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Reference - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.12 0.02 0.11
delort 0.10 0.06 0.03
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.24 0.11 0.23
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.26 0.11 0.27
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.08 0.00 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.22 0.10 0.30
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.00 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.22 0.10 0.27
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.22 0.11 0.20
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.28 0.09 0.44
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.29 0.09 0.44
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.02 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.08 0.49
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.02 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.28 0.09 0.38
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.27 0.10 0.30
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.53 0.26 0.49
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.49 0.25 0.46
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.02 0.11
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.37 0.16 0.51
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.02 0.11
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.36 0.16 0.49
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.47 0.25 0.44
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.68 0.52 0.73
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.64 0.51 0.71
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.02 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.48 0.33 0.75
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.02 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.47 0.32 0.73
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.63 0.50 0.69
Table 11: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Games - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.18 0.05 0.13
delort 0.11 0.02 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.03 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 0.03 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.19 0.05 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.20 0.04 0.26 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.19 0.05 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.21 0.05 0.25 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.03 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.32 0.16 0.40
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.31 0.15 0.39
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.24 0.09 0.21
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.29 0.14 0.45
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.22 0.09 0.18
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.26 0.13 0.35
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.28 0.14 0.29
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.27 0.08 0.25
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.26 0.08 0.24
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.21 0.07 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.25 0.06 0.28 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.21 0.06 0.15
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.05 0.23
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.22 0.06 0.17
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.39 0.18 0.46
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.38 0.17 0.45
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.23 0.07 0.21
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.31 0.13 0.48
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.24 0.07 0.20
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.32 0.14 0.41
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.38 0.19 0.39
Table 12: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Shopping - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.13 0.05 0.11
delort 0.06 0.01 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.11 0.02 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.11 0.02 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.05 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.15 † 0.04 0.19 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.05 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.14 † 0.04 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.09 0.02 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.15 0.03 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 † 0.03 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.05 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 0.04 0.31 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.05 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.03 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.31 0.14 0.30
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.33 † 0.15 † 0.31
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.05 0.12
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.31 0.12 0.35 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.05 0.12
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.26 0.09 0.26
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.26 0.12 0.21
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.38 0.21 0.45
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.40 † 0.22 † 0.45
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.06 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.35 0.18 0.49 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.05 0.12
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.26 0.11 0.30
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.24 0.13 0.24
Table 13: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Arts - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking base-
lines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.13 0.03 0.08
delort 0.10 0.03 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.16 0.04 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.17 0.04 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.03 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.04 0.20 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.03 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.04 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.03 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.27 0.12 0.32
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.26 0.11 0.32
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.06 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.10 0.36 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.04 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.07 0.21
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.17 0.07 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.35 0.15 0.32
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.35 0.15 0.32
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.33 0.12 0.34 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.03 0.09
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.22 0.07 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.19 0.07 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.43 0.22 0.49
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.43 0.22 0.49
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.12
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.39 0.18 0.49
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.03 0.09
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.10 0.26
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.24 0.12 0.22
Table 14: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Business - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.10 0.03 0.07
delort 0.07 0.01 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.04 0.20
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.20 † 0.05 † 0.20
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.03 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.23 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.11 0.03 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 0.04 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.15 0.04 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.26 0.09 0.35
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.27 † 0.10 † 0.35
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 0.14
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 0.08 0.37 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.03 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 0.06 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.19 0.07 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.49 0.28 0.44
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.49 0.28 0.44
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.05 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.38 0.20 0.46 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.04 0.09
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.32 0.16 0.35
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.41 0.22 0.33
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.60 0.41 0.63
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.60 0.40 0.62
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.07 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.45 0.28 0.63
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.05 0.10
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.38 0.22 0.47
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.49 0.33 0.45
Table 15: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Regional - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.11 0.05 0.07
delort 0.11 0.00 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.10 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.15 0.10 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.12 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.16 0.10 0.22
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.12 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.10 0.22
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.15 0.10 0.17
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.08 0.27
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 0.08 0.27
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.10 0.15
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.08 0.27
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.10 0.15
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.19 0.08 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.08 0.25
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.36 0.22 0.32
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.36 0.22 0.32
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.12 0.14
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.29 0.16 0.34
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.12 0.14
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.27 0.15 0.29
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.33 0.20 0.27
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.54 0.37 0.48
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.52 0.34 0.45
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.08 0.03 0.05
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.37 0.18 0.44
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.12 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.37 0.20 0.39
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.48 0.31 0.37
Table 16: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Home - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.18 0.08 0.21
delort 0.18 0.09 0.26
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.16 0.05 0.21
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 † 0.06 † 0.22
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.07 0.21
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.07 0.38 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.08 0.22
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.19 0.07 0.34 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.14 0.04 0.15
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.20 0.08 0.33
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.21 † 0.09 † 0.35
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.07 0.21
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.24 0.11 0.51 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.19 0.08 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.12 0.44
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.20 0.09 0.26
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.49 0.33 0.43
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.50 0.34 0.43
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.21 0.11 0.23
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.35 0.20 0.49 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.19 0.10 0.23
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.34 0.19 0.45
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.46 0.31 0.39
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.59 0.42 0.59
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.57 0.40 0.57
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.20 0.11 0.25
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.41 0.25 0.61
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.10 0.23
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.37 0.23 0.54
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.51 0.38 0.50
Table 17: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Science - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.21 0.08 0.18
delort 0.11 0.02 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.22 0.09 0.24
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.23 0.09 0.24
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.22 0.08 0.19
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.22 0.08 0.30 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.22 0.08 0.19
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.22 0.09 0.28 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.22 0.10 † 0.20
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.32 0.17 0.42
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.32 0.16 0.43
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.23 0.10 0.23
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.12 0.45 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.23 0.10 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.27 0.12 0.39
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.28 0.14 0.32
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.39 0.21 0.38
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.40 0.21 0.38
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.20 0.08 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.35 0.16 0.44 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.22 0.09 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.32 0.14 0.35
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.31 0.17 0.24
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.51 0.32 0.57
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.50 0.31 0.55
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.23 0.09 0.22
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.41 0.22 0.59
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.23 0.09 0.20
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.34 0.17 0.41
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.37 0.23 0.35
Table 18: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Society - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.15 0.03 0.15
delort 0.10 0.02 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.21 0.05 0.23
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.21 0.05 0.23
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.03 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.05 0.27 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.03 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.19 0.04 0.25
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.21 0.04 0.20
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.28 0.12 0.37
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.27 0.12 0.37
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.06 0.21
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 0.09 0.39
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.04 0.17
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.21 0.07 0.32
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.24 0.09 0.28
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.31 0.10 0.30
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.33 † 0.11 † 0.31
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.29 0.08 0.36 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.04 0.15
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.27 0.07 0.32
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.29 0.10 0.26
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.42 0.21 0.51
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.43 0.22 0.52
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.06 0.20
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.35 0.16 0.53
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.33 0.14 0.43
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.40 0.21 0.41
Table 19: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Computers - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.06 0.02 0.03
delort 0.11 0.03 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.22 0.08 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.22 0.08 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.05 0.00 0.02
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.20 0.07 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.05 0.00 0.02
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.07 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.23 0.08 0.17
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.22 0.08 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.23 0.08 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.08 0.01 0.07
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.22 0.08 0.32
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.06 0.02 0.03
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 0.07 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.17 0.06 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.46 0.31 0.46
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.48 0.31 0.47
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.06 0.02 0.03
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.42 0.25 0.49
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.06 0.02 0.03
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.28 0.18 0.31
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.29 0.22 0.28
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.53 0.38 0.58
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.55 0.38 0.58
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.06 0.02 0.03
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.48 0.30 0.61
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.06 0.02 0.03
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.40 0.27 0.47
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.43 0.34 0.44
Table 20: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Health - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.11 0.03 0.07
delort 0.07 0.01 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.17 0.07 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 † 0.07 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.06 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.20 0.07 0.26 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.05 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.06 0.21
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.15 0.06 0.14
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.24 0.10 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.24 0.10 0.30
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.24 0.10 0.36 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.08
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.21 0.08 0.26
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.17 0.07 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.46 0.25 0.45
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.47 0.26 0.46
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.07 0.13
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.43 0.21 0.51 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.06 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.33 0.15 0.34
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.36 0.19 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.53 0.33 0.59
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.54 0.33 0.59
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.04 0.10
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.47 0.25 0.62 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.08
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.42 0.21 0.47
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.45 0.28 0.42
Table 21: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Recreation - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Full ODP Sample - Balanced Top-level Categories
Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.15 0.03 0.12
delort 0.08 0.02 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.11 0.01 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.12 † 0.02 † 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.04 † 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 † 0.04 † 0.20 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.03 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 † 0.03 † 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.10 0.01 0.09
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.16 0.03 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 † 0.03 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.04 0.16
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.04 0.29 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.04 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.04 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.14 0.03 0.15
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.15 0.04 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 0.06 † 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.05 0.14
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.22 † 0.07 0.24 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.04 0.13
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.22 † 0.06 0.22 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.15 0.06 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.22 0.09 0.27
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.24 0.11 † 0.27
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.04 0.16
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.10 0.33 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.04 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.24 0.08 0.26
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.20 0.09 0.20
Table 22: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/News - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.12 0.04 0.09
delort 0.11 0.03 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.11 0.01 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.11 0.02 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.02 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.14 0.02 0.17 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.15 0.04 0.16
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.09 0.01 0.09
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.02 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.15 0.03 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.03 0.14
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 0.04 0.27 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.03 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 0.04 0.21
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.02 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.17 0.04 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.17 0.05 † 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.05 0.22 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 0.05 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.15 0.04 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.26 0.12 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.25 0.11 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.05 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.25 0.10 0.34 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.10
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.23 0.08 0.25
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.21 0.09 0.21
Table 23: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Reference - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.09 0.02 0.06
delort 0.07 0.01 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.12 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.13 † 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.02 0.07
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.16 0.02 0.17 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.02 0.07
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.14 0.02 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.11 0.02 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.20 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.20 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.02 0.09
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.05 0.28 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.02 0.06
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 0.04 0.18
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.16 0.03 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.23 0.08 0.22
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.23 0.09 † 0.22
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.03 0.08
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.24 0.08 0.26 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.02 0.06
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.06 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.17 0.06 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.35 0.19 0.38
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.34 0.17 0.36
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.05 0.12
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.31 0.15 0.40
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.02 0.07
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.26 0.11 0.29
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.27 0.14 0.26
Table 24: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Sports - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.09 0.02 0.05
delort 0.07 0.01 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.11 0.02 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.11 0.02 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.10 0.02 0.06
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.13 0.02 0.15 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.09 0.02 0.05
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.13 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.10 0.02 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.06 0.26
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 0.05 0.26
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.10 0.02 0.08
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.16 0.04 0.27 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.02 0.06
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 0.04 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.16 0.05 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.06 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 0.05 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.10 0.02 0.06
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.19 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.09 0.02 0.06
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.04 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.15 0.05 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.27 0.12 0.29
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.25 0.10 0.28
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.09 0.01 0.07
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.22 0.06 0.28
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.08 0.01 0.06
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.21 0.06 0.23
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.23 0.09 0.21
Table 25: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Games - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.13 0.04 0.09
delort 0.10 0.02 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.12 0.01 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.12 0.01 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.04 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 † 0.04 † 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 † 0.04 † 0.17 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.11 0.01 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.15 0.03 0.23
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.15 0.03 0.23
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.27 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.05 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.03 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.03 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 0.03 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.05 0.22 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.04 0.20 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.17 0.03 0.15
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.28 0.10 0.33
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.27 0.09 0.33
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.05 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.08 0.35 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.05 0.12
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.08 0.29
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.25 0.09 0.26
Table 26: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Shopping - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.13 0.04 0.07
delort 0.07 0.01 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.11 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.12 † 0.02 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 † 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.16 † 0.03 0.19 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 † 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.15 † 0.03 0.16 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.10 0.02 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.15 0.03 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 † 0.03 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.28 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.09
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.19 0.04 0.21
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.02 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.05 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 0.05 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.09
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.20 0.05 0.23 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.04 0.09
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.05 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.16 0.05 0.15
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.27 0.12 0.32
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.26 0.11 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.05 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.25 0.10 0.34 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.05 0.10
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.24 0.09 0.28
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.23 0.11 0.24
Table 27: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Arts - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking base-
lines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.12 0.03 0.09
delort 0.11 0.02 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.16 0.05 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 0.05 0.17
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.04 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 0.04 0.21 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 0.04 0.18
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.04 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.21 0.07 0.28
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.22 † 0.07 0.28
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.05 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.06 0.32 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.05 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 0.05 0.23
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.17 0.06 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.22 0.06 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.23 0.06 0.22
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.04 0.11
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 0.06 0.27 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.11
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.05 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.04 0.16
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.30 0.12 0.35
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.29 0.11 0.34
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.04 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.27 0.10 0.38 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.14 0.04 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.24 0.08 0.29
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.23 0.09 0.23
Table 28: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Business - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.11 0.04 0.08
delort 0.09 0.02 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.13 0.03 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.13 0.03 0.14
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.04 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.16 0.04 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.14 0.04 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.11 0.03 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.04 0.26
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 0.05 † 0.26
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.04 0.15
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.04 0.28 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 0.04 0.20
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.16 0.04 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.17 0.05 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.17 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.21 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.04 0.09
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.04 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.03 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.27 0.14 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.26 0.13 0.30
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.23 0.09 0.32 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.04 0.09
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.08 0.23
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.21 0.10 0.21
Table 29: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Regional - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.15 0.04 0.09
delort 0.09 0.01 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.13 0.01 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.13 0.02 † 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.03 † 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 † 0.03 † 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.04 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 † 0.03 † 0.17 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.02 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.19 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 0.05 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.04 0.14
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.05 0.29 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.04 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.05 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.05 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 0.04 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.04 0.11
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.20 † 0.05 0.23 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.04 0.10
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.05 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.16 0.04 0.15
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.27 0.10 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.27 0.10 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.05 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.08 0.33 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.04 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.07 0.28
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.25 0.08 0.25
Table 30: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Home - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.12 0.04 0.07
delort 0.12 0.04 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.11 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.12 † 0.03 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 † 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.16 † 0.04 † 0.17 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 † 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.15 † 0.04 † 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.10 0.02 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.05 0.26
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 † 0.06 0.26
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.05 0.12
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.06 0.29 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.08
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.20 0.05 0.22
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.16 0.05 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.04 0.14
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.15 † 0.05 † 0.15 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.04 0.08
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 † 0.05 † 0.19 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.04 0.07
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 † 0.05 0.17 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.04 0.12
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.26 0.12 0.29
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.25 0.11 0.27
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.14 0.05 0.10
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.10 0.30 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.13 0.04 0.08
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.24 0.09 0.25
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.22 0.09 0.22
Table 31: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Science - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.14 0.05 0.10
delort 0.10 0.01 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.15 0.04 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 † 0.04 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.15 0.05 0.12
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.18 0.06 0.20 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.05 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.18 0.06 0.17 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.13 0.03 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.21 0.08 0.27
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.22 † 0.08 0.28 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.06 0.15
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.08 0.30 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.06 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.22 0.08 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.07 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.20 0.07 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.21 † 0.08 0.21
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.06 0.12
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.24 0.09 0.26 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.06 0.11
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.22 0.08 0.22
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.07 0.17
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.33 0.18 0.36
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.33 0.19 † 0.36
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.08 0.14
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.32 0.16 0.39 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.15 0.06 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.29 0.14 0.32
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.28 0.14 0.27
Table 32: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Society - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.16 0.06 0.12
delort 0.09 0.02 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.14 0.03 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.14 0.04 † 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.16 0.05 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 0.05 0.20 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.17 0.06 † 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 † 0.05 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.03 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.20 0.05 0.27
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.21 † 0.05 0.28
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.04 0.17
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.21 0.06 0.32 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.18 0.06 0.14
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.21 0.06 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.18 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.21 0.06 0.19
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.22 † 0.06 0.20
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.17 0.06 0.13
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.24 0.07 0.27 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.16 0.05 0.12
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.24 0.08 0.24 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.20 0.06 0.16
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.31 0.14 0.35
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.31 0.14 0.35
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.18 0.07 0.16
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.30 0.13 0.40 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.17 0.06 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.28 0.11 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.27 0.11 0.26
Table 33: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Computers - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.11 0.03 0.07
delort 0.09 0.01 0.11
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.13 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.13 0.03 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.03 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 † 0.04 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.03 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.16 † 0.03 0.14 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.02 0.10
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.18 0.04 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.19 † 0.04 0.25
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.03 0.13
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.04 0.28 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.03 0.08
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.04 0.19
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.15 0.03 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.16 0.04 0.17
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 0.04 0.16
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.12 0.02 0.09
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.19 0.04 0.20 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.03 0.08
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.04 0.15
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.12 0.03 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.26 0.12 0.31
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.26 0.12 0.30
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.13 0.03 0.11
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.26 0.11 0.32 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.12 0.03 0.08
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.23 0.08 0.24
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.22 0.09 0.21
Table 34: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Health - † indicates statistically significant improve-
ments (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking baselines.
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Summarizer F-1/n=1/weighted F-1/n=2/weighted normalized-lcs
title 0.09 0.03 0.07
delort 0.09 0.03 0.10
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.12 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.12 0.02 0.13
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.03 0.09
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.15 0.03 0.18 †
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.11 0.03 0.08
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.14 0.03 0.15
regular:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.10 0.02 0.09
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.16 0.03 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.16 0.04 0.24
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.03 0.11
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.17 0.04 † 0.28 †
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.11 0.03 0.09
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.15 0.04 0.19
oracle-retrieval:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.11 0.02 0.15
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.17 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.18 † 0.05 0.19 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.03 0.08
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.20 0.05 0.23 †
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.03 0.07
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.17 0.05 0.18
category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.14 0.04 0.13
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@baseline-ranking 0.30 0.14 0.36
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@no-compression 0.30 0.14 0.36
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-no-compression 0.11 0.03 0.09
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-no-compression 0.28 0.12 0.38 †
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-replacement-compression 0.10 0.03 0.08
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian@hybrid-title-concatenation-compression 0.25 0.11 0.28
oracle-category:::adapt-extractive-hungarian 0.25 0.12 0.25
Table 35: Performance of adaptation algorithms - Top/Recreation - † indicates statistically significant im-
provements (according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with p < 0.05) compared to the provided ranking
baselines.
